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Overview of the Report

N

The evaluation of the Nutrition Services for the Elderly'was-jointly conducted
by Kirsc er Associates, Inc. and Opinion Research Corporation. The Final
tr..Report .s available in five separate volumes.

. , 4

This volume (Volume III) is the Descriptive Report. It presents a non -selective
and Preliminary analysis of the data base resulting front the research. Because
each topic area is covered from multiple points of view, the text is repetitive
in places; however, all data are fully described.. This volume is therefore
intended as a resource volume to supplement other volumes. The findings pre-
sented in this volume were refined and subjected to the focused analyses found
in Volume' II: ANALYTIC REPORT.

u

Two data bases are described: Kirschner Associates, Inc. interviews with /

Nutrition Service management staff (Section II: Program Characteristics and
Operations) and Opinion Research Corporation!s interviews with program partici-

/ pants and non-participants (Section III).

Other volumes of the Final Report include:

Volume I: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Volume II: ANALYTIC REPORT

- Executive Summary
- Wave I vs. Wave II Program Operations

Program Impacts
Supportive Services
Contributions
Priority. Elderly

- . Home-Delivery Service

Volume IV: APPENDICES

Volume IV presents the Methodology Appendix describing the
research design and how tie evaluation was executed. Twenp-
seven other appendices report analytic techniques and measures
of statistical significance referred to in the text of Volume II
and Volume III.

Volume V: QUESTIONNAIRES

This volume contains the questionnaires used by the contractors
in executing the evaluation. It is intended as a resource volume.

I-3



SECTION II

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATIONS



. SCOPE OF TITLE III NUTRITION SERVICES: 1982

Title III-c of the Older Americans Act authdrizes federally-funded

nutrition services for elderly Americans. All persons 60 years of age or

olden are eligible to participate in these services. .Spouses of eligible

perslins also may participate, regardless of age. As a matter of princi

ple, all elderly are admitted to the program, but program regulations

emphasize that the most needy persons (usually defined as low income,

minority, poor-in health, or socially isolated) are to be given priority

in enrollment.

:Since their inception'n the early 1970s, these nutrition services

have focused mainly upon meals served congregate settings. In recent

years the program-has been expanded to include home delivery of meals to

some elderly people. In addition, there has been increased effort to-

make the nutrition programa vehicle for helping older people gain access

to other.support services, such As,transportation, social contact, and P

information and referral;

Funding for Title III-c. nutrition,servi,mces occurs through grants to

state offices on aging, overseen by the Admqvstration on "(ging. Plan-

ning, coordin tion,, and monitoring of these, and other, federally funded

services t dirly residents of each state are'the re'sporisibility of

the state office on aging and area agencies on aging: Most states are

divided into planningand service areas and an area agency on aging is

designated for most of these planning and services areas! The.area

agencies plan and coordinate the delivery of services within their

domains. Most area agencies contract with arious groups to provide the

_actual nutrition (and other) services.

Severa3 different measures can b. used to express the magnitude of

nutrition services provided under Title III auspices. The most familiar

measure probably is the nuMber of meals.served per day. As is detailed
4

further in Section C, not all meal sites serve five days per week.

Sites may serve as few as one day per week or as many as seven days per

week. Thus, it is not a trivial matter to calculate an average number '4

of meals served at all sites per day, becaise service varies somewhat
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fromyay to day. The solution we have chosen for this problem is to

calculate the average number of meals served per day bn a.hypothetical

day when all .sites'are serving. This number, therefote,'will reflect a

maximum level of service, which is slightly higher than the Magnitude of

service on any given calendar day.

, A second measure of program'scope is the number of persons partici-

pating in the program. Not all participants attend the congregate site

(or receive-a home delivered meal) on every service day, so the number of .

participants ,(persons potentially receiving some benefit from they

program) Ca* be expected toexbetd the number, of meals served per day,

perhaps by a considerable amount.

Another measure of the magnitude of Title III.nutrition. services is

,the amount of money expended'on the program. Nutrition service pro-

viders can be expected to operate at varying levels:of financial effi-

ciency,
1 and therefore program cost measures can be.expecied to be only

roughly relatecrto either of the two preceding measures.

In the present chapter, we provide information. about each of these

measures of the scope of Title III nutrition services. The principal .

data summarized are those gathered from the 70 service, providers visited

during Summer 1982. However, we,also have used other sou%es of infor-
,,,,

mation to develop estimates of the magnitude of service nationwide.

-

1. Numbers Of Meals Served

The numbers of meals served per day are summarized in Table II-1.

Two statistics are presented fpr the data gathered at 70 congregate meal

sites and providers-during Summer 1982: the mean and the median. The

two statistics are quite discrepant, with the mean suggesting a much

higher level of service.x Recall, however, that the sample of'sites (and

thereby providers) is a weighted sample. Sites (providers) which served

The budgets of providers and their costs per meal vary tremendous-

ly, as revealed. in Analyses of Food Setvice DelfverySgstems Used in_
Providing Nutrition-Services to theIlde0y, Kirschne Associates, Inc.,

June 1981. Because the 1981 study examined costs irdetail, the present

evaluation did not gather cost data. Only a feW basic budget figures

.were collected during the 1982 field work.

11



a larger number of meals per day were more likely to be included in the

sample than.were smaller. sites (providers). This was done-in order to

insure inclusion of some very large sites (providers) in the sample and

to make the sample as representative as possible of all meals-being

served nationwide.
1

Although the mean is a use1J1 statistic when

Considering only the,sample of '70, the median is a more appropriate

statistic for developing nationwide descriptions of services. In this

rePort, all projections of program size variables (nationwide

participation, service, budgets, numbers of sites), there-
.

fore, are based von median's from the sample data.

/

a. Congregate Meals

A typical Title III site'serves 46 meals per day to-congregate

participants.- Thii-figure varied considerably among the sites in-our

sample, with the smallest site Serving 8 meals per day and the largest

serving 255. However, 80% Ofthe sites served between 22 and 105 meals

per day.. Most sites Serve meals five days per week, although someserve

more some leSs.

AsseMbling meal servicedata for all of the sites administered by a

typical nutrition service provider yields a median of 548 congregate

meals per day at that level of operation. Again, providers vOy.greatly

in size, ranging in our sample from 49. congregate meals per day to 8,1777.

Projecfing nationwide, on the basis of both site and provider data,

approximately: 625,000 congregate meals are served on an average day.
2

1
The distribution of all sites and all providers in the nation are

positively skewed, that is, there are relatively small numbers of very
large sites (proyiders). With a positively skewed distribution the mean
is larger thin the median because the mean is influenced by the actual'
sizes of_the'sites (providers), disproportionately weighting the compu-
tation in Tavor of the larg'est sites (providers). Thjs is not true of
the median. .

2This
figure fits well with data assembled from FY1981-status'-

reports submitted to AoA's Office of PrOgrath Operations: Assuming 234
serving days,per,year, which is average for the sites in our sample, the
status reports reveal abbut 610;0b0 meals per, day one year earlier.
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Measure.

TABLE II-1

SCOPE OF NUTRITION SERVICES: 1982

In the 1982 Sample

Total Number

Estimated Nationwi el.

per Site per Provider :.,per day

Number of Congregate Meals
Served per Day

Median 46 548 . 625,000
Mean 56 991.

Number of Home Delivered
Meals Smed per Day

Median
Mean,

Total Meals Served per Day
Median

Mean

2'
7; '153

42 .'-'. 171

175,000

59 734
70, -1062-

Number. of Participants
3

Median
Mean

2Mean and median for alrsites, including ,in estimated 21% of the 70

sites'that are not involved in'home delivery. The median number of home

delivered meals served per day at those sites which do provide home-

delivery is 12.

Estimates are based upon median daily service and best estiMates of the

numbers of sites and prbviders in operation as of Summer 1982. The

numbers of sites and providers are discussed later.

All enrolled, congregate plus home-delivery.
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b. Home-Delivered Meals

, Most congregate sites (79% of our sample) also are involved in

provision of.home delivered meals, either preparing or arranging for

home delivered meals within their service area Those sample sites which

do arrange for orprepare home delivered meals process an average of 12

per day (7 per day, if all sites are included in the, computation). The

jargestmiterencounteredinoursamplewas651mmdeliveredrivalsper

day.

At the provider level, an average of 163 meals are home delIvered

per day, Although all providers in our sample reported that they pro-

vided or arranged for home delivery, their records indicated that the

number of home deliver meal& ranged from none (two'cases) to more than
1

.6,000 meals per day.
.v

.

Nationwide, we.estimafe that a,fotal of 175,000 meals are home

delivered per day under the auspices of Title III.

d. Total Meals perj,Day,
:

The-ratio' of congregate to hothe-delivered service varies:consider-

ably among sites and providers (as is disCussed more fully in Chapter

Thus, the ranse.oftotal meals served per day is very greati;

extending froM 16 to.309.per site and from 73 to 14,919 'per-provider., i

our. sample. The average site serves. 59 meals per day; the average

provider manages 734 meals pen day.

Combining congregate and'home-delivery,service, an estimated

800,000 meals are served each day under Title III. At that rate, clbse

to 200 million 'meals are being served yearly.

2. Numbers of Participants

How many elderly persons are receiving Title III meals? Because a

substantial number of participants in Title III nutrition services do not

eat at a congregate site every'day, the. number of congregate participants

exceeds the number of congregate meals served. At most sites,. the.

average participantdefined as an eligible person formally enrolled by

the site -- attends on only ,half of the serving days.' By itself; however,

1 4
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this figureis misleading. A large ;mumbler (about 35% Hof registered' 1,

particiPants,Tarely miss a meal. at the .site, butan equal number only

rarely attend. To estimate the number-of active cioilgregate participants

nationwide, it therefore is important to exclude,persons whO, although

registered, are participating so infrequently that their inclusion could

°distort data about active participants. .

For home-dellvered recipients, there is little discrepancy between'

the number of participants and the number Of *meals served, since most

participants' receive a mea) on every day/of service. There'are some

exceptions'to this which are discussed/4n Section G.

An average meal site has 110 registered congregate participants, and
a,

,an average provider has 1,676. Wheri persons who have not attended more

than,one meal per month are elimi/nited from the count, the, average

enrollment is 83 for sites; 1,390 for providers.

Nationwide, we estimate that 1.9 million elderly persons are en-
/

rolled in the program, counting both congregate and home-delivery

enrollees. Culling those who participate only once oeless per month,

Title III nutrition services are reaching an estimated 1.5 million,

elderly participants
.1

/

Issues related to enrollment,,participation, and the characteris-

tics of participantsare discussed in detail in later chapters.

3. Program Costs and Income

During the visits to each of the 70 service providers
2

t basic

budget data were requested, including dollar amounts of Title-IIJ grants

for congregate meals, home delivered meals, and non-meal services,

income from other sources, and total annual income. The budget data

Atained were quite erratic. In some cases the figures provided were
41

not internally consistent, in other cases not all figures were avail-

able, and in six cases no budget data were available. In addition, some

1This number is less than half that reported in FY1981 status re-
ports, which we believe reflect many persons who rarely or never attend

or receive)theals.

2See The Methodology Appendix for further detail.
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.

. figures reflected only' actual d011ars:paa or received, in..7'66er cases

the f4gures'inCluded the value"of 'donated labor and/or facilities, and
,

An a few cases the figures.purported to Otiude the Value of.volunteer

labor. F4-these reasOni,,nO detailed an4lYses.of budget data were

:performed... 'Only some Veryleneral estimates of programbudgets and'costs
,

have been developed from the 1982 data..

a. Nutrition Service-Budgets

Table 1-2 summarizes an average provider's budget. Obviously,, the

total budgets Of providers vary considerabli. In the ,1982 sample, the

grand total per year varAil from less than 130,000 to more than $10

million, but averaged very close to the $700,000
2

total in Table 1-2.

Several alternate analyses converged upon the average'percentage alloca-

tions shown in the table.' Reassembly of thecomponents in the table

reveals that 57% of an average provider's budget is used to support

congregate meal services, 17% is allocatedto_home-delivered meals, and

26% goes to non-meal services. Considering only t ount spent on

meal services, 77% is allocated to congregate meal 23% to home-

delivered meals.

Again, the preceding,figures are estimated averages and the pfcture

for any one nutrition service provider can differ considerably from

these averages. The averages in Table 1172 represent our best estimate

of how resources for this program are being used nationwide. If it is

assumed 'tliat there are approximately 1,150 providers in operation at tht

present tim then the-total expenditure on nutrition services can be

estimated at more than $800 million per year
4

1 .

"0onated" refers to labor paid for by other agencies or facilities
such as buildings, vehicles, and equipment used by the nutrition service
provider at no actual cost to the provider.

2
The median total budget for 64 providers was $692,800; theimean

for these providers was $1,036,700. Because this sample of providers is
weighted by size (number of meals served per day), and therefore over-
represents large proyiders, the.median is the better statistic on which
to base nationwide projections.
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TAPLE.I14
YEARLY BUDGET ALLOCATIONS FOR-AN AVERAGE PROVIDER ,

Title-II Income

III-b (v-meal)

III-c1 (congregate)

III-c
2

(home delivered)

TOTAL Title-III

Other Income

Non-Meal

Congregate

Home Delivered

TOTAL Other

GRAND TOTAL per year

127,400 -(28% of total Title III)

254,800 cp % of total Title III)

72,800 11 % of total Title III).

455,0 0
i

).

53,900

142,160

49,000

245,000

:$700,000

(22 of 'total other).

1-(8% of total other) .

(20% of total other)

I1-10
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b. Per Meal -Costs

Although per meal cost was not a principal concern during.the 1982

data collection, estimates of per meal cost were generated for two

reasons. First, Such estimates can be compared to per meal, cost figures

obtained.from another sample of nutrition service providers a year

earlier,
1-

and therefore provide an index of complarability between the two,_

samples. If the per meal'cost data are similar for the two studies,

this confirms the reasonableness of considering,the studies-jointly in

the evaluation of nutrition services. The second reason for calculating

per meal costs in the presentstudy was methodological: obtaining a

sensible per meal cost figure, verified that major errors had not beeh

made in gathering the budget data and meal service data for a given

provider.

Cost per meal was Calculated for providers in the present study by

dividing their total annual budget, by the estimated number of meals

served per year,:based upon provider records.. Sufficient data were

available for 62 Of'the 70 providers. The,average (mean) cost'per meal

was $4.09. The total cost per meal from the cost/quality study, ad-

justed for inflation using the ,CPI-W,2 is $4.08. While this at first

seems an astonishing confirmation, it Is to some dedree fortuitous. The

cost/quality Study figure includes the values of donated labor, facili--

ties, and materials plus volunteer labor, which amount to about 24% of

total cost. By contrast, only two-ihirds of the provid6's in the

present study reported that their budget figures included donated

components and only one-third .reporIed that the budgets included a value

for volunteer labor. Thus, the per meal costs estimated in the present

study are probably slightly higher than would be predicted from the

1The two Studies (the present one and thecost/quality study:re-
.ported in Analyses of Food Service Delivery SystemS...., cited earlier)
are based upon non - overlapping samples. drawn from a population defined
by e'1980 telephone Survey. The sample for the present study was drawn ,
firtt and then the sample of providers for the. cost /quality study was
drawn-from those not involved in the present study.

2"
-The method for adjusting cost estithaOs and a method_for.gathering

cost data are detailed.in A Uniform SifstemVor. C4Culating Costs of
Nutrition Services for Elderly and Comparing Costs to Nationwide
Standards, Kirschner Associates, Inc.., 1982.
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-Pr'
,cost/quality study! Some discrepanc between t, he two sides is to be

. ,

expected as a result of samplingerr r; in additipni it possible that

the CPI-W underestimates the cost increases actually experienced bY

services It must be remembered that She costs calcu(ted in

the present study are bnlycestimates based upon gross budget:data,

not actual expenses.

In general', it appears that the per. meal, cost' estimates generated

from the present sample are, in aggregate, sufficiently similar to 'those

gathered in the 1981 cost/quality study to justify reference to that

study for comparable information about the cost and quality of meals

currently being served under Title III auspicei.

What factors account for the differences among nutrition service

proViders in their per meal costs?- The present stu ot design4

to study program costs, so only a few factors. were examine in-relatidn
_

to per meal cost. Program size was one such factor. .Co's
I

per meal was

found to be inversely related to the,number,of meals served per day by
1

-the provider _C r = - .27, df = 60, <.05 ).' However, the correlation

is small in magnitude, indicating that program size is not a major influ-;

ence on costs. Two other program size variables, the provider's total ,

budget and the radius of the site service-area, were unrelated to cost

per meal. Nor was there any relationship between cost per meal and a

measure of efficiency obtained for_each provider by.comparing the number

of meals ordered and the number of meals served.

The above analyses constitute only a minimal examination of cost

differences, but the relationship of cost to program size confirms the

outcome of the 1981 cost/quality study. In tht study cost per meal

T)

For readers unfamiliar with statistical analisis, the following
convention is followed in tests of statistical significance

performed during this study. statistic summarizing a particular test,
such-as a correlation coefficient, a chi-square, or a t-test, is re:-

ported first. The next figure ( df ) is the number of degrees of
freedom, which is determined pririFipally by the sample size included in

the test. The final figure ( 11 ) reports the probability that the
difference is due merely to chance; p <.05 indidates that the chance
probability of the outcome is less than 5 in 100.. In the case above, r

refers to the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation coefficient.



4 .
' was,found:to be .unrelite4.to.the Meal preparatiOn System in use or tot

the regidiial,.or urban -rural location.of the Provider. fOund.to..

vbe,related to program size.: 'the largest providers achieved slightly

.,'lower per costs than'. did` Or'mOderate-siie'PrOViders-MOrel!--

over,-:this'economy of scale was found to be not a patter of lower food)/

or fdod service 'costs but of lower costs of suP ort activities such a

administration, outreach, and.nutrition. educati

'Gel, Title IIIasts
/

Avis evident in Table If-2, the budget da,taAathered durin

19825eveil thatte average
. nutrition servlce,provider corer

Aof program costs with-TStle III funds,. Within'the'1982

Prov:ddephif percentage VariedbetWeen 18% and 100

the saMWfi7.?titwithin the' 40% to 00% range of Tit

poyli:0 reference, the 1981 cost/quality; study ,-4services

reported .63% oftan average program's costs,,i,
- .

Title III, very similar%to the present sample.

In general, then, it appears ,sound to estiMate Oat'a but two -.
. '

thirds of the cost of provid* nutrition services t erly'4partici-,

i pants in Title III prog000being borne byT'Vtl,e4-11)(funds.-. It also

can be estimated from 'falile4-:2that Title' III stiPporths roughly
I 4.Nlv
comparable-for the 'three program components listed, Title III-c funds

cover about 64% of the 6006f providing congregate meals and 60% of the

cost of home delivered meals, whereas funds are reported' to

cover about 70% of the Cost:Of npflineal services; As has been noted

above, the experience of Any one provider can be :expected to differ frbm

these averages by a-substantial'amount.

dp Participant Contributions for Meals

Data about the average participant contribution for meals were

available'for 68 of the 70 service providers. In most cases, these

averages were obtained.from the nutrition service director and also were

recorded by the Kirschner staff member durTng,site visits. The two

sources were in close agreement ( r = .90,.df ='60, It< .01 ), with the

means for the two sources differing only by 3t, Because the nutrition

service directors' reports were base0 upon longer periods, they were

20
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chosen for all further analysed, unless onlVhe site values were

available:

The mean amount'contributed by con gregateoparticipants is $.57 per

meal. The providei4s' fi res range frOM $.06 to $1.30. Table.II-3 sum-

marizes.the distribution f these figures more fully. The distribution
_

is somewhat skewed, with ore providers clustered near thelower end of

the scale: Fewerothan 10% of providers receive participants

'rbutions averaging more than a dollar per meal.

Co94ribution Policies dTid Practices. The nutrition service

directors and site managers were asked about various policies and prac-

tiqes regarding participant contributionsfOr meals. 'All'of thdse

staff, with the exception of one site eanager, reported that thipartici-

pants in thetr program make donations as opposed to paying for the meals

or.receiving free meals. (The one site manager reported that partici-

pants "paid"for their meals.) Thus, from the staff perspective and at

this leVel of.analysis, there is a clear pollcy, of encouraging and

receiving contributions rather than requiring paymentAfor meals.

However, other data suggest that there is more variation among the

providers.in the actual message about'contribution that reaches partici-
/

pants.

d,.1.h Suggested Amounts. A major point of variation in

practice, mong;providers is fbund in theirsuggestion of an appropriate

contribution amount. Eighteen (26%) of the nutrition service directors

rePclied that no particular amount was suggested to participants in their

programs..Thirteen (19%) of the site managers reported a policy of no

suggested amount. Of greater interest, for an appreciable number of

sites there was little agreement between:the staff members about their

policy: .there were ten cases where the nutrition service director

't
reported "no suggested amount" but the site manager reported an amount;

there were five cases where the director identified, an amount but the

site manager said there was none. Among the 55 sites where suggested

amouRts were reported by both staff members; there were eight cases

where the amounts differed, the site managers tending to report higher



TABLE 11-3

CONGREGATE PARTICIPANTS' CONTRIBUTIONS FOR MEALS

Average Contribution) Number of Providers

$.25 per meal. 14 (22%)

.26 - .50 18 (28%)

.51 75 16' (25%)

-,1.00 11 (17%)

1,01 - 1.25 (48%)

1.26 or more 1 ( 1%)

Median Contribution for 68 Providers

Mean Contribution

Standard Deviation

BAnge of Amounts

$.52

$.32

.06-1.30

1Reported by nutrition service directors.
. .



suggested amounts thah the nutrition service directors.1 Kirschner

field staff members were,asked, on the basis of'their site visits, to

clarify the actual, policy and amount in effect, thus providing a third

source of data, about suggested contribuilOns:. The three,SOurces were

then used to arrive at a bestcharacterfzation of the. practkeie a each

site. These practices are summarized/fnjable 11-4.

Suggested amounts for contilbUtion tend to be set at 25
4

points, for example, $.50 (15%. of irate cases), .75 (23%), 1.00 (29%) -or

. 1.25 (13%). The mean suggested amount for the 1982 sample-isi.87., con -
1t

sidering only those sites which.,,,OO suggest.an amount.' This amountis,

obViouslyi far less than the total cost of a meal. (see the discuSsion ,

above on per-meal cost), and at a majority of sites the suggested amount

does not even cover the cost of the 'food served in a typical meal.

Table 11-4 also.sOmarizes site managers' responses when ques-

tioned about how many participants give the suggested amount (at those

-sites where an amount is-suggested). A majority of'the managers re-

ported that "most" participants contribute the suggested amount, a fact

that:is consistent with observations that-can be made by comparing the

average suggested amount (Table 11-4) to the average actual contribution,

(Table 11-3). Considering 'their the.mean or.the median figures in the

two tables it is evident at the average actual contribution is about

two-thirds of the average suggested amount. The relationship between

suggested amountS 'and actual contributions will be explored further,

b0Ow.

How are suggested amounts set by providers? Both the nutri-

tion service directors and the site managers were asked who was involved

in making decisiAs about participants' contributions. Again, there-was

-1-,ack-atconsensus in the responses, although the directors generally

appeared more knowledgeable about the issue. Forty-nine (70%) of the

A correlation analysis'of the suggested amounts reported by the

director and the manager of each site yielded r = .71, df = 44,-p < .01;

this indicates significant but modest agreement among fEE staff 'members

with regard to the amount suggested. In spite of this lack of unanimity,

. the sample-wide average suggested amount was the same for site managers

and fbr directors ($.87).



TABLE 11-4

SUGGESTED A OUNTS FOR PARTICIPANTS' CONTRIBUTIONS.

Amounl

No Suggested Amoun

$.25 oroless sugges e
or

.26 - .60

.61 - .99

1.00.- 1.49

1.50 or more \a

.Number of Sites
4 .

11 (16%)

5 ( 7%)

.11 (16%).

17 (24%)

21 (30%)

5 ( 7%)

For sites with a suggested amount,

Median amount suggested

Mean amount suggested

Standard. deviation

Range of amounts

$.75

$.87

$.36

.05-1.70

Number of Participants who

Contribute Suggested Amount2 Number of Sites

All 4 ( 7%)

Most 32 (57%)

About half 9 (16%)

Less 9 (16%)

None . 2 '(.4%)

1Amount analysed is based upon staff and field visit reports. Two site'
managers reported a sliding4scale in effect, in which case the mice=
point of the scale was considered.

2
As reported by 56 site managers.
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diredtors (and 40% of the managers) reported that an advisory council

had beem involved'in, these deNlons; 36% of: thedirectors'said that the

area agency onvaging had been involved; 29% of the directors (and 44% of

the managers) repcirted involvement of others, including city/county

officials, site council 'members, a host agency, a state agency, boards.,
of d?rectOrs, and partidipants.

Table 11-5 lists the factors which nutrition service directors

cited as considered in setting contribution policy. The factor cited

most frequently, and noted as most important, was the provider't meal

costs. Approximately half of the directors also reported consideration

of participant-Income levels.

Site policies regarding the suggested amounts clearly emphasize

'flexibility. Virtually all of the nutrition service directors said that

participantt could contribute less than the suggested amount; could con-
,

tribute at a later time, or need contribute nothing at all. Most'of the

directors also said that participants could perform volunteer work in

lieu of contributing;'' This flexibility was somewhat less evident at the

site managers' level. About half of the managers indicated that parti-

c4Its unable to contribute could bbtairi a free Mealdlthough one

manager said.that they could not. About half of the managers reported

that participants unable to contribute the suggested amount could. con-

tribute what or when they could.

d.l.b. Collection. of Contributions. Methods of collecting

contributions are of interest for at least two reasons: (1) learning,

which methods are preferred now that sites have.been operating for

several years, and (2) assessing the privacy/anonymity of the system.

Both the nutrition service directors and the site managers were asked

about the method(s) in use, and Kirschner field staff members observed

contribu-'°"

tion practices during site visits. Although nine methods were antici-.

pated, predominant site practices actually fell into.only four categories.

At 75% of the sites the preyailin§-70ractices is for participants to drop

their contributions into a container. Usually the container is placed

near the entryway, although ;sometimes it is passed at the table or

placed in an inconspicuous spot. At 16% of the sites contribution



TABLE 11-5 .1

FACTORS CONSIDERED IN POLICY-SETTING REGARDING

PARTICIPANTS: CONTRIBUTIONS

Providers Cited as.
.

Factor. Considering Most Important2

Provider Meal Costs 47 (70%)

Participant Income 32 (48%)

Willingness to Ply 22 (33%)

Other Factors3 18

26. (42%)

-22 (35%),

.8 - (13%)

7.

1
According to reports by 67 nutrition service providers.

2
Reported by 62 nutrition service directors.

3Other factors noted, in order of frequency and imp6rtance, were:
reduction in federal funding, experiences of other sites, Matching
formulae, histbry of the provider, and site resources, site location,
and marital status of participants.



envelopes are filled at the dining tables. At the remaining sites the

prevailing method is to pay in advance(4%) or to hand contributions to

a staff member (4 %).: At afew tites two or more methods of .collecting

contributions are in effect.

Although virtually all service directors say that contribu-

tions.are apprivate matter and are made inonymously, Kirschner 'field

staff noted seveeal instances where this islprobably in fact not the

case. For.exaMple, at sites where contributibns are made in advance,

where they are handed to a staff Member, or where,someone watches as

contributions are placed in a container, Ahe contributions are potential-

ly identifiable. Ih one instance, the practice 'was for participants to

. write theirjiames on the envelopes used for contributions. At about 15%

of the sites, the collection practices are probably not anonymous. (in

the other-hand, at a great majority of sites, contrib4ibns.appear to

be made with true anonymity'.

d.2 Variables Related to Contribution Levels.- Given the great

variability:observed in average level of participant contributions (see_

rf

Table 11 -3), what.f

l
tors might explain such variation? A large number

Of operational'va ables Were examined in conjunction with sites'

average cpniribution level.
1 These 'analyses were all correlational in

nature. Consequently,.even when a factor. is noted below to be strongly.

related to contribution level there will be little evidence that con;

tribution diffeeences are caused by tHat variable. Several variables

were fOund relat to contribution 'level. Two of them are ParticulaelY

noteworthy:. the

enrollment level.

sted amount for contribution and the minority

d.2.a Suggested Contribution. ,Average Contributions-are

higher at 'sites with higher suggested contribution levels ( r = .53, df = 66,

. 1Either a.PearSon Product- Moment correlation cdefffcient waS
.

cal-

culated, in the case of tiarcontinuouS Yariablesl.or chi-Square analyses
were performed on contingendystables, in the case of one or' Mbre discrete

variables.



It 4 .01). However, there is no independent evidence to suggest whether

higher contributions area result of higher suggested amounts, whether

the suggested amounts are set in part on the basis of past (or expected)

contrtbutions, whether both of the above are true, or whether the

relationship is due to some third-factor. Recall that many proyiders

reported' considering participant income and willingness to pay when

setting suggeited contribution amounts (Table II-5).q Thus, it certainly

is possible that the strong relationship between amount suggested and

amount given ts, at least in part, a matter of setting the suggested '

amount at a locally-fealistic level. Suggested contribution level was

not found to be related to 1980 per capita county income for the sites 1

in the sample, but the per capita county figures may not be a valid

index ofelderly participants' ability to pay for meals.

There was a significant 'relationship between average con-

tribution level and whether or not meal cost was considered in setting

a suggested amount (x2= 9.8, df = 3, 2. < .05 ). Those providers which

reported consideration of meal cost when setting a suggested contribur

tion amount tend to receive higher average contributions. There is

confirmation for this-relationship in the fact that actual estimated

cost per meal (calculated from budget and attenda0,= data was related to

average contribution level( r = .28, df = 60, 11 < .05 ). Providers

with higher per meal costs also receive higher per meal contributions

from participanty. None of several other faCtors which might be con

sidered when suggesting what participants. should contribute-.-for example,

participants' incomes or their willingness to'contribute--were found to.

in related to the suggested contribution amount or to the actual amount

contributed.

Finally, it also was found that providers where the director

and site manager agree on the suggested amount for contributions also

receive higher average contributions than do those where there is dis-

agreement about the amount (x2= = 3, < .05 ). In this case, it

is difficult to conceive of a better interpretation than that agree-
'

ment within the staff about the soggested amount sends a more effective

. message to the



d.2.b Minority Enrollment. Providers with higher minority

enrollments
1 tend to receive lower average contributions from their

participants (.r = -.64,,df = 59, ja < .01 ). To some extent this is

probably a retlection of the relationship between suggested and actual

amounts, since high-minority-enrollment providers alio tend to suggest

lower amounts for contributions ( =-.37, df 60, < .01 ). However,

lower suggested amounts at minority4providers do not account for the

full magnitude of the relationship between amount suggested and amount

contributed, so both the suggested amounts and the minority enrollments

of providers are of potential interest in understanding participant

contribution practices.

Many additional variables were examined in conjunction with

average contribution level and were found to be unrelated. These vari
,

ables included measures of program size, recruitment policies, availability

of other_aetivities at the sites, participant-staTf in;teraction and

attitudinal measures, volunteerism, and method of collecting contribu-

tions.

1Comparable results were obtained using site enrollment figures,

however, the representation of minorities at sample meal ,sites is itself

/-
,strangly correlated with minority enrollment provider-wide. This

relationship is discussed in a later chapter.



. ORGANIZATION OF NUTRITION SERVICES

This chapter describes the administrative structure, interagency

relationships, and staffing of Title III nutrition services as they are

reflected in the 1982 sample.R There appears to be considerable state

and local autonomy in how nutrition services are administered. None-

theless, there also is a general pattern of organization shared by most

states, and it is that pattern which emerges from the statistical

descriptions of t -.1982 sample.

1. Administrativ ructure

a. Typical Hierarchy of Agencies

Table 11-6 lists-five hierarchical levels that most frequently exist

in administering Title III nutrition services. The table also lists the

numbers of agencies at/each level encountered during, the 1982 field work

and the known or estimated total number within the contiguous 48 states.1

In some locations, the hierarchy departs slightly from this,arrangement.

For example, in 6- states there are no area agencies per se, the state

functioning as a single area. Some area agencies function directly as
4

nutrition service providers, although most contract with inde ndent

agencies to provide nutrition services. And, in some idsta oes , there is

an additional administrative level between the nutrition se vice pro-

vider and the congregate meal site._ Finally, some meal sit § are con-

sidered satellites of other sites and may or may not be inc uded'in the

numbers reported by provider personnel. Because of these va iations

the numbers of "providers" and "congregate meal sites" can only be ap-

proximated.

.Detailed information about the Organization and scope of services
for the elderly can be found in A Profile of State and Area Agencies on.
Aging--1981, the. National Association of Area Agencies on Aging (N4A)
and the National Association of State Units on Aging (NASUA), August,
1982. Some of the data in Table II-1 are taken from the N4A/NASUA re-
port.

11;23'



1 Regional offices were not included in, the 9Valuation but sample sites

fell in all ten regions.

2There are 57 .'state units, considering all states and territories.

TABLE 114

TYPICAL HIERARCHY:WAGENCIES INVOLVED

IN TITLE III NUTRITION SERVICES

Number in Number Within 48

Contiguous States

10

482

666
1,150

13,500

Agency 1982 Sample

HHS Regional Office (10)1

State Office (Unite) on Aging .29

Area Agency on Aging 67

Nutrition Service Provider 70

Congregate Meal Site 70



b. Agency Roles and Sizes.

The. principal' responsibilitiei of regional offices of the Department.

of Health and Human Services are to proVide information and technical

assistance regarding services, including nutrition services for elderly.

people. Because the fOcus of this.eValuationwas upon Title III nutri-

tion services, per se, no interviews were conducted at the regional

office level. However, some data are presented later in this chapter

.addressing state and nutrition service proVider staff members' views of

the regional offices. The reMaining:agenciesin the service hierarchy,

plus provider -level advisory councils, are describedjm,the.:following

subsections,

b.1.. State Offices on Aging. State units on aging have

responsibility for planning, funding, coordinating, and eValuating

programs for elderly persons, including Title III nutrition services...

Kirschner field,staffinterviewed the state office staff person'.

responsible. for Title III nutrition programs in each of the 29 states'

represented in the 1982 sample. Of-thOse state nutrition service

directors, 48% indicated that the.:unitfon aging-reported directly to the

governors' offices (a figure Close to the N4A/NASOA nationwide data,

cited above). Most of.thef remaining state units report.to an

intermediate agency involved-with:huMan resourcesbealtir, or

social services.

Within the typical state office, a median,of 6 people are involved

1 with nutrition services. r (The Mean number is 16, reflecting thefact .

that there are a few.states.with very largetutrition service operitiOns.)
.

Most (93%) of the state staffs include a nutritionist, whose, principal'

functions with respect to Title 1i are monitoring and assessing services

(54',% of the respondents),, providing technical 'assistance.(50%), reviewing

menus with regard to nutrition 'standards (46%), and developingpolicy.anth/
1

standards (38%). 11.

The states in the 1982 sample oversee an average (median) of 25
4 .

nutrition service providers, although this. number varies greatly from

,state to state, ranging. froM 5 to 114 providers (mean 34). State

offices.report active roles with regard to selecting nutrition 'service'

providers, reviewing contracts, providing technical assistance, and

Monitoring providers' operations.

11-25
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Competitive bidding is now used (or soon will be) for selecting

providers in virtually all states. However, several state directors'

indicated that no new providers have been selected in recent years (since .`.

1973,in one case) and that the issue of how, providers are selected is

therefore somewhat moot. In most states, selection of nutrition service

providers is delegated to the appropriate area agency on aging although

selection criteria sometimes are imposed by theState office.

jMost state offices (68%) report that they review the area agencies'

contracts with service providers (32% do not), attending primarily to

the contracts' consistency with federal renlations (68% of those who

review contracts) and/or with state policies (63%). Contract reviews

are usually made prior to the contract being signed.

The most frequent types of technical assistance which state offices

report giving to providers regard fiscal management (52% of the states),

menus (45%), sanitation (38%), and general nutrition policy and opera-
.

tion. Many other topics were mentioned, such as, home delivery of meals,

contracting with caterers, staff training and development, and other

programs available for elderly people.

The state offices report that they actively monitor 67% of the

providers in the sample, through personal visits (160% of the sites that

are monitored), providers' reports (70%), and questionnaires (21%).

Monitoring is about equally nicely to, occur monthly, quarterly, semi

annually, or annually. However, state offices report a much higher fre-

quency of contact with most providers, through telephone or perSonal

visits: daily or weekly (24%) or monthly (31%).

b.2. Area Agencies on Aging. The area agency on aging is usually

the focal point for planning and coordination of services tb elderly

persons within the prescribed area: The major foci of the 1982 inter-

views with 67 area agency directors were to gather pictures of current

needs for service among elders, the value and operation of nutrition
.

service programs against the context of need, and the area agencies'

roles in providing nutrition services.



Most area agencies cover a multi-couAy area. Among. the agAcies

sampled, 60% oversee only one or two nutrition service providers. The

. ,largest oversees 96. (The median number of providers per area'; agency is

2; the mean number is 7.) In some cases, nutrition services are operated

directly by area agency sta f rather than by contract agencies. This was

so for,18 (26%)'of the ser ice providers in the 1982 sample.

The area agencies receive regular reports from the nutrition service

directors, or, in the case of the direct-service agencies, prepare them

internally. These are typically characterizedas statistical service

reports (87%), fiscal reports (79%), and descriptive reports concerning

programming, client satisfaction; inventory, and other matters. Reports

are submitted in :a highly varied pattern of weekly, monthly, quarterly,

and annual frequencies. In turn, the area agencies prepare reports for

the state agencies, for other parties (counties, councils, regional AoA

offices), and for internal use These reports mainly concern fiscal

issues, participation, and program evaluation.

The area:agencies also report that they provide considerable technical

assistance to `their. nutrition service providers. This topic is dis-

cussed further in Section 2, Interagency Relationships. eg

b.3. Nutrition Service. Providers. "Nutrition service provider"

refers to an administrative office responsible for delivery of nutrition

service (congregate, and in most cases also home delivery) within a

defined community. Most of these offices also provide or assist the area
0

agencies in coordinating various support services for elderly nutrition

participants, such as transportation, shopping assistance, information

and referralg and recreation. Support services are discussed in Section

F.

hlost (74%) of the nutrition service directors in the sample see

their role as including advocacy of new services for elderly persons. To

illustrate this role, directors noted their membership on boards of other

agencies and other networking activities, speaking engagements and ;

testimony before public and government groups, assistance with needs

surveys,and educational programs, and their grant proposals and articles

written for publication or distribution.
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Seventy nutrition s rvice providers were included in the 1982 data

collection. Using seve sources of information, we estimate that

there was a total of 1, providers operating within the contiguous

states at, the time of the field work. This is,,about the same as in

1980. While there has been growth in nutritiop,service since 1980, we

believe that this growth has been in the number of congregate meal sites

and in the number of meals served rather than in the number of providers.

In some locations therehas been deliberate consolidation of sites or

providers.

The average (median) provider administers 12 congregate meal sites

and alsofarranges for or provides home delivered meal service. Some pro-
,

viders 'have only one meal site (6% of the sample) and a few.have 100 or

more,sites.
1

b.4. ongregate Meal Sites.. The congrepte meal site is the focal

point for provision of Title III Meals and support services. Many meal.

sites (39% of the sample) are located in buildings described as community

''centers, in churches (29%), or in housing complexes for seniors (12%).

Althoughthere has been an'increase in the number of community/senior

centers housing nutrition services during the past few years,there is

still considerable ingenuity in the location of. meal sites. Some are

located in converted storefronts or residences, office buildings, an4

lodge halls, and the 1982 sample also included the dining facilities of a

country club, a restaurant, and a funeral home. Only one §chool was

included in the 1982 sample of sites, which reflects a reduction in use

of school facilities in recent years. The meal site environments are

described, in greater detail in Section C.

The typical site serves congregate meals durihg the noon hour and

also packages and distributes homebound meals. This work is handled by

a tombinatioh of paid and volunteer labor. Many sites (37% of the

sample) have only one paid staff member: the site manager. But a

majority of sites have additional paid staff, which might include

drivers, 'janitors, cooks and kitchen aides,,clerical.staff or outreach

The mean number of sites' per provider in our sample was 18.4 with

a standard deviation of 18.2. As noted elsewhere, the sample was biased

iti a way that-includes large providers more frequently than they occur

in the population. 1.>

11-28
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and recreation workers. Three of the sites in our sample (4%) operate

without paid staff. .Indeed, all sites report that volunteers represent

an important part of the labor force. Volunteers usually are elderly

participants who fulfil a'variety of duties related to serving and

cleaning up .after meals, assisting with clerical tasks, and provision of

support services. Volunteerism is treated in greater detail at another

point in this .chapter.

Using a variety of indicators, including data from the 1980 tele-

phone survey cited earlier, FY1981 status reports tothe'Office of

Program Operations, and 1982 staff interview data, we estimate that at

the time of data collection there were 13,500 congregate meal sites in

operation within the 48 contiguous states. The average (median) site

serves 46 meals per day to congregate participants and prepares or

arranges for 7 home delivered meals. But some sites handle fewer than

twenty meals per day and some provide two or three hundred meils per

day.

b.5. Advisory Councils.

several years,ago to encourage participants' involvement in planning and

operation of local nutrition services, service providers and meal sites

established advisory councils, usually composed of elderly participants,

representatives of other community agencies, and nutrition

staff.

Sixty-two (89%) ofjthe nutrition service directors._ interviewed in

1982 reported that they had an advisory council at that time Kirschner

staff included advisory council members among the interviews scheduled

during field visits. Based upon the field experience we found that 60

(86%) of the providers actually had active councils. Among the.re-

maining providers some had councils at the meal site or area agency.

levels. Those nutrition service directors who did not have active

councils at the provider level reported that this was because they found

it more efficient to have councils at higher or lower levels in the

system, that they were in the process of establishing a council,. or that

councils had been dropped in an attempt to streamline operations or

because they no longer were mandated.

Following an administrative movement

service



3
b.5.a Council Activities. Descriptions of council roles and

typical activities were obtained during the nutrition service directorS'

and council members' interviews. Selected advisory council members at a

given provider were interviewed during one session. Usually one or two

members contributed to each interview. Most (76%) of these respondents

were participant-members of the council; the other respondents were

representatives of the provider's staff, the area agency, .or other

agencies.

Table 11-7 compares the nutrition service directors' and the

council members' views of council activities. Although the exact per-

centages differ, the two sources are in general agreement about the

issues with which the councils deal. The most prevalent areas of

council concern are evaluation of operations at the meal site and

handling of participants' complaints and grievances, planning which

foods will be served, and deciding upon the amount which participants

should be 4ked to contribute for meals. Some councils also are in-

volved with planning social and recreational activities and with deciding

upon the needs and methods for providing support services. gy contrast,

selection of staff (either paid or volunteer) is rarely a concern of,the

ozivisory councils.

Advisory council members see nutrition as the major problem of

senior citizens which the nutrition service is trying to solve -(85% of

the respondents), followed by social-emotional problems (70%). Only 9%

of the council members state that the nutrition service is trying to

solve a problem of lack of access to services. However, in their open-

ended comments council members noted many specific problems which their

provider was addressing, including healih probleMs, the needs of elderly

people to stay active and to exercise, housing and economic problems,

staying independent, and obtaining transportation, education, legal, and

home-maker services.

Accoeding to the members, most councils,meet once a month 68%)

or once every two or three months (27%). The remaining councils meet only

rarely: From their reviews of council meeting minutes, Kirschner field

staff members confirmed the above reports as generally accurate, noting,

r.
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TABLE 11-7

ACTIVITIES OF PROVIDERS' ADVISORY COUNCILS

Area of Concern

Evaluating operations, handling

grievances

Menu°Pcianning'

Suggesting contributions

Planning recreation

Supp rt services

Scheduling meal service

Staffin

11-31

Percent of Councils Involved

According to

Service Director

According to

Council Members

85%

.,79%

78%

45%

76% 60%

60% 53%

53% 57%

44% 25%

16% 20%



_however, that about 10% of the councils had not met more than once

within the past twelve months.

Half (48%)of the council's members report that they have

received training or orientation concerning their responsibilities. Of

those who said they had, 73% said that the training was a0equate, 17%i.

said they needed more, and 10% were undecided.' Of those who had not

received training, the majority (60%) thought that it was unnecessary.

b.5.b Council Effectiveness. Among the nutrition service

directors interviewed, 38% characterize their councils' input as useful

"all of the time", 42% say .the input is useful "most of the time", and

J19% say the input is "sometimes" useful. "MoSt (66 %) of the directors see

the councils':level of influence-as appropriate. In the case ofless.-

influential councils, the directors attribute the lack of influence'

principally to members' lack -of interest and knowledge or to an adminis-.

trative structure that precludes much input from.,the council.

From the council-members' perspective the councils are viewed

as active'in correcting weaknesses of the nutrition service (80%). The

major method of action is'to report a problem to a. staff member or to

another relevant authority or agency. But appreciable numbers of mem-

bers also cituggestion7making and direct action as methods by which

they respond tOproblems.,

Most council members also tenCto be satisfied with their in.,

flUence on the nutrition service-S. .Seventy percent.of the councils

members say that their councils have as much-influence as they should.

Those who ar less:satisfied express a desire for "Meatier, assignments"

such as decision roles regarding hiring and firing of staff, budgeting,

setting standards, and planning menus.

In addition to provider councils, it is common for meal

'sites to, establish their own advisory councils.. MOst.(64%) of the sites

visited in1982haye dones6. According to site managers, the site

council members are usually,elected, although in about a third of tiie

,cases members volunteer or are'appointed. The site councils function

r. 0
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chiefly as advisers with regard to site decor, activities, complaints,

increasing donations and other support, meal planning and preparation's'

and coordination of volunteers.

In the instances where the councils have little impact, one reason

may be the sheer size that the council has attained. Provider

council sizes were found to range from 4 to 64 members, averaging 29

members,' Site councils ranged from 2 to 26 members, averaging 10.
.

Advisory groups that reach large sizes can provide plenty of input but,

are sometimes difficult to set into action.

In summary, what,can be said about the impact of advisory coiincils-
41,

in Title III nutrition services? As of Summer 1982 most providers,

and many. sites, have established advisory councils. For about half of

the providers where an advisory council exists,. the council appeaet to be

a ve in making decisions and recommendations about the program, At

abou a quarter of the providers1,the council appears to be largely a

matter of window dressing, having little input to the operation of the

program. The remaining councils either are active in an advisory

capacity ,but without any eal power, or they have adopted a relatively

passive role, responding o ly when asked about an issue.

2. Interagency Relationships

Part of the interviews with nutrition service directors,,area,

agency directors, and state directors were devoted to discussion of re-

lationships among the agencies relevant to nutrition services; Some of

the structural aspects of these relationships were described in .the

preceding section. Below, we summarize the more-evaluative responses
,

given by staff members.

a. Relationships between Nutrition Providers and Area Agencies

Nutrition Service Directors' Views. Nutrition service directors.

were asked 'to rat , on a scale of 0 (none) to 3-(great), the amount of.

--)
72% of the members are program participants, 14% represent other

community agencies, and 10% are nutrition .service staff members.

11=33
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assistance which the area agency on, aging had provided the nutrition ser-

vice during the past year The directors were asked about six potsible

dimensions of assistance, and their responses are summarized in the first

column of Table 11-8. Over all dimensions, the nutrition service

directors' ratings 'average 1.9, indicating a " moderate " amount of assist-

ance'by ihe area agency. The highest ratings are on the dimensions of

planning nutrition, service operations, fiscal management and evaluation

of operations. ' The'least assistance is with regard to staffing and per

sonnel issues:

Theolutrition service directors alsorwere asked what the area agencies

could do to assist nutrition service operations. The majority of nutrition

service' directors (62%) provided suggestions. However, each director

generally made only one suggestion and the responses were highly varied

with relatively little overlap. The most prevalent suggestions. were

Provide more training and technical assistance, for example on

fiscal and attendance record-keeping (21%);

-- Provide more money.(12%)) and

-- Become more familiar with nutrition operations(12%).

Other directors requested that funding and reporting procedures be

simplified and paperwork reduced, that communication between the area

agenly and providers be.improved, and that the area agency provide more

leadership'. Other responses reflected,a desire for greater efficiency

(speedier disbursement of funds; use of multi-year contracts) -,.for a

greater role of the nutrition provider in decision making (share

responsibility, hold joint meetings, realize that nutrition provider is

renderin.g the service), and for more skilled assistance by the area

agency (better7qualified field representatives, more knowledgeable about

aging).

A few of the respondents, plus some who said that there was nothing

the area agency could do, to assist nutrition operations,rmade it clear

that in some cases"there are hostile relations between' the twoorganiza-
.

tiOns. Although the area agencies have now been in operation forseveral

years there still remains some dissatisfaction with the hierarchical



TABLE 11-8

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO NUTRITION SERVICE PROVIDERS

Assistance by Area Agency on Aging_

Rated by Rated by Correlation

DiMension of. Assistance Nutrition Director Area Agency Director of Ratins2 Nutrition Director'

Assistance by

State Agency

Rated by

Planning Nutrition Service4etations.. 2,1

:Staffing and personnel Issues

Staff Training

ftsCal Management
.? 1

,EValuation of Meal 'Quality .1 8
"8

Evaluation of Service Operation

(71 . All Above. Topics

1Meari ratings on a 4-point scale (0=none, Pgreat assistance). The data summarized are for all area agencies and

2.2 .13

16 .21

.24

2.4 .17

,39

2,1 2 4 5t 1

1.9 2.1 1.

r

providers, even though in eighteen cases .the nutrition servjce is operated directly by area agency personnel,.

Ratings in these latter instances are slightly higher than fpr cases where the area agency and nutrition service

provider are sqarate, but the pattern of ratings is the same.

2 ,.

Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient comparing area agency directors' ratings to the corresponding

nutrition service directors' ratings. A telephone follow-up study demonstrated statistically` significant relia-

bility of the ratings by area agency directors and by nutrition service directors. But none of the above

correlations between these area agency and nutriition staff members' ratings are statistically stgniiiOnt,

indicatingliETEFe is little agreement about the amounts of assistance provided, viewed from the two
PersPectives.



concept and with the operation of some arekagencies. .A number of

'nutrition providers view the agencieSas usurping that otherwise

could go to directservice to elderly pertons rather.than seeing the

agencies as partners in provision of service . Perhaps thisjs a point'

where OAA services can, be improved throughsomechangeS regulations or

through technical assistance to specific areas and providers.

a.3. Area Agency Directors' Views. Also shown in Table 11-3 are

the responses by area agency directors to the same question regarding

assistance given to the nutrition service providers. The mean ratings in

the table suggest that the area agency directors rate the assistance they

have given the nutrition program in substantially the same way that the

recipients (nutritton service directors) rate the assistance. The means

are similar for the two staff viewpoints, and, as was the case with the

nutrition service directors, the highest ratings are given to assistance

provided on the dimensions of fiscal management, evaluation, and planning.

Staffing and personnel issues constitute the dimension of least assist-

ance. Nonetheless, in spite of the similarity of the means, the ratings

giveh by the nutrition service directors tend to be lower than the area

agency directors': the recipients of theassistance rate that assistance

generally lbwer thah do the providers of the assistance.1

When the ratings are examined by individual providers, rather than

looking solely at the aggregate rat'ings, it becomes clear that there is

no relationship between how a given nutrition service director rates the'

assistance and how the corresponding area,agency director rates the

assistance. This lack of relationship is shown in the uniformly low

One test of the difference is a chi-square analysis of the dis-
,tribufions of ratings on all.topics, comparing the two sources of
ratings. The nutrition service directors give a significantly larger
number of "0" ratings and fewer "3" ratings than do the area agency
directors ( x2 = 20.7, df = 3, 2< .01).



correlation coefficients listed in Table 11-8. On each of the,dimen-

sions of potential assistance, the area agency evaluations of their

assistance fail to predict how the nutrition service director

the assistance.

Supporting the area agency-directors' more,positive evaluatioins of

their technical assistance are their comments about the nutrition/

program. The area agency directors were unanimous in their praise of the

nutrition services in their areas, citing examples of excellenc /in

operations, recent improvements made by the providers, devotion of the

staff, and so forth. Never did,we hear criticism by the area a/gency

directors of the area agency-provider hierarchy, such as was heard from

the providers' perspective..

b. Relationships Between Nutrition Providers and State Agencies

b.l. Nutrition Service Directors' Views. The ti column of

Table 11-8 summarizes nutrition service directors' ratings/Of the amount

of assistaice which the state agency on aging had provided/the nutrition

service during the past year :The most notable aspect ofithese ratings

by the nutrition service directors is how much lower they are than the

comparable ratings given to the area agencies.
1

On each dimension of

potential assistance the local directors indicate "little" assistance

provided by the state. Onthe other hand, when individual responses are

examined, 11% of the ratings were "great" and 25% we're "moderate", in-

dicating that in some instances the local directors acknowledge sub-

'''stantial help from the stote. Furthermore, lower ratings for state'

assistance than for area agency assistance is not necessarily a negative

outcome, because in some states, at least, the state office may not play

a direct role in providing technical assistance, delegating that re

sponsibility to the area agencies.

1
A chi-square analysis of the distributions of ratings on all

topics shows predominantly low ratings for the state and high ratings
for the area lgendy = 109.0, df = 3, P < .01 ). Confirmation of
this outcome was obtained using t tests of the differences between mean
ratings of area versus state assistance.
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The local nutrition service directors also were asked what the

state agency could do further to assist nutrition program, operations.

This question was answered with specific suggestions by 69% of the

nutrition service directors. The most frequent request (17% of those

with suggestions) was for more money. Other requests voiced by more

than one director were for additional staff training (10%), more guid-

ance and interpretation regarding federal regulations (8%), reduction of

reporting requirements and other paperwork .(8%), and greater sensitivity

to individual service providers (10%).

As was the case in their responses about area agencies, %substantial

number of nutrition service directors (approximately 20%) noted their

dissatisfaction with the state-area-provider hierarchy, or at least with

its actual functioning. Specific objections involved the Wance of

administrative versus direct service costs in the hierarchy and lack of

communication between the state offices and the providers.

b.2. State Directors' Views. Although the state nutrition service

directors were not asked to rate the amount ofassistance given to local

providers, at several points during their interviews the state directors

were asked about assistance and other relationships with the sample

providers. The state directors reported that they had provided assist

ance to a majority (more than 70%) of the local providers during the last

two months, and augmented their responses'with consinrable detail.

Thus, like the comparison between area agency directors and local

nutrition service directors, it appears that those who give the assist-

ance evaluate the assistance more highly than do those who receive it

The major topics of assistance reported by the-state directors were

fiscal management, meal preparatiOn and'._ menus, sanitation, and general

policy and operations issues. 'Many other topics were reported although

less frequently.

The state directors' responses to other questions during their

interviews suggest a high degree of satisfaction with the nutrition ser-

vice providers. When problems were cited, they usually were problems of

resources rather than problems internal to the providers' operations.



In the instances of greatest discord between the area agency and the

local provider, the State offices were aware of the problem. Generally,

however, the'state dlrectors raised prOblems with leleis above theM in

the nutrition service hierarchy: problems of federal fundingand,

regulation of nutrition services.

c. Relationships with DHHS Regional Offices

The state nutrition service directors and the local nutrition ser

vice dqectors both were asked open-ended questions about the role-of

DHHS regional,offices ineoviding nutrition services.` Both groups of

respondents-noted areas of assistance that had been provided by the

regional offices and also offered evaluative comments about the regional

offices.

c.l. State Directors View's. According to the state nutrition ser-

yice directors, the major roles of the regional'offices are (1) providing

technical assistance (41% of the states) or training (24%), (2) monitoring

and assessing program compliance (31%),'and interpreting and relaying

information (28%). Less frequently noted areas of aid include developing

standards, approlting state regulations, arranging meetings with other

states, and helping to solve local problems.

A minority of state directors (21%) indicated that the regional

offices do little or nothing for the nutrition services. Moreover,
,

nearly half (44%) of the state directors stated that there was nothing

that the regional offices could do to improve nutrition program operations.

Those state directors who did suggest ways that the regional offices
o

could aid the nutrition services asked for (1) increased information

sharing and more frequent meetings with other.states, (2) stronger

representation and advocacy-at the federal level, (3) more specific

guidelines, tools, and technical assistance, and (4) 'more education and

training.

c.2.. Nutrition Service Directors' Views. TheAlajority of local

nutrition service directors (71%) said that the regional offices serve

no function with respect to nutrition service. Indeed, these responses



often were made rather forcefully. Among the minority of local providdrS

(29%) who did cite assistance by the mgions, the forms of aid noted

were (1), prOvisiOn cr& training or, training materials, (2) dissemination

of program information in the form of brochures or letters, and (3)

.distribution of regulationi,,mandates, and instructions.

Taken together, the responses by state directors and local nutrition

service directors rather clearly.indicate thatthe regional offices are

viewed as the weakest link in thechain of Title III service provision.

Although the negative feelings about regional offices are by no means

unanimous, they are,sufficiently pervasive to justify consideration

during efforts to improve Title III operations.

3. Staff Characteristics

In this section we summarize some characteristics of the nutrition

service staff encountered during the 1982 field work. In particular, we

address staff size, demographic characteristics, and policies regarding

staff recruitment and ti-aining. The section also discusses volunteerism

at the local level. Most of the data in this section were obtained from

provider records.

a.. Staff Size

The average (median) number 'of paid staff members at a congregate

meal site is 2. The number of paid site staff ranged from 0 to 16 in our

sample. Some sites are staffed entirely by volunteers and many have only

one paid staff member: the site manager.

As was discussed earlier, most nutrition service providers oversee

many congregate meal sites, 12 on the average. Not surprisingly, theft,

the median number of paid staff at the provider level is 25, including

paid staff at all sites. The size of the provider staffs ranged from 1

to 272 in the sample.

b. Demographic Characteristics of Staff

Table 11-9 displays the demographic: charicteristics of the local

nutrition service staff memberlf(directors, nutritionists, and site

managers), self-reported during the 1982 interviews. Also included.are

comparable data from the interviewers higher in the nutrition service

hierarchy (state and area agency directors). Table II-10 summarizes the



Characteristic

Sex

Male

Female

Age

Under 30 years

30-54

55 or older

Ethnicity

.4 Hispanic
H

A Black, not Hispanic

Other Minorityl.

White, not,Hispanic

Education

High School or less

Some College

Bachelor's. Degree

Graduate Work Without Degree

Master's Degree

Doctoral Degree

Years in Position (Mean)

TABLE 11-9

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STAFF INTERVIEWED IN 1982

Percentage of Staff Members

State Area Agency Nutrition , Nutritionists/ Site

'Directors Directors Directors Die'ticians Managers,

28%

72

7%

69

24

76

0

21.

35

41

3

4,3

61% 30% 4 14%

39 70 96 86

9% 6 % 26% 7

p 78 57
44

14 16 17 '49

1% 6% 2% p . %

6 6 9 16

1
3 4 1

92 85 85 76

4% 9% 2% 37%

,,,
-9 30 f5 46

it 24 22 12

23 14 33 4

53 22 37

1 1 ''' .' 0 0

4.8 4,2
3;6

4.6

1 4

Includes American Indiari/Alaskan Native, Asian/Pacific Iflander, and,coMbinations,, reported.

4



.TABLE II-10

,
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL .STAFF

OF NUTRITION SERVICE PROVIDERS, AND MEAL SITES

INCLUDED IN THE 1982 SAMPLE

Percent of Paid Staff2 Percent

Cohgregate Nutrition of Site

Characteristic Meal Sites Providers Volunteers

Sex

Male 20.8% 20.0% 27.9%

Female 79.2 80.0 72.1

Age

Under 30 years 11.7% 13.1%

30-50 38.1 49.5 4.2

'55 or older 50.3 37.3 92.9

Ethnicity

Hispanic.

Black, not Hispanic

Other Minority'

White, not Hispanic

'IncludesIncludes American Indian/Alaskan Native Asian/Pacific Islander and

combinations reported.

2All percentages are based upon 60 or more providers who made data avail-
able to Kirschner field staff.

5.6%

27.3

2.6

64.5

'
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demographic characte istics Of all staff at the local nutrition provider.

and 'Meal site levels. These data were obtained from provider records.

b.l. Sex Distribution of Paid Staff. Nearly 80% of all site-level ;.

staff are women (see'T ble 11 -10). In fact, at '66% of the sites in our

sample there were no me among the paid staff. On the other hand there

are occasional small si es staffed entirely by men. More often, however,

the_ men employed by siteI s function as maintenance personnel or as

drivers. Reference to Table II-10 indicates an even greater imbalance in

the sex distribution of ites managers, 86% of whom are women.

The predominance of women among local staff members also is seen at

the provider level,.where80% of the paid staff are women. Among these:

numbers are the nutritionservice directors, 70% of whom are women.

Other specificallyprovid r-level personnel tend to include clerical and

accounting staffs and nut itionists. All of these staff positions tend

to be filled by women.

Only,at the area agency level does the sex distribution shift: the

majority of area agency di ectors.are Men. State nutrition service

directors usually are Wome.
;

b.2. Age of Paid Staif. According to local-records, paid staff

members at congregate meal sites are quite diverse in age. As is shown

in Table II-10, half of all\paid site staff are over 55 years of'age. At

a third of the sites, all paid site staff are in the45-and-older cate-

gory. But at another third of the sites, none of the paid staff have
,

reached age 55.

Provider-wide, the paid staffLmembeti are even more diverse in age.

For the average provider, 36% of`the staff are over 55, but this per-

centage_ranges from 0 to 100% in our sample.

Amoiig the specific staff members interviewed (Table II-9),,the

typical state, area, and local director is middle- aged.. Nutritionists/

dieticians are frequently less than thirty years of.age. Most site

managers'are over or near 55 years of age.

b.3. Ethnicity of Paid Staff. The congregate meal site staffs tend

to be composedeither entirely of minority.group members (24% of the

sites visited) or entirely of non-minority persons (64% of the ''

sites). Recall, however, that most sites have only one or two paid

staff members, so there often is little option to a-solely-minority or

solely-non-minority staff.

52



Over all the sites for which data were available, about 5% of

the staff members are Hispanic, 27% were Black (and not Hispanic), and

about 2% represent other minority groups, usually American Indian.

At the provider level, about 81% of all paid.staff are non-minority.

Of the providers we visited, 74% had some minority representation on

their paid staff, 26% had none.

Higher.in.the nutrition service hierarchy, minorities,are least

likely to be represented amount the area agency directors and most Likely'

to be included among the state directors. This difference in the

balance of minority to non-minority occupants of the state and area

positions'is marginally' significant, statistically 1x2= 3.8, df = 1, 2.

b.4. Education and Experience. Table 11-9 reveals that there is a

relationship between educational level and staff position. Site managers

are most likely to have'less than a college degree. whereas state and
$

area agency directors and nutritionists.are likely-to have advanced

degrees. fri6 average .number of years served in the staff position is

approximately the same for all staff levels, about 4 years. However, a

substantial number of staff members interviewed (about 20% for each of

the staff positions) were in their first year.of service.

c. Volunteerism

.c.1. Number of Volunteers. All of the nutrition service directors

said that their program used volunteers. The directors reported an

average of 369 volunteers currently working, ranging from 4 to 2,000

volunteers among the providers. The directors also reported an average

of 1,069 volunteered hours per week, ranging from 8 to 6,000 hours per

week. From these figures, a typical volunteer can be expected to spend
r.

about 3 hours per week working for the nutrition-program.

Data about vOlunteers 'also were obtained from all site managers'4and

from records at 69 of the congregate meal sites visited. An average of

21 persons do volunteer work at a typical site ( ranging from 2 to 92),'

which is about two-thirds the number that would be expected based upon

the nutrition service directors' estimates (above). Some of this dis-

crepancy can be accounted'for by volunteers working at the provider-

office level. For example, some providers utilize volunteers to deliver
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meals to iispiebound elderly participants without passing the meals through

a a congregni meal site.

c.2. Demographic Characteristics of Volunteers. The demographic

characteristics of volunteers at the meal sites are summarized in Table

II-10, above. Like paid site staff, most volunteers are women, although

men are somewhat more frequent, among the volunteers. Virtually' all

volunteers (about 93%) are over age 55, and in most cases'are program

participants. About 85% of the volunteers are non.minority, a somewhat,

higher percentage than is seen among the paid staff, but very close to

the percentage of all participants who are non- minority (82%) at the meal

sites visited (see Section 0).
I

C:a. Tasks Performed by Volunteers. The most prevalent tasks per-

lormed by volunteers are cleaning, serving meals, assisting with recreation

activities, and delivering"' meals to the homebound. Collecting contribu-

tions, doing office work, and transporting or visiting other.participuts

are activtities.of dlunteers at abOut half of the 'sites. Preparing

meals is an unlikely activity for vOunteers. The preceding pattern re-

flects the activities of participant volunteers, but the pattern is

similar for non-participant volunteers, however relatively few sites

(only 36%) havenon.:participaht volunteers.

d. Staff Recruitment Policies

'Nutrition service direCtors were asked about their staff recruitment

policies. Fifty-six percent of the directors said that in staff recruit-

ment and selection they did seek people from .among particular groups.

The other 44% have a policy of open recruitment. f-The moSt.frequent

group given preference is elderly peOPle (87% offthose providers with a

special policy). Minorities are given preference by 49% of those pro-

viders with a special policy. Other special groups mentioned by one or,

two providers were handicapped, local residents, women, low-income, and

special-language groups.

*e. Staff Training

All but one nutrition service director reported that orientation or

in-service training was available for staff. The most frequently cited

areas of training were, in order of prevalence, food service and sanita-
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ti.on practices; general background about the programi and. about -aging;

-fiscal' management and record-keeping; management. , supervision, and staff

development; nutrition and health; and first aid

and other safety measures.

Most of'the.directors (71% of those with an opinion) also said that

additional training would improve nutrition operations, and that all

staff. would benefit from additional training.. The topics mentioned were

similar to the above list: project and personnel management; food

''service procedures; fiscal management, inventory control, and reporting

procedures; program regulations and changes; fund raising and community

development; and gerontology.

emergency procedures

During their interviews; 79% of the site managers confirmed that

they had Attended training sessions during the last two years. However,

a large number (44%1 also said they would likemore training, particulaely,

with regard to nutrition and diet; interviewing and counseling tech,

niques; supervision and management; gerontology; and first aid and.

safety: Many other topics also were of interest to one or two site

Managers, including methods for economizing on meals; public 'relations

and public spealcing; grant writing; mo3ivating program partkipants;

outreach and recruitment techniques; exercise and crafts for elders;,

group dynamics; and coping with stress..

Most nutrition service directors (87%) also reported having them-

selves received trairiiffg for their work during the past-year.The

nutritionists/dieticians did likewise, although these staff members are

more likely to provide training than they,are to receive it.



C. CONGREGATE MEAL SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS

This chapter describes typical patterns of congregate meal service

and lesS frequent variations, encountered'dUringthel982,Jialcrwork..-

In addition, data are 'summariied.regarding the phySlcal'enviTonMentsjp.

which meals are served and the relationships'amongpartiCipantSTand

ttaff members.

As background for the description of meal service operations we

present some data regarding staff members' and advisory council members'.

ideals for nutrition service, Do the people involved with local Title

III services see the program fundamentally as a meals program, a social/

recreational program, or a method'of helping 640erlY Persons gain access

to other services? The answer to this. question is quite clear. Over-

whelMingly, according to staff opinion, the meals served by the program

are its reason for being. The details are summarized in Table II-11.°

Both nutrition service directors and site managers rank meals as the

domain of service that should receive primary emphasis. Other domains

..of service trail rather far behind-in average rankings or in numbers of

'times they are ranked first. This pattern also is seen in the opinions

of advisory council members -(who are predominantly elderly program

participants): Asked which needs of elderly people,the nutrition ser

vice provider was trying to solve, 85% of the advisory council members

designated nutritional needs. Like the staff members' responses, in

Table 11 -11, advisory council members gave second place to social needs

and generally lower status to the need for elders to gain access to-

other serv4ces..

Thus, by no means is the meal aspe'5t of the. Title III program

trivial. In the above rankings, in mans' comments heard from staff

members, and the responses by elderly diners, it is clear that tilt

quality of meals and meal service is an important issue among program

staff and participants.
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TABLE II-11

STAFF MEMBERS' VIEWS RELATIVE1MPORTANCE:

OF VARIOUS. SERVICES

Nutrition Service
Directors

Mean Ranked

Service Domain Rank First

Meals 1.4 74%

Social, Recreational, 3.2

Transportation, Shopping
Assistance, Escort 2.6

Counseling, Information,
and Referral

Nutrition Education

1Service domains'were ranked 1-5(1=highest)., Pin terms of the ideal

emphasis., that would be .placed upon them. NUmbers'of re4ondents

are 70 nutrition service directors and 69 site managers.'.

3.7

4.2.

,ro

15

Site Managers
Mean Ranked-.

Rank -Ffrst

1.6. 65%

2.5 18

2.8

3.9

4.2
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1. Meal Preparation Arrangements

a. Preparation System

In contrast to earlier years, the meals at a majority of sites

are prepared by provider staff rather than by an external contractor.)

In the 1982 sample of meal sites, 56% are serving` provider- prepared

meals; 44% are serving meals 'prepared by contractors. Eighteen sample

sites (26%) prepare their meals at the site, whereas the ':remaining`

provider-preparation meal sites (30% of the sample) receive their meals,

from a central kitchen. When meals are prepared off-site, either by a

contractor or in a central provider kitchena, theif usually are delivered

to the site in bulk containers at serving temperatures, where the food is

then portioned and served. Very few providers send centrally-prepared

meals cold, frozen, or preplated to sites.

How satisfied are *gram personnel with their meal preparation

arrangements? Most (88%) of the site managers in our sample say that

the meal prepaeation arrangements are "very'good". The arrangements are

"fairly good" according to 11% of the managers and "not so good".accord-

ing to one manager. (In all instances less than "very good", the meals

are prepared by a contractor and are criticized regarding their quality.)

Nutritionists/dieticians also report satisfaction with their meal

preparation arrangements, 56% indicating` that the meal supplier is doing

a "very good job"-and 44% indicating a "fairly good job". When the

nutritionists/dieticians note problems, the problems tend to relate to

long delivery routes (and consequent temperature problems), menus that

sometimes are inappropriate to the elderly, and difficulties finding

and retaining qualified meal preparation staff.

1
In 1976, only 30% of the sites served provider-preparedireals;-69%

of the sites served meals prepared by contractors (forprofit organiza-
tion schools, hospitals, etc.). In 1980. 44% of the sites were serving
provider-prepared meals; 52% served.contractor-prepared meals:. A feW
-sites used .combination systems and were not included in these
percentages.



Overall, there appears to be a high degree of staff satisfaction

with their,systeggs of meal preparation. This, has apparently,not been

achieved without effort, however. Many providers (46% of the sample)

have changed meal preparation arrangements since 1976. The most fre-

quently cited reasons for changing arrangements are to save money (53%

of the respondents), to improve meal quality (25%), and/or to improve

operating efficiency (25%), as opposed to changes that are forced by

contractors ceasing operation, sites closing, etc. (16%).

b. Menu Planning and Special Diets

According to the nutritionists/dieticians interviewed (note that

about 23%\o'f the providers do not have a nutritionist or dietician),

the persons most typically involved in planning the menus for meals

are a nutritionist/dietician (89% of the cases where one is available),

a caterer's staff (when relevant), and the_provider director (26%).

Site managers, kitchen personnel, and participant representatives some-

times also have input.

The nutritionists/dieticians were asked what dietary considerations

were routinely taken into account inklanning mealse Their responses

were special health needs (59%), ethnic customs (46%), individual food

preferences (43%), religious preferences (33%), general nutritional

needs, of elderly people (28%) and RDA1 guidelines (24%).

Site managers also were asked about the availability of special

meals. Forty percent said that their site serves modified meals to

participants with special health-related needs; 27% said that their

site routinely plans meals that will appeal to certain ethnic, religious,

or cultural groups, Of the remaining site managers, 14% said that,a

special health-related meal can be provided if a participant requests it;

20% said that they can provide a religious- or culture-related special

meal if requested. On the other hand, at more than half of the

sites neither health-related nor culture-specific meals are availible.

'Recommended Dietary Allowances of various nutrients established by

The Food and Nutrition Board of The National Research Council. Title III

meals are expected to meet one-third of the RDA for specified nutrients.



c. Relationships with USDA Programs

The nutritdon service providers also were asked about their

relationships with various U.S. Department of Agriculture programs.

Sixtyseven percent said they use USDA commodities in their meals.

Eighty-nine percent reported that they receive cash inlieu of USDA

6mmodities. Most providers (80%) alto reported that they accept food

stamps as contributions for meals. Relatively few prodders either

distribute commodity foods for participants' use (39%) or distribute

food stamps (6%).

2.. Meal Service Schedules

Of the 70 meal sites visited in 1982, 64 (91%) serve congregate

meals five days per week. The remaining sites serve from one to four

days per week. The five-day sites all serve Mondays through Fridays.

The remaining,sites each follow a different pattern of service days.

All of the sites visited serve noon meals, except one which serves late

in the afternoon and one which serves at noon on four days and in the

evening on the fifth day. At all but a few sites the meal is served

during a well-defined period, usually less than an hour in duration.

All but one sitmanager said that there is no restriction on the

number of days a partiCipant can attend per week. For the one excep-

tion, the sitelkanager reported that participants are limited to two or

three meals per week in order to allow more people to participate within

the existing funds.

None of the site managers reported any problems or inconvenience

associated with their meal service schedule. the major schedule change

desired, by staff members at all levels, is an increase in the number

of days of service per week. Virtually all staff members and advisory

council members believe.that participants need to receive meals no less-

than five days per week, and many believe they need the option of re-

ceiving meals seven days per week.

It should also be noted here that most congregate sites are open

beyond the reratively brief meal service period.. Two-thirds of the

sites visited have space for spare time activities. Most sites

schedule recreational activities at least several times per week. Sites

with recreational facilities are open an average of 7 hours per day.

Recreational activities are described more fully in Section F.



3. Service Output: Numbers of Meals Served

The numbers of mealsserved per day by Title III sites were dis

cussed briefly in Section A. The 1982 service data were obtained from

provider records for a recent quarter and from daily observations at

the sample meal sites. This dual procedure allowed verification of one

source by the other.

a. Accuracy of Meal Service Data

The two sources of Meal service data are generally in close agree-

ment. In a few cases provider records are erratic and do not agree with

observations at the site. When there is discrepancy between the two

sources, however, it is as often the case that site observations exceed

the quarterly recordsas the reverse. For most sites, the two sources

are within 10% of each other. The mean number of meals prepared for

service at the site or for home delivery through the site is 75 per day

according to'provider records and 73 according to daily observations

at the sites. For the 62 sites where both sets of data were available

and useful, the two sources are highly correlated ( r = .93, df = 60,

< .01).

b. Meals Prepared and Meals Served

Of the approximately 75 meals prepared daily for the average site,

how many arEactually served? One answer to the question is that all

are served, in the sense that only rarely is a meal discarded. Excess

meals usually are distributed as seconds, refrigerated for later use,

or sent home with participants. On some occasions, of course, the

nUmber of meals ordered is less than the number of persons served.

Tables 11712, shows how the meals prepared at or foi a tYpjcaj con

gregate site are used The means are based upon the best-estimate of

each site's service, using both record and observational data.. As with

all "typical" data in this report, some sites vary greatly from this

pattern and from these numbers. At the typical site 75% of the meals

prepared are served to, congregate participants,r19% are to

homebound participants, and 4% are served)Ito non-participants. NoW--7

participants are usually staff members or visitors, although some sites.



TABLE

MEALS PREPARED AND SERVED

THROUGH A TYPICAL TITLE III SITE

Mean

Number Percent

Meals Prepared or. Ordered 75 100%

Congregate Participants Served 56 75%

Home Delivered 14 19%

Non-participants Served 3 4%

Excess Meals c 2 2%

11-53
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regularlyprepared meals for non-elderly persons, such as school pupils.

Pt the typical site on atypical day, the number of, meals prepared ex-

ceeds the number of *sons served by about 2%.

Only very rarely are there unnerved participants. In the few cases

encountered where attendance exceeded the number of meals available,

either the portions Were reduced so that all could be served (2 cases)

or several people were' turned away (1 case). The latter case illustrates

those occasional instances when there is, a major discrepancy between

meals available and persons present: in this case an antique dealer had

come to appraise personal items, drawing an unusually high attendance.

On such occasions even a good' reservation system cantit,,defeated.

Forty-two (60%) of the congregate sites employ a reservation system

in which individual participants indicate on which days they plan to

attend. According to the site managers, the remaining sites order or

prepare a number of meals which is based upon past attendance or the

site or budget capacity. However, the presence or absence of a reserva-

tion system does not seem related to meal production efficiency. The

ratios of meals ordered to meals served are no different for those sites

without a reservation system than they are for those sites with a

reservation system. Similarly, sites without reservations are no more

(or less) likely to run out of food before all participants have been

served t4n are sites with reservation systems.

Meal Site Environments,

This section describes the physical settings in which the sample

meal sites are located and various measures relevant to the interper-

sonal environments of the sites. Most of the data summarized are ob-
,

servations made by Kirschner field staff during visits to the sites,

-frequently supplemented by comments from 'staff members.

a. Physical. Environments

a.l. Neighborhoods. Table II-13 displays several neighborhood

characteristics of the 70 sites visited. Less than 10% of the sites are

in rural settings. Most sites (more than 70%) are located in neighbor-

,
hoods composed of both residences and businesses. Residential buildings
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NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS OF TITLE III MEAL SITES

Characteristic

Locale

Rural

All Residential

Residential with Few

Businesses

Even Mix

Busines,s with Few

Residences

All Business

Appearance of Neighborhood

Well Maintained, Clean

Sound, Functional but

Unattractive

In Need of Minor Repair

Dilapidated, Unsound

% of Sites' Characteristic % of Sites'

..

8% .

17

33 ,

23.

16

3

70%

19

10

1

Safety from Crime

Extremely Safe 63%

Safe, Except at

Certain'Times 23

Somewhat Dirgeroui. 10

Usually Unsafe .4.

Public Transportation

Bus 38%

Subway or Train 0

Both of. Above 3

Other2 4

None Available 55

1
Based upon observations, at 70 meal sites.

2
Dial-a-ride service or taxi service used by participants.
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in the neighborhood are usually'single7family dwellings (66% of the

sites) or duplexes or triplexes (13%), rather than large-stale buildings.

For only One .site are the buildings in the neighborhood described.as

dilapidated and unsound : Most sites are located in neighborhoods eval-,

uated'as clean, well-maintained, and; sound.
..

.Most.neighbOrhoods are characterized as safe from crime, at least

during mo times of the day.. However, 10% of the sites' neighborhoods

areratedsomewhat dangerous and 4% are usually'unsafe if this is also

true fromhpotential partitipants'viewpoints, /then, extrapOlated.nation

wide, there' may be a large number of sites where participation is

curtailed betause of.unsafe locations.
/

The most frequently noted safety problems in site neighborhoods are,

in decreasing order: traffic, parking problems, threat.of theft or

(rocks,

harm,. poorly maintain sidewalks,iand obstacles such as hills,

rocks, and ledges. Some of these problems would seem to be quite- easily .

corrected, although others are probably more endemic.

a.2. Meal Site Facilities. As was noted earlier, sites are most

frequently located in community (or senior) centers (39%), churches

(29%), senior housing structures (11%), and converted business or

residential buildings (10%). But an impressive variety of other facili-

ties also are used to house meal sites. Eighty-five percent of the meal

sites are in multiple-use facilities.

The sites are described as clean and well-maintained (80 %), struc-

turally sound and functional, but unattractive, dirty, or in need of

paint (17%); or in need of minor repairs (3%). This generally,mirrors

the evaluaiions of their neighborhoods, although none of the sites are

described as unsafe or in need of majo'r repair. Most sites are well

equipped for serving meals, with a variety of food preparation or

service equipment available, and most sites.have adequate facilities for

coats, boots% and for storing unused items.

a.3. Accessibility and Safety of Meal Sites. Most meal sites (76%)

are located on the street level, the remaining sites being below (13%) or

above (11%) that level. Sixty-five percent of the sites have stairs
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and/or ramps leading to the meal service area, and only 10% ha4e an

elevator as an option to negotiating the stairs or ramps., Ae the sites

that have ttairs, the number of steps rages from 1.to 23, averaging 7.
I

Handrails are present in 60% of the sites with stairs. Stairs consti-,

tute the most prevalent barrier to site entry.

A few Sites also have heayy doors, long hallways, slippery floors',

or inadequate lighting that could pose problems forsome participants.

However,:Prschnerfield sta0 classified 77% of the sites as easily

accessible' to all participants, 21% as accessible to most participants;

and only 2% as posing-accessibility problemt to many participants.

a.4.. Meal Service Arrangements. .Only two meal serving arrangements

are at all prevalent:at iTitle III sites, Cafeteria -style service, where

participants' plates are filled by workers in a central serving area. and

participants carry their plates to tables, is used at 68% of the sites.

. Restaurant-style service, where participants are seated at. tables and

preportipned plates brought to them, is used at 28% of the) sites.

Buffet-style service and family-style service are relatively rare.

Thus, only at 4% of the sites do the participants control portion.

sizes; portions usually are controlled by site staff or volunteers

(83%), caterers (6%), or both (7 %).

The typical meal site has tables seating eight people each, and

most sites (80%) are described as having plenty of room to sit com-

fortably at the tables.and plenty of space between'tables. About 20%

of the sites are overcrowded and in need of additional space.

Most sites 186%) post their menus for upcoming meals, usually for

monthly intervals, although sometimes weekly.

To summarize the physical environments' of Title III meal sites, the

majority of sites are located in safe neighborhoods and are clean and

well-maintained, There are, of course, a few exceptions on both of
...,

these dimentions. Most sites are reported to be accessible by elde ly

and handicapped persons, although it is not unusual that stairs or ( ramps

have to be negotiated in order to enter a site. Some sites need im-

provements such as handrails and more adequate lighting, and at some

sites there are barriers such as heavy doors, long hallways, or particu-
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larly difficult stairways. The seating arrangements at the meal sites

are generally described as roomy and comfortable. But there are some

siteS. (perhaps 20%) where the capacity has been strained, resulting in

crowded: seating and difficult movement.

b. Interpersonal Environments

Three aspects of the interpersonal environment were examined in

1982: the availability of non-meal activities at the site, patterns of

interaction among the participants, and the relationships between

participants and site staff.

b.l. Availability of Non-Meal Activities.. Most sites (69 %)' begin

the meal service period by saying grace. At a much smalle'r number of

sites (17%) hYmns.are sung. Group physicV exercise also is relatively

infrequent (14% of the sites).

At 76% of the meal sites some non-meal activity usually is avail-

able following the noon meal. The remaining sites (24%) close immediately

following the meal. For participants at some'of the latter sites, nbh--

meal activities are available at some other facility. When social-

recreational activities are available there usually are several options,

according to the site managers. Activities most often programmed are

games (cards, pool, etc.), arts and crafts, music or dancing, and

educational events. Site managers add that the principal impediment to

providing more non-meal activity for participants

-facilities, suppliet, and staff.

b.2. Interaction Among Participants. At most sites (65%), partici-
.

paits typically visit among themtelves or with staff members prior to the

meal and interact at least for a short time following the meal. At the

remaining sites there is relatively Tittle interaction.among the

participants, who wait quietly for mealtime and leave immediately

following the meal. The latter constitute a substantial number o!'0,

sites, including some (see above) where there is opportunity fogfTnter-

action. None of the sites visited was characterized-as hostile or un-

friendlybut at a few sites the attitudes of staff toward the participants

(see below) were described as "businesslike" or "Cold", which could

explain some of the instances where participants spend little time at
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the site, Buteor most cases where there is little participant inter-

action there is no explanation in the existing data.

At a few sites (6%) cliques of participants were observed to be

prevalent; at 38%, cliques'exist to some extent. The most y.frequentl

cited bases for cliques are old .friendshipi (41%).of the cases), special

interests (35%), and race or ethnicity (17%). 'spite of the fact that

in-groups exist at some sites, none are characterized as posing major

problems for newcomers.

b.3. Staff-Participant-Interaction. At all but4 (6%) of the meal

sites visited the staff members and volunteers were-observed to interact

well with participants. Based upon a number of interview items and on-

site observations, the 70 sites were characterized in terms of the

prevailing behaviors of staff toward participants and of participants

toward staff. Both sets of characterizations fall rather easily into

five categories. Behaviors of-staff toward participants are described

as:

Loving, a family atmosphere (19 sites),

Friendly and caring (38 site's),

Positive, but somewhat.businesslike (10 sites),

All business,s (2 sites), or

.

Behavior of participants toward staff appear:

Loving, family-like.

Good, responsive

Respectful

Little reaction or interaction

Obedient to staff

(11 sites),

(48 sites),

(6 sites),

(3 sites), or.

(1 site).

Not surprisingly, the behaviors of staff and participants are related.

That is, the same site is las,t on the Above two lists, and if a site is

in A low category on one list it tends also to be in a-low category on

the other list.

Summarizing the interpersonal interactions observed at the congre-

gate meal sites, most sites are obviously warm and caring in terms of
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the relationships among participants and between participants and staff.

Meal site staff generally are lauded by their superiors, and Kirschner

field staff members almostalways wrote very, positively about the atti-

tudes and actions of staff. toward participants. The'particioants, in

turn, usually express quite clearly their fondness for the site staff.

ExoepticM to this pattern were reporte4,%in which-staff members are

aloof, domineering, or treat the parttciliants as children, but these

instances appearto be very rare.



D. PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS

This chapter portrays some of the demographic characteristics of.

participants on record at the 70 ,sites and nutrition service providers

visited in,1982. More extensive details about the samples of partici-

pants interviewed by Opinion Research Corporation are presentelrin-a

later chapter. The focus of the preselit chapter is upon the represen-

tation of ethnic minority groups' among the participants? and operational

variables related to minority representatton.

1. Numbers of Participants

In Chapter I we ,e4imated that 1.5 million elderly people are

actively participating in Title III,services. The median number of

p5,14cipants registered by specific providers is 1,676, including

congregate'And home-delivered meal recipients. Because some providers 80
4

not pass horde- delivered meals through congregate sites, the median number

of participants registered at the 70 sample sites it somewhat .lower.than

might be expected from the provider-level:count:- 110.

Thenumber of participants registered by sites and providers is

'mile than double the number o ls served per day, because many' of the

congregate payticipants.att requently. The averages noted in the

preceding paragraph include pine' registrants who are receiving no more

'than one meal per month.- RemOving these,persons froT the meq,.counts
0

on the basis of detailed daily.attendknce data for a subsample of-sites

leavet active ollments'aveaging83 participants per.site

and 1,300 p ants pecfr.prAder.

`e

tatus was defined bithe,following ethnic cate-
(2),Slack, but 'not of Hispanic origin, (3). Ameri-

NatiVe, (4) Asian or Pacific Islander,..and-10' ; "
inorly persons were those defined as (6) Wte, but

in..
'' (

'Minority grou
gories: (1) Hispan710
can Indian or Alaska'
Other minority. NO
not of Hispanicoori?

4.

;

7
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2. :Demographic Characteristics of Participants

Among'he provideris viSited, 58% interview prospectiVe.participants

as.theyregister for the program and 36%:eitherc011ecteSelf7administered

questionnaire from the. Prospective participantsor use somecomblnatton

of qUestionnaire and interview procedure. The remaining providers (6%)

have quite Informal-IlrOcedures for gathering demographic data on partici-
,

pants.

'Table 11-14 relates the methods by which specific demographic

characteristics are recorded for individual participants as they register.

Most providers ascertain the age of participants directly, by asking

them, and 4 majority of providers do likewise regarding marital siatus.

But fewer than half of the providers ask participants about their

ethnicity and very few ask about income. Consequently, provider_records

'can be expected to be somewhat limited with regard' to useful demographic

data Some providers indicated that they collect group statistics

(anonymous for individual participants) about ethnicity^and other charr

acteristics', but did not specify how this is done. Acknowledging that

some of the data gathered from provider records may not be very accurate,

the reported demographic characteristics of enrollees at the 1982 sample

sites and providers are presented in Table 11-15 and distussed below.

a. Sex. Distribution of Participants.

Both site and provider records indicate that two-thirds of the

Title III participants are women. Sites vary considerably in the ratio

of men to women participants, reaching as high as 90% women.

b. Ethnic Distribution of Participants.

Table 11-12 indicates that about ttiree-fourths of the Title III

participahts,registered at the sample sites are non-minority. Blacks are

the most prevalent .minority, constituting about 16% of the participants'
o

at the sample sites-apd over allproviders for whidh data were available.

Hispanics constitute about 6%,of the participants. All other minority

groups together comprise about 2% of the participants. It appears that

Hispanics and Asians,are slightly under-represented at the particular

congregate sites visited in 1982, and that American Indian pasfticipants

are slightly over-represented. In general, however, the site'distribu-

tion and the provider-wide distribution are similar.



TABLE 11714

METHODS OF RECORDING PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

Percentof ProViders

Asked of Obtained Not

. Characteristic Participants Indirectly Recorded

Age 81% 16% 3%

Marital Status 60 -27 13

Ethnicity. 43 40 17

Income 24 29 47

4d
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TABLE II-15

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF

REGISTERED PARTICIPANTS

Percent of Participants1,.

At Congregate Sttes

Characteristic Mean Range

At Providers

/ Mean

Sex'

Male 33.5% 10-60% 35.4%

Female 66.5 40-90 64.6

Ethnicity

Hispanic 4.7% 0-93% 6.9%

Black, not Hispanic , 16.2 0-100 16.1

American Indian/Alaskan Native 2.0 0-100 .7

Asian/Pacific Islander .2 0-6 1.2

Other Minority - .1 0-5 .1

White, not Hispanic 76.8 0=100 75.0

1Sex distributions are based upon 61 sites and 40 providers.who could
Provide useable data. Ethnicity distributions:reflect 65 sites and

63 providers. TheSe data are weighted means, that is, larger providers'

(or sites) contribute more heavily ,to'the mean. This is accomplished by,

o summing all of the registered participants of a giVen classification

across all 65'sites (63 providers) and then. dividing by the total number
of registered Participants-across all 65 sites (63 providers). The

total minority enrollments obtained in this manner exceed the 22%,at.

sites (19% at providers) .obtained using unweighted calculatiOnt because

of the presence of some very large, 'high-Minority sites '(providers) in

.the sample. The'unweighted means (22% and 19%) are probably the more-
appropriate bases for nationwide projections. and.. confirmed-Wthe
site percentage obtained by ORC in its interviews with samples of

elderly part ipan (19% average minority enrollment at 70 Sites).
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3. Variables Related to Minority Enrollment

Because the enrollment of specific minority groups was so low at

most sites, all minorities were combined to yield an overall minority

enrollment percentage for each site 'and for each provider.. These per-

centages then were subjected to correlational analyses with various

operational variables in order to identify potential .fadiors. which may

explain the large differences in minority enrollment.

The overall minority enrollment at sites ranges frOm 0 to 100%,

with a median.of 3%and a mean of 22%. The extreme difference between

the median andthe mean reflects the.existence of a few sites with very

high minority enrollment. At the provider level, the overall minority

enrollment also ranges from 0 to 100%, with a median of 9% and a mean of

19%. Minority enrollments at the sample sites are highly correlated

with minority enrollments of their corresponding providers ( r = .73, df

= 58, P < .01 ), and as a result the-pattern of relationship with opera-

tional variables is very similar for site and provider enrollments.

The class of vaHables most strongly related to minority enrollment

is minority representation among staff members. At the site level, per-

cent of minority staff is highly correlated with percent of minority

participants r = .84, df = 61, 2. < .01 ); sites with high proportions

of minority staff also have h-ligh nopOrtions of minority participants.

. Similarly, at the provider level, percent of minority staff also predicts

percent of minority enrollment ( r = .86, df = 57, 2. < .01 ). By, con-

trast, age differences in staff 'members are not related to minority

enrollment (all r's close to zero). Sites and providers may hire or

assign minority staff to sites which already have high minority enroll-

ments, or, the presence.ofminority staff may attract minority partici

pants. The present datai offer no basis for choosing one interpretation

over the othm An addition, both interpretations may be true,.or,

there may be.tome third factor:Which accounts.for the relationship.

between minority staff and participant levels.

Two other factors were found to be related to minority enrollment.

At the site level-, sites which have special assistance (such as clOthing,

wheelchairs, etc.) available to participants have higher minority enrollmenit
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( 2= 6.0, df = 2, p < .05 ). At the.provider level, providers which

have a hiring policy emphasizing minorities also have higher minority

enrollments ( 14,2= 6.5, df = 2, P < :05 ).

Many other factors were examined and found unrelated to minority

enrollment. These f'actors included other aspecti of staff recruitment

or selection policy, measures of policy and practice with regard to

participant recruitment and outreach, attitudes of staff toward partici-

pants, and availability of special ethnic meals.

In general, then, only three, factors, were found to be related to,

minority enrollment. The presence of minority staff members is the best

predictor of high numbers of, minority participants. A policy emphasizing

minority staff and the availability of special aids at meal sites

also are associated with greater minority participation.



E. RECRUITMENT OF PARTICIPANTS

Since their inception', federally-funded nutrition services have been

.available to all elderly citizens. However, recent program regulations

have encouraged nutrition service providers to find ways to target these

services to the most needy persons within..their sphdre of operation.

One way that AOA has encourages this.targeting is.to locate congregate

meal sites in neighborhoods where the most needy elderly people live.

1. Policies Regarding Priority Groups

The 1982 evaluation data reveal that a majority of Title III .

nutrition'service providers espouse_a policy of open recruitment of

participants. Fewer than half of the nutrition. service directors (43%)

and site managers (38%) stIte that their program emphasizes recruitment

Of elderly participints with certain CharacteristiCs or problems.

Among those programs which4o,have a sotciai recruitment emphasis

it is clear that the persons considered most in need of the program- -

and therefore the groups most often receiving emphasis during-recruit-

ment-are low income and. isolated elders. Ethnic minority, physically

handicapped,. and very old persons are less-Often emphasized. This

pattern is seen in Table 11-16, both in the nutrition service directors'

and site managers' reports of recruitment emphases and in the nutrition

service directors' rankings f various groups in terms of "their needs

for nutrition services.

Even when.a site has a policy of recruiting particularly-needy

participants', there'rardly is a pOlicfof ditc ouraging non-priority

elderly people from participating. Three nutrition service directors
.i,

cited a policy of discouraging enrollment of non-emphatized elderly' :,'

people. But virtually all of the site managers who digcussed recruitment

indicated that all 'participants are treated the same once they enroll at

the site, whether or not they have been actively recruited. One'manager

stated-that non-priority participants are served last at meal time in

order-to assure suffident meals for those with special needs.
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TABLE 11-16 .

SPECIAL GROUPS OF ELDERLY EMPHASIZED DURING RECRUITMENT1

Percent of.70 Who Emphasize
.17

Directors
1

Nutrition Service Site Ranked

Characteristic DirectOrs Managers Needs..

Low Income .
34% 25% 2.4'

Isolated 31 not asked ° 2.5

Ethnic Minorities 30 '7 3.4

Physically Handicapped 29 ', 17 3.5

Very Old 26 17 3.4

1Based u on responses by those directors (30) and managers (21) who

indicated, that some special emphasis was in effect in their recruitment.

practices. For a majority of the sample: 29 group is given special

emphasis.
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2. Recruitment Activities

Nutrition service directors and site managers were asked about their

methods of recruiting new participants into their prograM. Both groups

of staff indicate reliance upon a variety of methods, averaging four

methods per provider or site. The most frequently-cited methods--listed

by more than half of the respondents -- are pbblicity in newspapers and

newsletters, referrals by other community agencies, and referrals by

other partictpants or "word-of-mouth"., Substantial numbers ofroviders

and sites rely upon referrals by churches or synagogues or publicity

through senior citizens' groups. Fewer than a third of the respondents

note use of radio or television, posters, door -to -door canvassing, or

other techniques of recruitment.

Those directors and managers who had indicated a recruitment policy

emphasizing certain groups, rather than an open policy, also were asked

about techniques for recruiting priority. elderly. By far, the most

prevalent strategy noted (77% of .30 directors) is appropriate location

of meal sites, consistent with the regulation noted above. Half (50%) of

the directors said that neighborhoods are canvassed for target

participants. According to the site managers,\the most preValent method

of contacting the most-needy elderly is by telephone (90% of the 21 who

seek special participants), but frequently home visits are made (67%).

Some directors and managers also not4d,methods such as hiring staff who

are particularly knowledgeable about special neighborhoods, inviting

target elderly to special functions at the meal site, and having current

participants contact potential ones.

Although they were not asked specifically, a number of the staff

members noted during their discussions of recruitment that program funds

already are stretched to the maximum and that it is impractical to

recruit actively for more participants. One director said that unserved

elderly people are "knocking at the door", knowing about the nutrition
6'

services but unable to receive them. It appears that many service

providers' recruitment activity actually is at loeew level because the meal

sites cannot handle additional participants.
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3. Success at Recruiting Priority Elderly Participants

Three methods can be used to assess the success of recruiting

priority elderly participants into the Title III program:' (1) asking

program staff about their success, (2) comparing enrollments of priority

groups at those sites with special recruitment policies versus those

sites without special policies, and (3) comparing enrollments of priority

groups. at the sites'to prevalence of these groups in the-elderly

population. The first two methods are addressed in this section; th'e

third method is discussed later in this report.

a. Staff Opinions about Success

Of the 56 site managers who indicate recruitment activity at the

site level, most (83%) say that in their opinion they have been

successful in recruiting participants who need the program most. When

these responses are compared for those sites with a policy of. open

recruitment versus -those sites with a policy of targeting certain groups,

a significant difference emerges. Managers of sites with open

recruitment are especially likely.to say that they have been able to

recruit the most needy (94%), whereas the managers of priority-recruitment

Sites are less likely to say so x(70%; x2=, 6.7, df = 1, <.01). There

is no obVious, sole interpretation of this difference. Perhaps the difl

ference indicates that open- recruitment sites can more easily meet their

goals because their populations of potential participants are larger than

(those of priority-recruitment sites. -Perhaps the standard for success is

-/higher at the priority - recruitment sites. The data from this are
,

.

not adequate .to choose among these, or other, possible interpretations.

Those site managers who say-that they have not been successful in

recrUlting.the most needy partiCipants.say that the groups not being .

recruited are low-indome,: mobility-impaired or otherwise handicapped,

persont with alcohol abuse:problems, and isolated elderly people. The

barriers.to successful recruitment of people in these groups are the

stigma of welfare, fears about culture differences, and inadequite

nsportation, according toTthe' site:managers.

Nutrition service directors also were asked what difficulties had

been encountered in enrolling priority elderly target groups. The
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problems cited most frequently are overcoming the stigma of charity

programs, overcoming the potential participants' fears and.lack of

confidence about going to public, places, and providing adequate transpor-

tation, confirming the site managers' opinions. Other piliblems relayed

by the nutrition service directors are generating interest among the

target elderly, non-acceptance_of priority elderly by others at the site,

language barriers and other cultural differences, and the problem of,

locating small numbers of particularly-needy elderly'persons.

b. Enrollment Data as an Index of Recruitment Success

Bebause the only measure of priority-group enrollment,available

through provider records was the number of ethnic minority participants,

this is the only category of priority elderly participants that can be

analyzed as an index of success of targeted recruitment, using enrollment

data. However, other categories of priority particiO/ants, including low

income, isolated, and poor in health, are measurable through the samples

of pntjcipants interviewed by Opinion Research Corporation, and these

indicei,'of recruitment success also%vill be examined later in this

report.

Many site- and provider-relited variables were examined in conjunc-

tion with minority enrollment levels of sites in order to seek evidence

of successful recruitment strategies. The only relationships identified

have been discussed in other sections of this report, and will be noted

only briefly here. Sites with relatively high minority enrollments also

have (1) higher proportions of minority staff members ( r = .84, df = 61,

.11 < .01), (2) key staff members (site managers, especially) who are

minority-group members ( x2= 41.3, df = 4,11.< .01), (3) special

assistance such as wheelchairs and other mobility aids available for

participants ( x2= 6.0, df = 2, 2 <.05), and (4) lower suggested con-

tribution levels ( r = -.33, df = 64, 2. < .01). Many measures of

specific recruitment practices were analysed and fourld unrelated to

minority enrollment level. These meaiures included the number and types

of recruitment or outreach methods in use by sites,,'site policies re-

garding recruitment of minority staff or participants, existence of



cliques of participants at the sites, attitudes of staff members,,and

the availability of special ethnic meals at the sites.

Thus, the provider's or site's stated policy about recruiting

-minority elderly persons into the program is, not related to their actual

minority enrollment level. But other factors are, specifically, the

presence of minority staff members, the availability of special assist-'

ance for getting participants to the site, and the amount of money

which participants are asked to contribute for their meal.
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F. SUPPORT SERVICES AVAILABLE TO PARTICIPANTS

This chapter describes the needs for support services within the

areas served by meal sites'in the 1982 sample,.the availability of

services within these areas, and various practices regarding delivery

of suppOrt services. In addition, the chapter summarizes analytic at-

tempts to identify variables related to the availability of support

services.

1. Need for Support Services.-

According to the design of the nutrition service hierarchy, directors

of area agencies on aging-shoUld be the best source of information ibout

needs, of elderly people, in the areas served by the TO congregate meal

.sites in the 1982 sample. Consequently, the area agency directors werd, A.

asked about the needs for a large number of services and they also were
P

asked to rank-order the relative severity of needs fora smaller number

of services.

In the first approach, the area agency directors were asked what

percentage of those elderly people who needed services were receiving

them.- Thirteen domains of'service were designated. These services are

listed'in Table II=17,'arranged,:in increasing order of need (decreasing-

order of current coverage); according. to the area agency-directors.. In.

general, the,availability'ofmedically-oriented services. is judged,

relatively high. Information and referral service and opportunity-for.

recreation also are judged to be .availablrto most of the elderly people

who need such services. Coverageof needy' elders.is significantly less

for congregate and home-delivered meal services and for many other

support services'of interest to Title, III administrators, specifically,

, transportation, counseling and .other mental health assistance, and .

assistance in one's home.

As was detailed in a report ondata.quality (cited in the:

Methodology Appendik), area. agenty directors frequently had difficulty
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NEEDS FOR SERVICES,. ACCORDING TO AREA AGENCY DIRECTORS

directors. Peter, of Plderly SerVedy
.

Service- - Responding Mean Std. Dev.,

Hospital Care ,

Outpatient 'Health gate '
-: - -

Information andfAefeval
0. ,

Nursing HoMe C4'y . .

..elOp
',. ....

RecreatiOn .'''

' Legal Services
..Congregate- Meals

TransOortation
r

.Regular Telephone Contact
. .

-*' Home ?ound Meals'ea 1 s i
CPU' nseling; qental -. Health -Cane

Homemaking, Chore Services.

Housing .Sery ites .
° t

AVE:RAGE:1.1.1nweighted)-..,

-:

-'
'

.

53

53

58

51

59

55' '

60

59

54

57

55

53

48

55-

.

..'

:

.

'.80%

.4.'79

77

69

69
. .

- 64.
.

62

61

60

52

51

50;

49.'
,

a! C

a

!.

.

:-,

k

,

31%

28

29

..36 ,

31.

i6-.

33'
32

36
i. .

''. 33

.:. 36 -

,- 35
305: '.

?

.,.

7.3:

Usin% the average number of reiponde'nts regardi ng a given service (55)
and the average standard deviAtion of the respondents.' estimated per -
centages (33%), a standard erro of the means can be approximated at

°,4%. This indicates that the true\me,arr percent of elderly_ receiving one
of the 'above oierviceRoancbe ass,uMq to fall. somewhere with -in a 16%
range ,round the. above':'saMpl e Mean ( s ) , with ;,95T confidence. StatAl"

1 another way ;the various' means in this table pPobably are not 'signifi-.
cantly different- from one another unless they differ by. more than 16
percenige points.



,..

.,v makingestimftes:Of':,t .F,.Pe#Centages of needy'elderly people`who were
....t

'-,-,,
: -

,0ilingA vet', S O rV, ic, O' Sc. . ' Fo; llow-up calls revealed cpnsiderab
. zC''''.:nstabili f-411 1 vidpal estimates, , but stability y of ,:ne average
-....: 7 1,- g

t'14.710 "r _each'each Service: Therefore while the mean values in Tables ..

sefwl'egthe -correspond ing da'ta for: individual nutritigh service
re- notVCOnSeguen:tly, these estimates were not used in any

diftenenices aulin§,' service providerS.
e:second alipt4c1,1 .to asesing need for services was to have

area a9epp,A1rgcrS-.- rank severity of four domains of need wi thin
Li`t4ir summarizes these rankings. The needs for

3mpik.ove;t'f% social contact are viewed as foremost fn'

Y* s of .average rank and in terms of number of times

)0k0'Most.,SeVe e. {Needs.-: for education and information on and for

xer se ,and mobility are viewed as secondiry. This pattern
enerIlyconfirmsthepattern of percentage-eStimates An Table 11-17..

I summary, the picture presented by area agency directors is one
9.consideralge.':remaining need for thoSe services which Title III pro-/14,1., .;

are. -most concerned about, providing (see Section.H): meals,

.:';t;a1iSpOrtt$3,-7ci';;40i services for elderlppersObs in their homes::
/ 3',7;

2. AvailiabilIV'..bf Support Services
Gjyerk.the.'are agency directors confirmation of need for meaVand

;.,,meal ,support services among elderly people, how available are such.
services in the geographic areas served by the 70 sample nutrition 1
providers? Obviously, congregate and home-delivered meals are available
in all of the areas, so the remainder of this chapter focuses upon nOn-

meal Support services.
Table II-19 eamines the' availability of a large number of services

within (a) the areas?served by the nutrition providers,!and;.;:(b)" ihe
smaller areas served by the sample meal sites. The'Vable also compares

the responSes of three staff members: the area agency director, the
nutrition service director, and the congregate meal site manager. Not'

all staff;positions, were asked about each setniice, so only about half'of
the cells in the table have entries.



TABLE II-18

RELATIVE SEVERITY OF NEED,E

hdex of SeveritY

.Rearf--, Times Ranked

; e'Most Sever

"
01.9 3

.;4

Domain of Need

Improved Nutrition

Social Contac't

1The four, domains of needs were ranked by area agency
on aging= directors: itimost severe need, 4=least

severe.



Service

According To

Transportation

Escort

Shopping Assistance

Nutrition Education

Recreation

Information and Referral.

Counseling

Health Services Through Provider

Outpatient'HealthCare

Hospital Care

Nursing Home Care

Housing Services

Regular Telephone Contact

) 4

Homemger/Chore Service

'Legal Services,

1

The wording of questions about support services differed among the area agency director, nutrition service

,director, and site manager questionnaires. Some of the discrepancy in, percentajeValues fbriivinf
)

service may be due to the differences in wording.

TABLE 11-19

AVAILABILITY OF VARIOUS SUPPORT SERVICES TO TITLE 111 PARTICIPANTS

Percent of Areas Where Service is. Availiblel

vailable at Least Somewhere Avaitible in Area

hin Provider's Service Area 'of Wple Site
.

irectdr Nutrition:Oirector

100% 96%

///// '69

///// 67

/ill/ 97

100 '83

.10.: 49..

!..96 ' 86

//// '84,

93 . ,11//i

100 /////

90' /////

94 0//,

97 /////

90 !////

100 //6/.



The 6pinions about service availability app, r to be slightly

gher on the part of the area agency directors 4han 'on the part of the

nut tion-iervice directors. The availability of services 'fn the

sample site areas also As:less than the availability in provider areas,

reflecting the fact that, for an appreciable number of providers a

service is available at some, but not all, of'.their meal sites. The

site, managers' opinions about service availability, do not differ signi-

ficantly from the service providers' opinions. The table also indicates

that all of the services (with the possible exception of escort) are

available through at least half of the sites, and mast services are

available through a substantially higher proportion of sites.

Another view of service availability Can be obtained by counting,

the number of support,services available:at individual ,sttes. This Was

done,for seven of the 'services listed in Table II-19: transportation,

escort,.shopping assistance, nutrition education, information and

reerral,Counseling, and medical-health services. It is very clear

that most sites provide'most services. All/seven service's are available

.at'31% of the sites. Six of the,servfces are available at 16% of the

sites. Thus, about half of the sites can be considered close zto "full

service". Five of the seven services are,available at 20% of the sites;''

four services are available at another 13V. At the other extreme, only

two sites (3kpf the-Sample) have just one support service available;
,

only 6% of the rtes have just two services available. The median

number of services available in thls sample of sites is five Out of

seven: . - -, t

iiipationwide, then, the baland*spems tote heavily the direction

ofMati serves bei g availablAftkough most meal sites:, Among the

seven services examined, esgort, shopping assistance,-and counseling are

the leatt likely to be availaqie to Title III participants.

Nutrition service directors also were asked about other support

services needed but unavailablell4The most OreValInt responses (11

directors) concerned, personal assistance, such 'as shopping assistance,

escort, legal aid, and counseling. Ten director's noted the need for

more transportation for elderly people, even though they already had
4



discussed this service. Nine directors cited services in the homet of

elderly personi as a prime area of need, mentioning-homemaker or chore

service, home repair, and jn-nome recreational aid as examples. Other

services noted as unavailable were medical and dental treatment,

counseling, day care, crisis intervention:Land assistance dealing with

crime and crime prevention. This. of unavailable services is,

roughly the inverse of the pattern of services cited as available,

earlier. By far, the prlicipal reason why services are-unavailable,

according to the directors, is lack of funds.

3. Characteristics of Support Service Delivery

J10

Detailed information was gathered about poll s and methods of

vi ding the first seven support .services liste n Table 11-19.

a. Transportation Service

jra.nspgrtation actually appears to be available for Jitle III
"4,,4. ,

4 i a at 84% of the congregate meal siteS. AFOrding to site
-,, -- . -,

spot' ton is most often availabl, carry participants to

service, grocery shopping, personairheatth care-,-almi.
. . .

laAlyities, in decreasing order. TranSportation,frequently,

al n be u4olk:,iAattend advisory councilmeetings, and at-'tome sites

can be used fo'r banking, ard bill-paying trips, attending church,..4L
for,other personal activitiit..Such as visitation, grooming, or education.

. .
.

'Where available, transportation usually is scheduled fiye days per week

and most often must be, arranged' on the day needed or at Most one,d0

ahead.

Most transportation providers (70%) now use busei dr vans rather

than personal cars. Manpvehi es, (61%) are equipped for handicapRed 0

riders. Ownership of transp rt-vehiclet is diverse: 42% are owned by

some,government unit, 37% by the-nutritton Pipider, and 11% by other

agencies "Sixteen percentbf the vehicle' are privately owned;' by staff

Or volunteers. These vehicles are driven by paid provider staff at
. .

;-*81% of the sites, by volunteer (40%),.or by drivers paid by .other

agencies (33%). About 6 % bf he sites contract for transportation with

.- commercial agencies such a taxi companies.



The most pervasive need in order to improve transportation services

is money for more vehicles, drivers,. and equipment for handicapped

riders.
b. Escort Service
According to site managOrs, escort service differs from mere trans-

portation by adding personal assistance getting dressed, walking, and
.k.,

Carrying packages. E4cort tends more often to use specialized vehicles

or personal vehicles and tends also to allow a more personalized choice

of schedule,and destAnation.
Whirl escort is available, which it is at 47% of the sample sites,

it tends to be availabe for the same occasions as simple, transportation.

Escort most often is _provided by paid staff members (12% of ther,pro-

viders where it is available) as opposed to 4,41unteers (38%).Or staff

donated by other agencies (30%).-4, ,. :
Like transportation, ``hie' chief impediment to improved 'escort :ser-

and better- equipped'-'-- vehicles.vice is money for staff and
4

C: 'Shopping Assistance'
. ,._., .. 7... ,

...
Consider,.,

ing"-the responses=of all 'staff merqbers we ascertained,
......

s,hoppiflg'asistana to be available' at 69% of iiie &riple.sites.,:.7Not

. 'surprislngly, shopping assistance,is?.,tlosely..linked withYtransporta-

iiOn: at 93% of the 'sites where it is available, tOpp,trig assistance_

--inclutles-transportatr-Pon. Other component5.:Wf this assistance are
&. '," te . ,' , .

1 , .

carrying pickages (84%) and .help with -se,lection of- i
I

terns (53%). In

addi4Rptto grocery spopping, most sites with th..i.s service (69%) include_

sh Og for items other than food. Other'aSpectSof shopping assistan
--; are'

, ,,
desqpi act.4* occasional site managers ,pick-up an.44-1.-:delivery of pre"..

.

script medicirnes, assistance atf:'post offic-es, 'help in computing

t-price,' ar i help, h reading layels. one manger noted their operation

of a coupon bank.''and other. ;told'of a-1.!mint-market" hele4eekly at the

site.jn lieu of going! td g'hoppingria
A11' ites but one (98 ) allow P 6"use the -shopping:.

.

assistance service. The remaining site .retti.idtts-the servi arti-
cipants without other transportation.' MOst.s tesi (72% a Oith
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shopping assistance) schedule shopping assistance regularly; weekly

(55%) or more than once per week (30%). Those who do not have a regular

schedule indicate that the service is available on request, as needed.

When a choice of ,stores is available in the community, individual

partfeipants r(56% of the cases) can select the stores where they

will shop. For the remaining sites eitherthe group votes, a staff

pember decides, or some rotation system is used:\ One site manager

described a system whereby stores, bid to provide the.shOpping assistance.

itAbeir locations, the winning store also supplying the transporta-
--4.-_:;,,:7,

Assistance with shopping most generally is handled by paid provider

staff (72% of the sites where assistance is available), ,-Appreciable

numbers of sites also utilize volunteer labor (38%) or staff donated

by other agencies (30%).

When asked about improvements needed ,many. site managers (58% of those

with an opinion) said that their shopping assistance was working well and

that no improvements were necessary. However; nearly half of- theounagers

pinpointed a need for additional staff and/or vehicles to defmit more--;-

,.. regularly scheduled and more personalized shopping assistance.'

d. Nutrition Education

Nutrition education is one of the-bost generally-available support,

services,throughout the system, available at 90% of the meal Idtes.

The intensity of-the education is considerablimore varied; According

to site managers', most sites schedule, nutrition education mont0 (53%)

or leSs often (19% of those with any education. at all). Relatively

few sites report. weekly (24%) or daily (3%) adtivities:.,

According to the nutritionists and dieticians interviewed,, the

2most frequently used, methods of nutrition educa ion are lectures (9 %

of the locations with nutritionists/dietiCians), circulation of printed

materials (90%), and posting of visual materials (75%). Group

discussions are used by 67% of the relevant providers and 61% provide

personal counseling on nutrition. Half or fewer of these providers

use methods such as nutrition-related games (49%), cooking sessions (43%),

9.1



workshops (31%), or market trips (25%). More exotic techniques, each

mentioned once, include organization of diet clubs, operation of a

food co-op, a food-of-the-month program at a local supermarket, and

use of the congregate meal for demonstration purposes.

A wide range of topics is covered during nutrition education. Both

the site managers and the providers' nutritionists/dieticians (whew there

,'was one) were asked to identify these topics, and there was considerable

%'40reement between the two sources. One cbllection of topics, all of

which were identified by more than 80% of the 'respondents,' can be

characterized as basic facts abou trition: nutritional values of

foods; food groups; vitamins and "m fierals; balancing meals; calories,

diets, and overweight; and general principles of good health anenutra

tin. Two other topics, which deal more with nutritional practice, were

noted less frequently: food purchasing and food and meal preparation.

Many other topics of nutrition education' were mentioned bye--iso-

lated respondentss; inclUding food storage,.gefety,4endrsanitation;

low-salt, -sugar, and -cholesterol diets, food interaction§; 6dd-drug

interactions; disease and-diet complica tt,p s; fad dgets, por ti on con-

trol; reading labels and consumerism; and meal appeal.

Who provides nutrition education at the sites? According to the

nutrition service directWA, at 80% of the sites one person is responsi
,

ble for nutrition education; at the rvmaining sites the responsibiljty_

is shared by two people. Most often, nutrition education is handl ,4:0

-Title III program staff members, especially nutritionists/dietici

'--acrd site managers,*however, thirteen directors (20% of the sfte,

responding) use oUtside contractors to provide nutrition 640a0on.

These persons are obtained from universities or from other sources.-

Fourteen sites.(22%) receive the seryices..of personnel donated' by other

agencies (extension offices and health departments) or use volunteers.

Most of the educators identified (67%) are labeled as nutritionists,

dieticians, or home economists. The other persons are staff members

with other program dutie although, some of these probably

are also qualified nu



Site managers, asked how nutrition education could be improved,

noted'primarily that its frequency could be increased (32%),;that more

active approaches such as games and demonstrations were needed,(24%),

and tha-eqhere was need for better-qualified personnel (16%) and more

individualized approaches to nutrition education (12%).

e. Recreation and Social Activities

Another very prevalent support service, available in some form at

virtually all (93%) of the sites, is recreation and social activity.

Most congregate sites have facilities for recreation at the meal site,

or, if not there, at some afftligted location\such as a senior or

community center. A few sites have no,really accessible recreation

place. For example, sites which use commercial dining facilities to

serve meals,may have difficulty scheduling the space for non-meal
P

functions.

For those sites which have a place available to participants for

toni-- facility 1sparetime rea y usua y is open five

daYs per week (92%-of,the sites), sometimes More, sometimes fess, for

an average of seven hours per day. Although much of this -time; may be un-
,

programmed, most (58%) of the sites with facilities dthedule specific

recreation or social activities on a,daily,basis. Others schedule

these activities several times per meek (15%) or weekly (17%). Thus,

fewer than NM- of the'siteyail'to Kaye scheduled social activity on

at least a weekly basis.

The most frequent events, according to the site managers at 65

sites with,:vegular activities, are car4174Me§q74%-'Of,the sites), arts

and craftdA66%), Rarties or-dances (58%), exercise classes (57%) and

field triW-04%). But ma other vents are scheduled, including

Bible-stddy,.musical events, swimming, picnics, and),0ther games such as

pool or bingo. 1/

it The programming of activities,appears to be fundamentally inthe

hands of site managers (84% of the sites), individual participants (74%),

and-dite councils (48%), that is, atqAhe local leiel. Staff and

council ;# the provider level are less likely to be invVved with re-

creational or social 'planning.
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Like many other support services,Ithe most frequently identified

way to improve recreation and social 4tivity is to find increased'

financial support, particularlyjor ,mote supplies... Somewhat sUrprisingly,

in light of tne abovp,oatafaw,site,..manAgerS noted needs to improve

e . 4'

the motiva*OyarigiattatU0s%of'participants and to involve participants

more in planning.

.f. Informs ion and Referral

.InforMikion bout other services and referral to other agencies are

also available' through most (86%) congregate meal sites. The benefits

and services most frequently identified by site managers as the subject

matter of information and referral are health care-(97% of the sites

with this service), social security. (93%), food stamps and commodity,

programs (92%), health care firiNcina (Medictre, individual insurance

'programs, etc) 88%, legal services (88%), public assistance (88%), and

housing (77%). Topics mentioned less frequently are home maintenance,

energy, income taxes', transportation, travel, fire safety,' mental

health, education, recreation, weatherization, consumerism, and crime

and self defense.

The most frequent Tet of providing information is individual

contact, upon request 6 participants (93%).. But most sites'also

report use of outside speakers (90%), general announcements made at

meal's or other gatherings (86%), and printed materials (86%). Thus,

.ms of the methods of providing information, the sites appear to

very little;, virtually all of them use many methods.

Sites do differ on two other dimensions, however, particulat:ly in.

1
.-

the domain of referral. Whildmost sites (89%) refer participants `fit; *.'44-

directly to the service agency appropriate for their needs,a few refer

. them to an intermediary information-and-referral service. At many

sites, both procedures are in use, although'the more likely procedure

is a direct referral.

In addition, the level of involvement with and follow-up of the

referral differs markedly,among the-sites. Table II -20 summarizes data.

showinA thislifference.:wSite managers were asked whether they
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TABLE 11-20

STAFF REFERRAL ACTIVITIES

ON BEHALF OF PARTICIPANTS .

Percentage of Sitesl Which

Action Usually Sometimes Never

Make Appointment for
4.-.,.

antParticip
/

Accompany Participant to

Agency

ATr a n s p o r t Participant to

kagency

FollowUp Upon Referral

,All. Actions'

., .

=1,

.

' , 47%

13

30

57

.37

32%

38
'" ;141ti

40

20

32

1
Based upon data provided, 60 site_managdrs.

21%

49

30

23

31



usuallletimes, or never made appointments fOr participants; arranged

transportaiion to the agency, accompanied participants.to,the agency,

or followed up on the referral to see that the participant was served.

As can be seen in Table.II-20,.tites are rather evenly spread across the

various frequency levels; reflecting considerable diversity in their

levels of involvement with the.referral process. 1)v9r.all Sites, the

highest levels of inlolvement.tend'to be in makingaPpOintments for
,

participanfs and in.follo rig up the referrals Site staff'membert'are

least likely, to actuall mpany 'participantVto the agencies.

.For later analyti 1s, a referral-involve;ent score was-com-

puted for each site, ,4a pon their managers' responses to the above
to.

questions% Six sitel-*OeVer24-erform any of the actions listed in

Table 11-20, five sites. Pysually" perform all of the actions, and the

other sites are disa6d.,:quiteevenly between the two extremes. Thus,

sites vary greatlY7Wheirtypical involvement during 'referral.

. When asked abblit Ways to improve information and referral services,

site managers said that staff time was the chief problem, particularly

time for more personal contact and follow-up, and they Ow more fuhding

as the solution. Additional funds also were reported to be needed for

printed materials. Some managers noted that the amount of paperwork
%. --

required to record services
4
was excessive and should be reduced d to allow

more'actual service.

" g. Counseling

As was indicated in Table 11-19, counseling is one.of9theleSs

frequently available support services, particularly accbrding to site

managers. :On thebasts 0111 information gathered, we believe that

the site'managers' views. are, the most accurate among'the staff members

and that counseling actually i; available through, at most, 61% of .

congregate sites. Even this estimate may be high, because at some of
6

these sites "counseling" appears actually ib-reflect referral to a

counseling agency or provision otinformationrither Vian tounseling.



The major type of counseling re0Ortedvby site managers involves

personal, mental health iisues (83%. of the sites with counseling avail-

'abre)% Other areas.of,counseling are far less prevalent: legal counsel-
.,

ing (31%), health (g1%); financiaT-(21%), housing (12%) and tax counseling

'(10%). -

.'

Eounseling is performed primarily by provider/site staff, especially .

the site managers, or by community profeSsionals or staff of other .gencies

r1F

who donate their.sery es to fthe Title III program. -Relatively- little ,

counseling is perfo d by volunteers. Most site managers report that

counseling is available five days per week, seven hours per day, or as

needed. Most manager ,(88%) say that participants can call at times other

than normal counseling hours.
)

,
,

When counseling occurs, it can occur virtually anywhere. Although

74% of the sites with counseling have a private office 'suitable 'for that

piliTose, much of the counsel.ing also is reported to occur during casual',

private encounters. (5C4 of the sites) and during meals, meetings, or other-

gatherings (43%). Half (50%) of these sites also counsel participants in '

their homes, and many (43%) counsel over the telephone,
,,,,,

The major, requirement for improving counseling, according to site

managers, is more staff, whether paid, donated, or volunteered (88% of the

reipondents). Other needs are for more staff training, better facilities,*

better publicity, and ways to overcome the stigma of asking for help.!

4. Variables Related to Availability of Support Cervices
o

In order to understand support service availability more fully,

cross-tabulation analyses were performed between.the'availability of

each serviceand Various other operational variables. Among the

variables examined were provider size (number of sites, number of meals

served), Meal preparation arrangement, 'the area 'agency iii rector's 'rankings

of needs within the Iervice areas, the service director's

priorities regarding various services, the setting of the site, other

activities at-the site, and staff including measures

of volunteerism.
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Alth ugh -many/poSsiblefrelationships were examined,, very few were

foUnd. In part, this probably is becauie the distributions of avail-
,

ability of several of the tervices are strongly skewed.!' That is, most

sites,provide reteeation, nuteition education,:and information and

referral, and theref,Pre it is difficult toJ,ind any other variables

significantly related to availability of these serkittes-;.- Partially for
r.

.this reason,, more subtle measures of,these (inidiotherserviees also
4

were examined, such asothe frequency of nutrition education, the variety

and the'schedule of recreational activities at a site, an "the- varieties

of shopping assistance escort service1 and transportation. Tke out-

comes of these analyses aresummarized below for Bac support service

examined.

a. Transportation

None of the variab)-es examined were related either tothe

ability of transportation or.to the ,variety of situations fof,which

transportation is available! Thus, this service is no.more likely to be

available .t0 participants through large versus small providers; through

providers whose directors emphasize access to services or mobility needs

,overiTeals, versus those with the reverse,prioritjegor through

eiders where public transportation is or is not available. Nor is

transportation more likely to be available-where there is hilt, versug

low volunteerism, more or fewer outreach methods iuse, highe' orlower

per capitacapita county income, or active v41-sus inactive advisory co ncils.°
Nt . /

b.. Escort Service

Like transpprtation, none of the variableg\examined were pradictive.

of the availability ofescGrt,pervice through the meal sites or the

variety of situatiOnsfor which escort -was available.; only,,pre-

Aictors of the availability of escort service'were(massres of the

availability of other services. That is, esc t service is more likely

to be available if/transportation, shoppin assistance,. information

it
1In order tosimplify -the presentation in this sect s, We have

deleted the specific outcomes of statistical tests. of.significance..
Wherever.a relationship is noted, .that relationship was 'found to be: .

significAnt by a:,chi-square tov4ith x2of.Appmcimately 10 and one or
two degrees of freedom. Whilchi4lquareS of this magnitude are statis:.
ticallysi,gnificent, the relationships indicated are not really very

strong.
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and referral, and counseling services also are available. It seems to

be the cap'that escort typically is one of the last serVices .t:o be

added to a package of support an& that its availability, always is in/-

cdnjunttion with more fundamental services.
/--

.c. Shopping Assistance
rf0.

Several variables predicated the availability of shopping assistance.

Sites which regularly schedule activities 'after-,the Congregate meal

and sites where the site managers rank#mobility'ameng the most-needed

services are more likelyg to provide skipping assistance. In additipn,

the'number of sites administered by a provider is inversely related to

the variety of' shopping assistance .available, that is , providers with

fewer sites are more likely to provide more vr'ied,'shopping assistance,,

(for example, extending the assistance.to non-food items, trips to the
,

post office, etc. ). The availability of shopping assistance also .is

related to the availability of transportatiori, which prcibably reflects

the fact, noted earlier, that transporra on is the most frequent com-
.

ponent of shopping assistance.

d. Nutrition Education

None of the variables' examined was related to the availability or

the-frequency of nutrition education at sites. As. noted 'above, nutrition

education is reporte) to occur at virivally, all sites, so there are few

at which to seek predictorsof unavailability.

e. Recreation

Neither the availability, the variety, nor the schedble of recrea-

tion at sites were related ±o any of the variables examined.

f. Information and Referral

Information and referral also is'one of the more frequently avail-

.able support services, and, not surprisingly, its occasional unavaila

bility is not predictable by any of the #ariables eqpined in this

study.

g. Counsel ing

- Counseling is more likely to beI-Va41Sble at sites where the

11-89
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manager gives a high priority:Yanking to the importance pf providing

elderly with access to support services (as oppose, o 'meals and social

activities). In. addition,*counseling is more likely)to be available" at

sites where certain.other support 'services also arg1avail4ble, specific-,

ally,' information and referral, health and medical services, and shopping

assistance. Sites which have Very high' leve ls kof volunteerism (hours of

volunteer.work.. per meal servedralso are mpee likely to have counseling

IP service ay:liable. This last relationship is somewhat puzzling, because'

'volunteer re unlikely to be involved in counseling, according to the

staff reports discussed above. Like escort servfce.counseling appears tc
.

be one of the last support services to emerge in a local program. Perhaps

its relationship with volunteerism isian indication tRat those sttes with

very high levels of volunteer also have assembled a Com ete array of

support services.. For example, at sites with many volunte rs the paid

1staff may be freed to prOvide more support service.

A final methodological point might be useful atthe conClusion of

this section. The search for programmatic predictoys ofsupport ser-

vice availability encompassed more 'than two hundred crass-tabulation

analyses. With the performance of this many analyses it can be expected
,

that several "significant" relationships will appear merely on the basis

of chance. pry few significant relationships actually emergedbetween

support availability measures and other program characteristics. ,While

_most of those which did emerge seem to be sensible, at least after the

fact, it is possible that some_(or all). _are only chance occurrances.t

This possibiSlity is unclerscored by the fact that &one of the relation-.

ships Apted above.are particularly 'powerful.

This section can be summarized in the following way. Most TitN.

III meal sites are reported by staff to offer a wide array of support

sery ., Very few sites offer none: The most wiPespredd services are

recrea ion, nutrition education, information and referral, and transpor-

tation... Less frequent are shopping assistance, counseling, and'escort

service, although, even 'these services are available at half of the

' sites.



In spite of.the positiVe picture of service.availability, area

agency directors:indicate that thereiare substantial numbers of unserved

elderly who:need-both meal serviceS:and non -meal services. In some

cases, these directors say, the service level must be doubled to meet the
.

need. Counseling and in-home assistance needs.are particularly likely

to be unmet, but there, reportedly are unserved elderly in need of all:of:

ibesupport services typically programMed through Title III sites.-

the methods of providing support services areyariedi relying

heavily Upon paid staff labor and'facilities, but also;:drawing upon

donated and volUnteered labor and donated faCilities. According to most :
4

meal site managers, the chief impedimentto increased levels .of service

iiklrk of money.

-A search for program,vartables that are associated with availability

or richness of a. support service was largely unsuccessful. Factors such

as program' size, availability of volunteerlabor, staff priorities, and

meal site:characteristicsonly. rarely predidt whether or not aseT-vide

will be available ortow. widelyit will be available. Thus, we see no

single, or,simple, solutions to the,problem of how to increase support

'service. EVeh providing more-financial suppoftis not a straightforward
. te.

solution: While the amount spent by a,nptritiOn service provide per

met1 served does increase with the availability 'of more support services'
. ..1

r = .25'df= 61, ly .05), this relationship is only marginally
,

significant: More money, by itself, will. not gecessanily produce. more

service.

/
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'Home delivered meals are available in all of the areas served.*

thenutrition service providers/An the 1982 sample: In most of these,

areas .(82%) the Title-III providers arrange or prepare the home delivered

meals themselves, whereas in 8% of the areas home delivery is handled by

different agencies (such as Meals.on Wheel's) and in 10% of the areas both

situationt

I. Scope of Home Delivery

According to area agency directors, about;' half; (52%) of the elderly

people who need home,delivery, nationwide, are receiving t. Coverage of

needy elders is apparently uneven across' the country. :In 28% o he

areas, 25% or fever of the needy are receiving home delivery; in 23% of

the areas, from 26% to 50% of: the needy are being .served; in 19% of the

areas,from 51% to 75% are being served; and in'30i of the areas, more

than 75% are being served. Thus, overall, and particularly In -so1110

'places, there is a :substantierlieed for increased h6me deliVery of'

meals.

a. Numbers and Percentages of. Meals Home Delivered

AsW s show in Section A (see especially. Table II-1), the typical

provider arrang s for 'or pr vides.153 home delivered meals per day ,In

total , we estimate that 17 , 00 Title III meals are being home delivered

daily within the cantlpuous Unifed States, which is about 22% of all

Title III

. There is, of course, great variation in the scOpe of home

'delivery from one provider to another, For ,eximple, atthough. al l pr;c1-

viders ,in our sample indicated that home del ive,rx was available

through their programs, two were actually.not.providipg any home A

delivered meals at the time we'v d. One provider was aqeragirig

only 9 home del iveredimeal s per day. The largest number of, meals home

del6ered per day among the providers in our sample was 6,142. I

11792
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percentage: terms, home delivery service ranges' from zero to 49% of all

meals served, among theSe provideri.

b.' Fund ngiof Home-Delivery

About 6 %,of.the cost of home deliyered meals is borne by Title

III. Almost all providers (90%) report'that a Title III grant is their

pririoaipal source of fund:if-IM O)" home delivered meals. Other sources of,
funding are other federal funds, state funds, local funds, and

participant paymets. 4

Table 1141 displays data about contributions made by recipients

ofhume delivered meals. Theaverage contribution ranges from $.01 to

$1.85 per Meal, with qt median of $.57 and a mean of $.63. This range

is greater than that for. Congregate meals (see. Table 11-3) and the/median

and mean are slightly higher for home delivery.,

) Higher contributions .are-received for home delivered meals at sites

-where congregate partiCipants also contribute relatively high amounts

(.r =-.70,df = 54,,g.< .01 ). In spite of this *high Correlation,

there are a few sites with large:differences between congregate and

home delivery contributions, as much,as fifty cents or a dollar per

)meal;in either direction.

2. Service Characteristics

a.- Meal Preparation

Except for the cases where home delivered me ls 'are:handled by

other agencies, most Titld III nutrition providers use.the same meal

preparation areangement.for home delivery as is'used for congregate

meals. Most frequently, these meals are prepared at or passed through

congr te meal sits, where they are packaged and distributed: But an

-apprec ble minorit f providers prepare or contract for home

delivered meals in a central location and distribute the meals directly

to homes from that location:

Probably as a result of the predominance of coordinated prepara-

tion, most, home delivered meals are identical to congregate meals (80%

of the providers). The remaining roviders have different menus for

13 3 ; 1.



TABLE 11-21

HOME DELIVERED. PARTICIPANTS' CONTRIBUTIONS FOR MEALS

AveragetContributionl Number of Providers

$.25 per meal

.26 - .50

.51 - .75

.76 - 1.00

1.,00 - 1.25

1.26 or more

Median Contribution for 59 Providers

Mean. Contribution

Sfandard Deviation

Range of Amounts

12 (20%)

14 (24%)

16 (27 %)

.8 (14%)

5 ( 8%)

4 ( 7%)*

1 Reported by:nutrition serviced rectors.



the two services() WhW they differ, the home delivered meals are com-

posed of more-transportable items or they differ;because of different

dieptary needs of the.home delivery recipients (the. home delivery parti-
-..

cipants being more likely` to receive low -salt, low-sugar, or'low -fat

meals).
0 4

b. Schedule of Home Delivery w

The typical schedule of home delivery is.5 dayS per week (80% of

the sample). About.10rof the providers deliver meals to the homeboUnd

seven days per week:, The remaining providersdeTiver 1,'2, 3, 4, or

6-days per week, in about equal frequency. These figures are. only

apprOximate because some providers follow,differentschedules for

different artictpants,

Th ee'of.the providers' in the sample deliver multiple meals:

either .meal packs every day, 2-meal packs for weekends,' or a set-of

frozen mealsexpected to last several days. Two strategies guide theie

multiple- al arrangements: to increase participants' dietary intake,'

on -a given day (two meals per day), or to4reduce the cast of delivery,

and handling by bringing more than one day's meals on each deliver

'The actual delivery of meals of homes most often'is dote by vol-

unteers (63% 'of the providers) or by paid, staff:"members,(4,%). Less

frequent methods Of°getting the meals 11p-homes are by having congregate

participants take them (16% of the,providers deliver some meals this '

.
.

way), by having, friends DO relatives pick them up (10%), or by-haVing-

a contractor deliver them .(9%), .

Volunteers'are describ6 As essential tOthe'hbme delivery prO

gram by most providers. Nutrition service directors .allt note reeds

-for thermal oontainers and strategically-designed, short delivery

rdutes in order to provide high-quAlityMeals. Trainingof drivers

and periodic monitoring of food temperatures and food handling also

are cited as important fd maintaining safe and sensitive.service.

c. Availability of Support Services
\

Most nutrition service directors (89%) reported that support ser-

vices are available to home delivdred meal participants. The services

most frequently reported were information and referral, nutrition

11-95
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education, telephone reassurance, homemaker and handyman, aid, trans-

portation,portation, friendly visits, shopping assistance visiting nurses and

other medical aid, and legal ,services. Many other services were mention-

ed occasionally. In no case, however, was a given service cited by more

than'a third of the 62 Directors reporting services.

3. Home Delivery Participants

a. Eligibility for Home

In contrast to congregate service, where most providers have

relatively unrestrictedenrollment, home delivery normally is restricted

to elderly persons who meet certain eligibility criteria (93% of the

PrOviders). illness, handicapping conditions, and mobility problems,Are

the most frequently cited factors considered (85% of the providers with

special criteria). Other factors noted are advanced age (29%), residence

in a particular area (18%), lack of transportation (17%), lack of help ay
home (15%), 'inability to prepare meals (9%), and emotional problems

(3%). Obviously, some of the preceding dimensions actually address the

same problem, and a given elderly person may clualify on several dimen-

sions. The average provider employees two or three criteria, and some

require that more than one criterion be met in order to qualify 46r home,

delivery. .Once of the most frequently-voiced problems' of home delivery

ii formulating a fair and appropriate system for screening the most

needy elderly people into the home delivery program.: Nutrition service.

staff are asking for specific, proven tools. for this purpose.

Many nutrition service directors (77%) report that Occasional, or

temporary home delivery is available to participantsw4p usually eat at

the congregate site, in addition po those:who do not attend the site. 0

Furthermore, most directors (97%Fencourage home delivery participants

to attend the meal site when they can, using periodic 5,1igibility

reassessments to help provide the encouragement (54%). Home visits and

telephone contacts also are used to explaifl the program and pncourageor

lure participants to attend .the site (30%).

However, atrelatively few sites (23 %) are there participants who

use both the congregate and home delivery services on a regular basis.

At those sites where participants do shift back arid forth, it is abut

11-96
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equally likely that theyare-congregate partigipants with recurring illness

,or home-delivery participants who. occasionally can make it to the Meal

',site, according to:the site managers.

b. ,Recruitment of Home* Delivery Participants

Home delivery recipients most through

referrals from other agenciet (according to 89% of the'nutrition service

irectors). Outreach visits also lead toparticipants (56% of providers

jnake such visTs). Other'methods of reaching people needing homei

delivery are publicity through other organizations (32 %), publicity

through news media (27%), referrals.by doctors, hospitals, and social
.-

workers (21%), and inquiries by family members and friends.

c. Participant Characteristics

'Nutrition service direCtors were asked if they hid observed ,any
1 k

general differences between cOgregate and home-delivery participants.

Virtually all of.the directors agreed that home delivery recipients tend

- to be in poorer health (99%) and less mobile 06%). Many of the directors

noted that home delivery recipients are older (49%) and more,i'eticent

about socializing (36%). Other-differences sensed by fewer directors'

are that home delivery recipients have lower incomes (20%) and tend to

live in more remote locations (17%). Although 21% of the directors

noted sex differences between the two groups of participants, the

rdirection of the difference was not'consistent.

Very.few (10%) of the directors mentioned ethnic differences

between the two groups. Of these, half of the directors said that

minority Participants are more likely to receive home-delivered meals;'
4
but .the other half said that non-minority participants were more likely

to rece:ive tebls et home, one director noting that this was because the

volunteers who deliver the malstalso arenon-minority (see Section B)

-and.more willing to deliverto non-minority neighborhoods. Ethnic

differences between congregate and home delivery participants apparently

are not widespread; where a difference doet exist it appears to reflect

local conditions.
. .
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The preceding are the impressions of nutrition service directqrs,

based upon their program experience. But these impresiions are highly

corroborated, and rh some cases `clarified, by the characteristics of the

samples of elderly participants interviewed during the study. According .

to participants' self reports and observation's by Opinion Research

Corporation interviewers, home delivery recipients are far less mobile

and in worse health than are congregate participants. They also are .

older, on average. Emotional differencits are even stronger in the

participant-interview data than they are in the staff member's' aware-
,

ness. Home delivery recipients are clearly more socially isdlated, both

in terms of their feelings and in terms of the facts thAt they are more

likely -1b be, unmarried and to live alone. Home delivery recipients are

less.likely to report 'posiiiie feelings about life and they 'generally

Are lower in perceived-income sufficiency, which is confirm ed by inter-

viewers' Bbse4Ations that home delivery' recipients appear generally to,

have lower standards of living than do congregate participants. Sex and

ethntcity differences between congregate and home delivery participants,

according the interviewers, are less frequent or smaller. This also

confirms the impressions of nutrition se vice directors.

To °summarize the characteristics f home delivery xecipients, they

tend, in comparison with congregate participants, to be older, less

mobile, in poorer health, and more reticent about socializing. At least

in many locations, they also are poorer, live in more remote locations,

and are more socially isolated. By virtually everiNalysis, the

participants in home delivery services are among the most at risk and

need of service of all American elderly people.

4. Problems with Home Delivery .

What are the major.problems encountered: by nutritionervice

directors as they attempt to meet needs for home delivered meal service?

The principal difficulty noted by a 6jority of nutrition service

directors is inadequate funding to meet the:demand fc:Ahome-delivery.

:service: Funding is needed to cover mea). costs, additional staff,

delivery costs, to obtain better equ4Aent. Equipment needs relate'



both ho meal preparation and-meal deli wry.. Several directors also

spog of the need to increase th schedule of home delivered service

from 5 days per week to 7 days per week.

Appreciable numbers of directors cited the need for staff training.

and for improvements in'the procedures for determining.eligibility for

home-delivery. Staff training'is needed relevant to issues such as

general problems of the aging, detecting and responding to problems

during hpme'visits, and appropriate-methods for handling homedelivered

meals. Eligibility criteria need to b Aefined more precisely and more

consistentlY,-and providers need help in assembling and using concrete

procedures for making eligibility determinations.



STAFF EVALUATIONS OF. NUTRITION SERVICES

Throughout the 1982 interviews with nutrition service staff members

.a number of evaluative questions were asked, requesting staff members'

opinions on current service operations, their identification ofproblems

faced by service pt'oviders, and their preferences for improving nutri-

tion services ,This chapter summarizes staff responses to the evaluative

questions. 4

Not surprisingly, staff members at all levels in the system are

very enthusiastic about.Ahe Title III program. When they were asked

for additional comments about the program at,the end of their interviews,

most staff members began with very 000tive comments, citing the pro-

gram's.favorable effect upon participants' nutrition and interest in

daily living, and lauding the dedicated staff involved. The following

examples-capture the opinions and feelings of most staff members:'

"The program is excellent, operating well, especially con-

sidering financial, geographic, and other contrapits"

(from ani area agency director);

"One of the most important programs for elderly...a pro-

gram that is-person-oriented" (few a nutrition service

.director); and

"Pebple appreciate the program; the program is critical,

a lifesaver 1n .some instances" (from an advisory council

member). V .

This strong positive regard expressed for the program did not preclude

staff members from also offering suggestions for improvement, which

itself demonstrates the strength of their investment in Title III

nutrition services. The following sections include staff members'

thoughts about how these services can be improved.

T. Program Benefits for Participants

Staff at three levelS were asked to rank fOUr areas, of benefit in':

terms of the extent to which Title III services are"leeting.congregate
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participants 'heeds.. The responses by area agency on aging direCtOrs,

nutrition service directors, and congregate meal .site-managers are

.summarized in Tae 11-22. It is clear that the :primary,benefett of
.

/
the program are imprOed nutrition and social` contact.

"For many people, this is their only meal. They also/need
the social contact: they would deteriorate at hompi."
(from a site manager)

Access to other services and_exerclse-mobility benefits, per se,

almost always,are ranked lower than nutritional and/social benefits. It

is evident from examination of all rankings by, al staff members (not

shown in the table) that access to services is the more important of the
/

secondary benefits.

2.. Current. Problems fdr Service Delivery /I

The major problem noted, at all stafflevels, is funding. Staff

members are greatly concerned over the need to increase the availability

of-meals to unnerved elderly, to increase the schedule of meal service,

and-to expand the number and coveragefof support services available to'

participants.

"We're being cut again...but we need to serve more meals."
.(from a site manager)

"Staff .salaries, need. to be raised. ". a. nutrition
.service director)

It is a wonderful program, but we need more money t run
seven hours a day and provide more outreach." (from a

site manager)

Not surprisingl /, the problems most frequently identified depend

somewhat upon the /role of the staff member being ;interviewed. For ,

example, state nutrition directors tend to see staffing and program

regulation as major problem areas, whereas meal site managers more

readily voice ,Oroblems with facilities, schedules of operation, and.'

numbers of available meals. Table 11-23 lists the most frequently cited

Rrcblems areas by the six staff levels interviewed. Meal prepara-

tion arrangements represent an area of very little concern. As was

discussed in greateyetail in Sectfon C, nutrition service staff

members are generally satisfied with the arrangement they have evolved.
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TABLE

RELATIVE BENEFITS'OF NUTRITION SERVICES

TO CONGREGATE SITE PARTICIPANTS

Percentage of Times Ranked Most Importantli

Area Agency Nutrition Service Site

.
.ileai of Benefit Directors Directors' Managers
.

Improved Nutrition 51% 46% 41%

Social Contact 44 44 44

Education, Information,

Access to Services

.Exercise and Mobility 6

1 Numbers of respondents are 67 area agency directors, 69 nutrition

service directors, and 68 site managers.
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'TABLE 1143

PROBLEM AREAS. NOTED MOST FREQUENTLY

BY TITLE III STAFF MEMBERS

According to State Directors

Quality and continuity of staff.
s Complex, unclear, contradictory

regulations
Need,for regional, local
flexibility
Interagency relationships,
cooperation

According to Nutritionists/Dieticians

Need.for increased emphasis upon
home delivery

o Inadequate communication within
system
Need to be able to serve more
regional foods and individualized
portion sizes
Certification processes .a hassle

According to Area Agency Directors

o Quality and continuity of staff
Need for improved physiCal
facilities
Need for better program planning
Too narrow a focus upon
nutrition

, .

According. to Nutrition Service Directors

Need to. broaden program emphasis
beyond nutrition
Need for more local control,
flexibility
Need for improved management (parti-
cularly fiscal efficiency)
Need for more staff to allow more,
individualized services

According to Advisory Council Members

Meals not appropriate for elderlyl
o Need to increase staff and hours
of operation
Need more transportation
Need for greater focus upon
homebound

'According to Site Managers

o Physical facilities inadequate
i Need to extend hours of operation
and activities available
Need more transportation
Need more, better staff training

1
Council members said, for example, that meals sometimes are too large,
contain too much fat, too much salt, too much sugar, or are'difficult
to digest. As with the other problems noted, however, it should be
remembered that only a few people cited this problem. Most meals
appear appropriate for, and are well received by, participants.
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Some additional staff quotations, may be useful in portraying the

problems xurrently.faCed by Title III nutrition service staff.

Regulatory Problems

f'Itis'a real problem keeping track of federal regulations."

',/--(froM.a.ttate.dfrector)
I

1."We peed help determing eligibility criteria for home

/
(from a state, director). ,

"Federal regulations need improvement to handle immigration

of Northerners-during winter.:.fact that seniors won't driPk

I

milk...excessive paperwork." (from an area director)

"Low-bid requirements in contracting lead'to poor quality."

(from an area agency director)

"Greater flexibility in regulations would4save money." (from

a nutrition service director).

"An urban bias is present AnIregiulations." (from an nutrition

, service director)

"Separation of funding sources (Title III. b.versus c) has led

to increased numbers of providers without proportionately
increasing services,rresulting.in less coordination, _less

flexibility." (from a nutrition service director)

'Too much' labor and industry rules, too much bureauceacy."

(from a site manager)

b. Administrative and Other Problems

"Staff and volunteer turnover is a constant problem." (from a

state' director)

"We need a system to improve targeting of most- needy. ". (from

an area agency director)

"Provider should have more control over program administration,

input into decisions...seem to have less and less." (from

several nutrition service director0

"We are being monitored by agencies not equipped to do so."

(from a nutrition service director)

charity stigma still exists about federally-funded pro-

grams.." (from a nutrition service director)

"Itis difficult to work in rural areas and hold everything

together." (from a nutrition service director)



."We,are unable to meet goals dire to community size and lack
,of funds:" (from:allutritionist)

"There needsto be
-0

improved commUniCati within ±he:sYstem."
(from a, nutritionist

. ,

"Hiring young, inexperienced people is a problem:"
.

(from
lan4advisoty council member)'

"How do we make participants realize the importance of their
contributions? (from 4 site manager) AL

Itm to lose my Green Thumb worker in Sept1 ember. I need
her! I recently had a cut in pay.' They saili'mYworkload
was reduced. I've always worked ,more 'hours than I was :paid
for, and I still do." (from a site manager)

;The services rendered by this-establishment are 'vital to and
greatly valued by the participants. . ,(who) harbor great
anxiety regarding the possible loss of these services. For
Manyf the meals provided here are the difference bees
eating and not eating:" (from a site manager)

. Ideal Service Arrangements

Nutrition servicedirectors and site managers were asked to

imagine'operating nutrition services without current.guidelines but

with about the same amount of money as currently availabi,e. Within

this framework they were asked about ideal emphases&mong'various ser-

vices and ideal scheduling of meal service. The responses were for the

most partthe same from both staff positions:

In Chapter III, Table III-1, we summarized the staff members'

ideal emphasis among the meal and non-meal services upon which this

study was focusing. As can be seen by referring back to that table,

both the service directors and the site managers agree.that meals

should receive foremost emphasis within a nutrition service program...

by about 4 to 1 over any other service, terms of the percentage of

times that meal service was ranked first. At first glance, the primacy

of meals over social activities in Table I I-1 might seem inconsistent

with the equivalent meal and social ben its which the same respondents,

ascribe to the program, in Table VIII-1. But two additional factors

easily explain this difference, and render the two,tables of data

quite consistent with each other. First, the question posed to staff



i
. .

. ,
members when asked about 'ideal emphases specified the 'current level of

,

',program fueling. Second, at,1many points in the staff interviews, these,
,.

and other,, respondents` that there are Many'elderly in,need of

meals who are not receiving them. Thus, the pattern in Tab.l'e, II-11 '

indicates:that the, nutrition service directors and site managers would

, prefer t6 admit more' participants to meal sery es, at some-sacrific

non-meal,services.
0,1

Beyond the comparison.of me and social-recreational sertvic

TableilI-11, staff members',idea emphases give second priority t

soci -recreational andmobility,related services, also echo'

of needs elderfy people noted at other points in thi

riktiOn and referral: and nutrition edu`

priority-group of services.

Also within the framework of no guiaelfnes st't
e

directors 4nd managers were asked whether they would' p efe' d o Serve

meals five days or seven days per week. The responelimei.64Ongly in

favor of flve-day.service, 4oth by service directors, (06 '1`,0d by site

managers (83%).. Often, in their open-ended comment,aff members had
4

'stressed a need extend meal services to at least

as an option for some participants. But here, the*Cific ion of no

increase in funding and the knowledge of unserveitelderly people probably

again force staff members to choose five-day =service, in, order to'reach

as many elderly as possible within existingwfunds.

A final qUestion about ideal service arrangements asked staff

members to choose among serving 250 persons 2 days per week,,serving 100

persons 5 days per week, or serving 50 persons 2 meals per day 5 days

per week (again, a limited-resources choice, limiting service to 500

meals per week). The majority, especially among site managers, chose the

second option, as is shown in Table 11-24. Nutrition service directors

are somewhat more willing to consider fewer meals per person per week,

in order to serve more persons. Site mana4rs, however, quite,clearly

appear to believe that participants need five meals per week in order to

benefit from the program.

In summary, how would local nutrition service staff members re-

structure their programs under ideal circumstances? It is clear that
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. TABLE II-24

IDEAL SERVICE PATTERNIITHIN FIXED RESOUR6S

Service Option

Percent Who Would Choose Option.

Nutrition Service Site

DirectOkl Managers

(1) 250 Persons, Each Sprved
Two Days per Week - 25% 4%

(2) 100 Persons, Each Served
Five Days per Week 71%

( ) 50 persons, Served Two
Meals Five Days per Week 4% 4%

91%



gjven
-
additio141 funding staffmembers woUld extend serv..ce.tO slen

. ,

days per week, at least as an,option for the most -needy elderly parsons.

The home-deliv re meal progr4m especially would be increased. FO.ther-

more, the staff m mbers wouldflncrease the availability of supporii
,,ki

services, particul transpditatiow, counseling; and in-home assistance

(see Section F).1 V,

Given current levels of funding, which certatiily is a more,realis-

tic position; most local staff: members would,retain an-emphasis upon

five-day service but would inci-ease the emphisis ution meals, as opposed

to non-meal services, in order!:to extend their program to more persons.-

There is not unanimity about what is ideal, of course, and in .thefr

interviews theSe staff memberi! also voice &rich array of ideas about

improving thetr programs. One of the most prevalent requests is,for

greater flexibility in program operation which will allow local service

providers to implement changes appropriate to local'circumstances.
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SECTION III.

INTERVIEWS WITH PARTICIPANTS AND NON - PARTICIPANTS
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A. Introduction and Evaluation Design
v

The Evaluation of the Iutritioli Services for\the Elderly-is a natton-

wide,study of Service opeOat\ons and elderly citizens participating in the

services provided.by Title II\ of the Older Americans Act,, as amended.

y'KirschnerrAe4Ociates, Inc.. and Opinion

irschner Associates, Inc. conducted the

Opinion Research Corporation executed

ing personal interviews with elderly

ThiS evaluation was condudted

)Research Corporation. Whereas

evaluation of. Service operation

that part of the evaluation entai

participants and non-participants.

The evaluation was conducted i

1976-77 and analysis Of the first Wa

elsewhere.
1

This report presents the

interviews with elderly participants and non-participants.

two,waves. Wave I took place duriu

e data is reported in its entirety

descriptive analysis Wave II

Evaluation Design

This study presents the findings from\ the second Wave of the
.\

Evaluation of the National Nutrition Services for the Elderly and, speci-

fically, presents the analysis of Wave II personal interviews with elderly

service participants and non-participants. 'Interviewing took place at a

nationwide sample of 70 meal sites. The purpose of these interviews was to

gather data regarding program-wide elderly experiendes with and perceptions -

of the Nutrition Services,(Congregate dining and home-delivered) and to

provide a profile of service population chardcteristics approximately six

years following the initial wave Ilof data collection in 1976-77. In

addition, other information was gathered regarding:

Participant contributions

Self-reported health status and mobility

Social isolation and psychological well-being

Dietary status

See Longitudinal Evaluation of the National Nutrition Program for the
Elderly: Report on First Wave Findings, Kirschner Associates, Inc. and
Opinion Research Corporation; January, 1979.

V
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Basically, this elderly interview component Of the evaluation seeks to

determine whether there,are differences between populations of partici-

patihg and non-participating 'elderly and what elderly characteristics or,

perceptions may be tela4d t? Service partiiipailon, continued participa-.

tion, and various experiences with and perceptions of the meal program. A

major interest -is whether pa.rticipants are aware of and actively utilize

the full range of dietary services,,socfal opportunities, and supportive

services offered.
1

Dui-ing Wave II, interviews were conducted with purposiVe samples of

several elderly, participant sub-populations and non-participants.1 The

major focus of this Descriptive Report will be cross-sectional comparisons

among thesO groups:

/

Congregate Dining Participants at Pre-1975 Sites

This sub-population consisted of elderly at 34

sites established prior to Wave I that were the

basis of the Wave I findings approximately six

years ago.

. t

Congregate Dining Participants at Post-1975 Sites

Elderly in this participant sub - population partici7

pated at 36 meal sites established:since 1975 that

were sampled for the first time for Wave II.

Longer-Term Congregate Participants

The vast majority of participants sampled for this

group began participating in the program more than

one year prior to being interviewed, and thus, have

more experience with the Service than other elderly

- groups interviewed.

See.the Methodology Appendix in 'Voluee IV for a' detailed discussion of

sampling procedures.
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Recent Dongre.gaie Entrants

A imijority'had entered the congregate dining Service

within one year prior to beIngaterviewed.

Home-Delivered Meal Recipients
'IV

All members of this sub-population were receiving.

Title III home - delivery when interviewed. Approxi-

mately one-half had'been rgceiving home-deliveny. for

longer than one year.

Former Congregate 'Dining Participants'

Elderly in this sub - population no longer.partici-

pated in the congregate dining service.

Non-Participating Neighbors

This sample consists of neighbors.ofOurrent

congregate dining participantS who were

qualjfied to participate by virtue of age

(60 years or older), but,had elected not

join.

Finally, although six years had passed since the first wave of the evalui-

tion, it was desirable to attempt to track and reloCate as many Wave I '

participants and non-participants as possible: Data gathered from elderly

who were located and successfully interviewed are discussed in the section

of the report treating Service impacts.

This section of the report is organized aroundtWo major issues:

Who is served by the Title III Nutrition Services

for the Elderly?

Elderly Perceptions of the Congregate Dining Services

Elderly perceptions of the Home-Delivered Meal Service will be discussed in

a separate section.of the report devoted specifically to this program. -
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B. Reach otahe Title III Nutrition Services

This section of the report provides general information concerning

.
characteristics of the Service population, how often elderly attend or

participate in congregate and home-delivery services, and discusses their

futUre attendance plans. Emphasis is placed upon 'describing Service

participants as well as coMparing 'Participant:.and non-participantpopula-

dons along key demographic, health, and lifestyle dimensions. Thus, a

major goil isto describe the Service population- and non-participants ;a

representative sample of 1982 meal sites.

Throughout the body of the report, condensed4tables are presented for

especially important variables of interest. Readers may find more detailed

data tabulations corresponding to these variables in the attached

Appendices.

1. 'Characteristics of Participants and Non-Participants

a. 'Summary and Implications

The following analyses focused upon both describing and comparing each

of several Nutrition Service populations; sub-populations, and non-partici-

pant groups. Several basic descriptive variables were employed, including:

demographic charaCteristics; mobility and self-reported health; and lkife-

stYle, dietary, and affective characteristics. Although each group showed

cOnsiderable var-iability along 'key variables of interest', a distillation

of key.findings yields the following summary desCriptions of each elderly

Congregate DiTli Participants

A hypothetical,. ypical" congregate dining participant is a

non-minority woman, 73 years old; not currently married, and

living alone. Althotigh about oneEhalf had' 1981 annual incomes

below $6,000, most felt their incomes were sufficient to take

care of their, needs "very" pr "fairly" well. Fdw received

assistance of any kind.

doe

,See Detailed Tabulations in Appendices k, B, and C.



For herge, the "typical'. participant:71s tgliteacti1/04both

phYsitall and Socially. Most rated:their health positively,

attended religioUs services frequently, and nearly:one7hilf were

inembgrS of clubs, odges, or other sO0,a1 organizations..

The '" typical': participant:norMallp:ate albnewhen.athome: A

minority felt they had. too few friends and:few reqorted frequent

feelings of depression or lOneliness.

All in all, our "typical" congregate dining participant took an

active stance toward life and-had positive self-perceptions.

Non-Participating Neighbors

Neighbors ofcongregate dining participants who chose not to

participate in the Nutrition Services were generally similar to

their participating neighbors. They were, however slightly, more

affluent as a group and more likely to be married, and, thus, not.

live alone. They were also more likely to be male.

With an average age of 73 years, they were som"Vt less mobile

and less socially active. A "typical" non-par4pating neighbor

attended religious services less often and was less likely to

belong to social organizations than participating neighbors.

Nearly one-half ate alone when at home, a minority felt they had

, too few friends and few reported frequent feelings of depression

or. loneliness.

The major differences between participants and their non-partici-

pating, neighbors were gender, income, lower social' activity

level, and less mobility. In all other respects the two groups

were quite comparable.
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Home-Oelivered.Meal Recipients'

A hypothetical, ."tYpical" home-delivered meal participant was a

non-minority woman, 78 years old (older. on the average than all

other elderly groups); who was more likely to live alone than

meal site participants. A large proportion, nearly two-thirds,

had annual incomes below mom Making them the least affluent

lderly sub-populAtion. Thus, they were least likely to perceive

'their incomes were Adequate to take care of their needs "very" or

"fairly" well

Home-delivered meal recipients, in, addition to o-being the oldest,

were the most likely to report poor health and declining health.

Consequently, they were the least mobile, least socially active,

and more likely to receive Medicaid benefiti.

A large minority are unable to prepare hot meals at home, report

'having too few friends, and report frequent feelings ofvdepres-

sion and loneliness.

4
All in,all, the "typical" home-delivered meal recipient is,a

person whose characteristics make her an excellent candidate for

home-delivery.

Former Participants

If one considers each variable individually, the picture of

former participants that emerges is a mixed one, as, depending.on

the specific comparison, they often more closely resemble non-

participatimg neighbors or home-delivered meal recipients.

The .overall pattern that emerges is one of,a group of elderly who

are somewhat worse off than non-participating neighbors and

participants; but better off than home-delivered meal recipients-

A fuller description of home-delivered meal recipients is found in Volume

II: ANALYTIC REPORT.



along most mobility, health, and income measures. Participants

and forther participants, however are about equally likely to-

live alone.

These summaries, are meant to give thumbnail sketches of the four basic

Service populations and non-participants. Overall, it is clear that the

program successfully attracts and recruits elderly who live alone and have

lower.incomes. Those attending congregate dining sites were found to be

the most mobile,.most socially active, and in the best general health.

Given that el,:ierlylchoose to enroll, it is.not surprising that both Wave I

and Wave II found these erns.

These'descriptive data also very clearly demonstrate that elderly

receiving home-delivered meals are the oldest, least mobile, and least

affluent of all elderly sub - populations interviewed. They arein

relatively worse health and itiis declining. Given these pattens, and

their relatively greater social isolation, the data show that targeting of

the home-delimery Service has been quite successful. ,

Former participants present an interesting picture. Inia later

section, their plans for future attendance will-be discussed. At present,

however, we raise the possitiility that former congregate dining parti

pants may represent a future target population for home-delivery if with

advancing age, their health and mobility decline.
1

Finally,' one major difference was found between meal Wes es ablished

before and after.1975. The data reveal that post-1975 sites, as a whole,

have been more successful in recruiting minority elderly. This max be

related to post-1975 sites' proximity to relatively larger populations of

urban minority.

This issue receives detailed attention in Volume II: ANALYTIC REPORT.



b. Demographic Profile

The typical congregate-dining participant was, a non-minority womah, 73,

years of age, not currently married, who lived alone." About one-half had-

1981 annual household incomes below $6,000, although a majority (86%) felt

the amount of money they had was sufficient to take care of the0 needs

either '!very" or "fairly" well) A minority of participant households

received food stamps (13%), Medicaid benefits (18%), or rent assistance

(11%). Non-participating neighbors were quite comparable along these

dimensions but were more likely to be currently married (43% vs. 34%,of

partic4$nts) and, tilt's, less likely to live alone than congregate dining

participants (46% vs. 55% of participants).

Elderly recipients of hoMe-delivered meals were in some respects

similar to participants and non-participating neighbors with several

notable exceptions. They were older on the average (78,years) and more

likely to live alone (61 %).. Home-delivered meal recipients were the

poorest in objective terns (65% below $6;000 annual household income) and

were least likely to feel their income was sufficient to take care of their

needs "very ". or "fairly't well (76%). This elderlY Service population was

also more likely to be receiving Medicaid benefits {30%). As will be seen

in a rater section', these data are related to the fact that, of all elderly

interviewed, home-delivered meal recipients were in t4-poorest health.

In most instances, f rmer congregate dining participants were found to

be similar to current p rtitipants and non-participating neighbors. How

ever, in terms of aver age (76 years) and income (62% of households

below $6,000) they were somewhat more similar to dome - delivered meal

recipients. A relatively large majority (83%) felt their incomes were

adequate to take care of their_ needs either "very" or "fairly" well

(These data are summarized in Table III-1.)

$6,000 is below U.S. Department-of Labor estimates of the 1981 "lower

budget" for a retired couple ($7,226). See News, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, July 30, 1982.



TABLE III-1

SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF PARTICIPANTS AND NONPARTICIPANTS

Home-
Non- Delivered Former

Parti- Parti- , Meal Parti-
- Characteristic dOgi) Ogi) Recipients ,ci ants

(N=415)

Ameragg Age 73 yr. 73 yr. 78-yr. 76 yr.4

Female

Currently Marrled

Live Alone

Minority Status

1981 Family Income2
Below $6,000

73% 68% 71%

34% 43% 28%

55% 46% 61%

19% 19% 15%

52% 46% 65%

80%5

30%5

55%
5

14%6

62%
5

Income Takes Care 86% 84 %- 76% 83%5
of. Needs "Very" or
"Fairly" Well

Receive Food Stamps 13% 10% 19%

Receive'Medicaid3 18% 15% 30%
Benefits

Receive Rent
Assistance

11%

1
Detailed distrikbutions for each item are in Appendix A.

2Percentages based upon reported or estimated income.

Percentages 'refer to the percent of households receiving food stamps or
,Medicaid.

40n average, home-delivered meal, recipients were older than former parti-
cipants, and former participants were older than all other groups (all
z's > 2.4, p

5Percentages in this row signifidantly differ ( xi 3 df, 11.3, p <.01).

6Percentages in this row do not significantly differ ( xi 3 df, 7.8,

'p



a

b. Mobility and Health

Of all elderly 'persons interviewed during Wave II, 'congregate dining

participants were the most mobile and were less likely to feel their health

haddeclined. While strict cause-and-effect relationships between Service

Participation and health/mobility variables cannot be inferred from the

data in Table 111-2, it is reasonable to assume that participation in the'

congregate dining program enhances likelihood of getting out of the house

"nearly every day" (81%). The typical congregate dining participant,has no

difficulty going out of doors (90%1c and can clean and maintain her .home

(89%1. On the average, this kypothetical individual saw a doctor 3 times

during the past year for reasons other than a physical check-up, and less

than one-quarter (23%) spent any timb in a hospital or nursing home due to

illness.. Given their average age (73 years), particiOants rated their

.health quite positively: less than one-half (48%) had "fair" or "poor"

eyesight, about one-third (36%) felt their hearing was "fair" or "poor,"

and one-quarter (25%) rated their general health "fair" or "poor:"

Approxinitely one out of six (16%) participants felt health had declined

during the past year.. .

Nom-participating neighbors were quite comparable in terms of mobility

and health with one major exception. As a group, they were less likely to

get out of their homes "nearly every day" (68% vs. 81% of participants).

Home-delivered meal recipients, in contrast , were substantially more

mobility iftipaired, rated their health status viorse, and were more likely to

report their health had declined during the past year Only approximately

one-quarter (24%) andone-third (29%) said, respectively, they got out of

their homes "nearly every day" or could go, out of doors "without

difficulty. " Furthermore, they visited doctors on the average 67% more

frequently than others, and over two-fifths (44%) had spent time in a

hospital or nursing home duringthe past year A majority (73%) also felt

that their eyesight was "fair" or'"poor." Given the way in which this
o.

Service populition described specific aspects of their health, it isnot

surprising_ that more than one-half (59 %) rated their overall health as

"fair" or "poor," and that a large minority (38%) felt their health had

declined, during the past. year.



TABLE III-2 )

SELECTED MOBILITY AND'HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS1,2
OF PARTICIPANTS AND NON-PARTICIPANTS

Non-.
,. Parti., Parti,

Characteristic ci a is ci ants

( '(F17,73-9-)
. -

Get Out of The 81% . 68%
Hduse Nearly-Every
Day

Can Go Out of Doors 90%
With No Difficulty/
Without Help

Can Clean And 69% 85%.

Maintain Home

Home-

Delivered Former
Meal' Parti-
Reci ients ci ants

.24% 63%3

29% 79%3

41% 82%3

Average Number of 3 visits 3 visits 5 visits 3 vi§i.ts4

Illness-Related
Doctor Visits in
Past Year

Spent Time in 23% 23%
Hospital/Nursing
Home in Past Year

Fair or Poor 48 %. 46%
Eyesight

Fair or Poor 36% 33%
Hearing

Fair or Poor 25%
Current Health

Health Worse Than 16%
Last Year

28%

16%'

4..

44% -334

73%

46%

59%

53%3.

39%,,
3

31%
3

38% 24%3,

Detailed distributions for each item are in Appendix. B.

2.
All.data are basedupon self-report.

3Percentages in this row.differ significantly (x2, 3 di >11.3, p <.01).

4Home-delivered meal recipients had a greater number of visits' than any
other group '(all > 2.4, p <.01).



In terms of mobility and s lf-reported health, former participants

presented .a mixed picture.' Re arding mobility, individuals, who had left:

. the Service resembled non-participating neighbors. However, with respect

to self-reported health; theywereSlightly.worse off in some respects than

other non-participants ant: somewhat better off than, the most infirm elderly

population home-defivered meal recipients. One- third (33%).had spent

time during the past year_in a hospital or nursing home (vs'., 23% of non-.

participating neighbors; 44% of. home:delivered meal recipients.), and

approximatelyohe-quarter (24%) feTt.their health'had declined (vs. 16% of

non- participating neighbors;38% Of home-delivered meal recipients). To

the extent thatimalth and.mobility are related to age ih.the overall

elderly population, former participants' worse status relative to other

non-participating elderly and better status relative to home-delivered meal

recipients could be associated with the fact that, on average, they were

older than the non-participants and younger than home-delivered meal

recipients.

c. Lifestyle, Dietary; and Affective Characteristics

All respondents were asked a series of questions regarding their life-

style, level of social activity, dietary habits, and their current affec-

tive states. This section presents data from several of these key vari-

ables and they are summarized in Table 111-3.

Analyses of the, data revealed that although the typical congregate

dining participant was able to prepare her,own meals, she normally ate

alone when at home. Congregate dining participants, who were mobile as a

group, were active in religious and social activities. For example, 62

percent attended religious services once a week or more often, and nearly

ohe-half-(46%) belonged to clubs or, other social organizations. A very

small minority (5%) reported often feeling "depressed" or "very unhappy" in

the few weeks prior to the interview. Approximately one out of five (19%)

felt they did not have enough friinds, but 69 percent had been visited by

their children during the past, month. Only 6 percent reported having often

felt lonely or remote from others during the 'past few weeks.



TABLE :III-3.

SELECTED LIFESTYLE DIETARY AFFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS1
.OF PARTICIPANTS AND NON-PARTICIPANTS

Characteristic

Home-
P

Nonp ,Delivered Former
Parti- Parti- Meal Parti-
ciants ci pants Recipients ci ants
(W1713) (g=1,039) (N=41-5)

NOrMally Eat Alone
at Home

58% 47% 65% 55%

Unable to Prepare 4% 5% 26%

Hot Meals at. Home...

2
Meals Are Generally 60% 59% - 35% 62%

Very Nutritious

Attend Religious 62% 45% 16% 53%
2

Services Once A Week ,

or More Often

Belong to Clubs or '46% = 30% 21% 45%2

Other Organizations

Often Felt `Depressed/ 5% 6% 15%, 6%2

Very Unhappy During
Past Few Weeks'

2
Have Seen Own Children
in Past Month

71%ri 71% 69% 57%.

Have Too Few Friends 19% 17% 30% 18%2
. .

Often Felt Lonely or 6% 6% 16% 57
Remote from Others
.During Past Few Weeks

1 Detailed distributions for each item are in Appendix C.

2
Percentages in this row significantly differ ( xi 3 df, >11.3,
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.
Consistent with.the fact that non-participating neighbors were more

likely tobe married, .and leSs likely to livealone, they were also less

likely to normally dine alone when at home-than congregate dining partici-

panti (47% vs. 58%). While non-participating neighbors were. more, to

have. companionship at home, the were less active outside of the home. For

example,' fewerthan one-half (45 %) attended religious services on a-weekly

or more frequent basis, andabout one-third (30%) were members of clubs

other social organizations. In other respects, they were quite similar to

congregate dining participants.

The lifestyle, dietary, and affective characteristics exhibited by

home-delivered meal recipients tend to reinforce patterns discussed earlier

in this chapter. Ofsall elderly. persons interviewed, they were least likely

to be able to prepare hot meals if they needed to (26%), were least iii<ely

to feel the meals'they ate were "very nutritious" (35%), and were more

likely. to eat alone at home (65%)." Overall, they were far less active

outside of the home: 16 percent attended religious .services once a week Cr

more often, and...bout one-fifth (21%) beltinged- to social organizations.

These data are not surprising given their. relatively:impaired mobility and

poor health status. This predominantly home-bound Service population was

more likely to report they had too. few friends (30%) than other elderly

persons. Taken together, these data strop y suggest that home-delivered

meal recipients are more involuntarily soci lly isolated and, thus,. more -

than twice as likely as any other elderly g oup to report having often felt

"depressed" or "very Unhappy" (15%) or having often felt "lonely or remote

from others" (16%)4

d. Longer-Term vs. Recent Entrants

Separate comparisons were made between longer-terM and more cent

congregate Service entrants'to identify differences between those who had

enrolled during the past year and the who had been actively participating

for at least one year These data are contained in Tables III-4 , 111-6.

As can be seen, longer-term participants and recent entrants were

reasonably comparable along most dimensions. Of course, longer-term were

older on average (75 yr. vs. 71 yr, for recent entrants), and other

differences are probably age related. For example, longer-term



TABLE 111-4 '

SACTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF'
LONGER-TERM AND RECENT ENTRANTS

Characteristic

Average Age

Female

Currently Married.

Ulve.Alpne

Minority Status

1981 Family Income
2

Below $6,000

Income Takes Care of
Needs "Very" or
"Fwirly" Well

Receive Food Stamps3

Receive Medicaid Benefits3

Receive Rent Assistdnce

Recent Entrants
'457)

71 yr: 75 yr.4

71% 740

35% 14%5

.$3%' 57%5

18% 19%5

50% 55%
6

84% 87.%
6

1
Detailed distributions for each item are in Appendix A.

2Percentages based upon reported or estlmated Income.

3Percentages re4r to the percent of households receiving food stamps or
%Medicaid. )

'La/Average age diffgrs significantly (z 9.5, p <.01).

5Percentages do not significantly differ ( )e, 1 df, <3.8; p >.0g).

6
Percentages significantly differ ( xi 1 df, >3.8, p <.05).
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TABLE 111-5

SELECTED MOBILITY AND HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS
1

'

2

OF LONGER-TERM AND RECENT ENTRANTS

Characteristic Recent Entrants Longer-Term

(N.857) (N.,8,8)

Get Out of House 79% 82%
3

Nearly Every Day

Can Go Out of Doors 92% 89%
3

With No Difficulty/
Without Help

Can Clean and Maintain 89% , 90%
3

Home

Average Number of Illness- 4 times 3.times
4

Related Doctor Visits in
Pas,t Year

Spent Time in Hospital/ 24 %. 22%3

Nursing 1lome in Past Year

Fair'or Poor Eyesight 47% 50%
3

Fair or Poor Hearing 33% 39%
5

Fair or Poor rrent Health 26%
.

24%3

Health Worse Than Last Year - 15% 16%3
)

1 Detailed distributions for each item are in. Appendix

2
All data are based upon self-report. .

3Percen'tages do not significantly diff( xi 1 df, <3.8, p>.05).

4Recent entrants and longer-term particpants did not differ (z = 1.5,

p >.05). A

5 2
Percentages differ significantly ( x, I df, =-7:3, <.01).4.iffer
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III-6

SELECTED LIFESTYLE, DIETARY, AND AFFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS1
OF LONGER-TERM AND RECENT ENTRANTS

Raracteristic Recent
N.B57

Entrants Longe8/8r-Term

Normally Eat Alone
At Home

57% 59%
2

Unable to Prepare 5% 3
%2

Hot Meals At Home

CJ

Meals Are Generally. 59% 61%2
Very Nutritious

Attend Religious' 60% 67%3
Services Once A Week
or More Often

Belong To Clubs or 42% 51%3

Other Organizations .0 '

Often Felt Deftessed/ 6% 5%
2

Very Unhappy During
Past Few Weeks

Have Seen Own Children
in Past Month

71% 7O%2

Have Too Few Friends 23.E 16%3

Often Felt Lonely or 7% . 5%
2

Remote From Others
\Ouring Past Few Weeks

1
Detailed distributions for each item are. in Appendix C.

2Percentages do not significantly diff( xi-1 df, <3.8, p
A -

3
Perc ntages significantly differ ( xi 1 df, >6.6, p .01).

(
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participants were someWhat more likely to live `alone, have lOwer incomes,

and receive,Medicaid benefits. Longer-term. participants were also modestly

more likely to rate their eyesight and hearing as "fair" or "poor."

Recent entrants, howev.er, were less likely to belong to clubs or other

-social organizations (42% vs. 51% of longer-term) and were more likely to

reportbaving.too few friends. (23% vs. ,16% of longer-term). While it is

tempting to speculate that these latter trends may, reflect recent entrants'

motives for entering the Nutrition Services, these data cannot be inter-
,

preted-in a strictly causal manner.
_ .

e. Participants Attending Pre-1975 Congregate Dining Sites. vs.

Participants Attending Post-1976 Congregate Sites

'Given the substantial growth of the Nutrition Services since the

Wave I data collection Ai.e. several thousand new meal sites have ,begun

operations since 1975), it is desirable to know whether elderly attendihd

sites established prior to and after.1975 differ in important ways: A

,separate analysis was conducted to compare elderly attendingpre-1975 and

post-1975 sites in an attempt to ascertain whether growth of the Nutrition

Services has been associated with a change in the Service population.

jhese comparisons are summarized in Tables 111-7 - 111-9.

These comparisons yieldecia number of major and minor differences.

Most significantly (see Table 111-7), post-1975 sites have been more

successful in recruiting minority elderly (22% vs. 14% of those attending

pre-:1976 sites). Whether this change is related to different recruitment

strategies employed by pre-1975 and post-1975 sites will be addressed in a

tater section of the report. However, other data in Table 111-7 suggest

that increased minority enrollment at post-1975 sites may be related to the

fact that these sites are more, likely to serve urban elderly and less

likely to provide services for rural elderly. Although the ethnit

"composition of locales served by sites was not airectly assessed in''this

study, it is probable that post-s1975 are more likely to be located in urban

areas With relatively large minority populations.

See Analysis of Food Service Delivery Systems' Used in Providing Nutri-

.
tion Services-to the Elderly,l(irschner Associates, Inc., June, 1981.



TABLE III -7

SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS1
ATTENDING PRE-1975 AND POST -1975 CONGREGATE DINING SITES

aracteristic

Attend . Attend

Site
Pre-1975
Site

Post-1975

(N=903) (N=832)

Average Age 73 yr. 74 yr.6

Female 71% 74%7

Currently Married 36% 32%7

Live ,Alone 53% 57%7

Minority Status 22% 14%8

1.981 Family Income
2

52% 52%7

Below $6,000

Income Takes Care of 85% 86%7

Needs "Very" Or "Fairly"
Well

Receive. Food Stamps3 11% 14 %7.
.

Receive Medicaid Benefitt 9%
3

Receive Rent Assistance 10% 12%
7

Reside in Urban Area
4

40% 33%

Reside in Small Town

Reside in RuTal Area

42% 93%5 44% 94%5'

11% 17%

1 Deta led,distributions for each item are in Appendix
meal recipients are excluded from this analysis.

2 .

Percentages based upon reported or estimated income.

. Home-delivered

3Pe tages refer to the percent of households receiving food stamps or
M id.

4 *
Urban areas include: 1) centers and residential areas within major

metropolitan areas
2) moderate sized cities
3) suburban locations

5 ,

Percentages do not ton) to 100% because a small percentage of elderly
were not interviewed at home. Thus, characteristics of their residential

areas were not observed.
6Average age differs significantly (z = 2.82,"1p <.01).

7Percentages do not.differ signficantly (x2 1 df, <3.8, p >.05).

8Percentages differ significantly ( x2, 1 df, = 19.9, p .01).

9Percentages differ significantly ( x2, 2 df, = 17.5, p < .01).
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,TABLE III-8

SELECTED MOBILITY. AND HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS
PARTICIPANTS ATTENDING PRE-1975 AKPOST-1976.,

CONGREGATE' DINING SITES

Characteristic

Attend
Post-1975
Site
(N=903)

81%Get Out of House Nearly.
EVery Day

Can Go Out of Doors With 89% 91%3

No Difficyty/Without Help

Can'Clean and MaintainlIne

Average Number of Illness-
,Related Doctor Visits in
Past Year

Spent Time in
Nursing Home in Past Year

Fair or poor Eyesight

Fair or Poor Hearing

Fair or Poor Current Health

Health Worse Than Last Yeay

89%

3 times

23%

89%
3

3 times
4

23%

52% 44%
5

37% 35%3

28% 22%5

117% 59

1
Detailed distributions for each item are in Appendix A.
meal recipient;fare excluded from this analysis.

2
All data are,based upon self-report.

3
Percentages do not significantly differ ( xi

Home-delivered

df, 3.8, p >.05).

Post-1975 and pre-1975 site attendees did not significantly. differ
(z = 1.0, p >.05).

5Percentaks differ significantly



TABLE III -9.

SELECTED LIFESTYLE, DIETARY, AND:AFFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS
1

'

OF PARTICIPANTS.ATTENDINSPRE-1975HANDOST7T979,.
CONGREGATE DINING SITES

Attend
Post-1975

Characteristic Site
(N=903)

Normally Eat Alone At Home 58%

Unable to Prepare. Hot Meals .4%

At Home

Meals Are Generally Very
Nutritious

Attend Religious Servic6s
Once A Week or More Often.

Belong to Clubs or Other
Organizations

Often Felt Depressed/Very 4
Unhappy During Past Few
Weeks

6%

Have Seen Own Children in , 69%
Past Month

Have ToO Few Friends

Often Felt Lonely or Remote
From'Others During. Past Few
Weeks

19%

6%

71%

20%

7%

1 \
Detailed'distributions for each item are in Appendix1A.

Percentages do not significantly differ for any item (x2, 1 df,< 3.8,

P >.05).

1 /In



Several other smaller differences were noted. for example elderly /

persons attending post-1975 meal sites are modestly more likely to be

married (36% vs. 32% of pre -197 5 sites attendees), and, hence, somewhat

less likely to live alone (53% vs. 57% of pre-1975 site participant's).

Those-who were attending post-1975 congregate sites are slightly less

likely to receive food stamps (11% vs. 14% of pre-1975 site participants),

but both populations are reasonably comparable regarding income. /

Participants attending post-1975 sites felt their eyesight was worse/(52%

vs. 44% of pre-1975 site attendeei felt it was fair or poor), and described

their overall current health in more negative terms (28% vs. 22% of

pre-1975 site participants felt it was fair or poor). Finally, /

participants at post-1975 sites were a bit more likely to be members of

clubs or other social organizations (48% vs. 44% of, pre-1975 site

participants).
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2. Service Attendance and Participation

This section of the report presents analyses of program attenda ce.and

participation-yariables, transportation to sites, and reports oil ser ice

denial. Analyses are presented for each of the basic Viderly parti ipant

populations and sub-populations and are first presented in a descri tive

format highlighting basic patterns. An analytic approach, employi

multivariate analyses, is then.used to reveal those elderly varia les

significantly related to attendance and participation.

a. How Long Ago Elderly Began Participating

4'
As can be seen in Table III-10,'over two-lhirds (68%) of c ngregate

dining participants had enrolled in the program longer than one year prior

to being interviewed. Approximately one-sixth (16%) had eaten heir first

congregate meal within the past three months. Ninety-seven pe cent of

longer-term participants had been enrolled for longer than one year. 'Among

recent congregate Service entrants, nearly one-third (33%) ha entered

Within the past three months and 39 percent had been particip nts longer

than one year when.they were interviewed. Thus, the experie ces and

perceptions of: longer -term participants in the Service, to b discussed in

.,a subsequent section, reflect considerably more familiarity with the

Service and its operations than do the. experiences and perc ptions of more

recent entrants.

Pd a group, home-delivered meal recipients, are newer to the Title III

Nutrition Services. Approximately one-fifth (21%) had enrolled during the

past three months, 23 percent within the 6-12 month interval, and s ightly

more than one-half (53%) had first received meals longeir than one ear

prior to being interviewed.

b. Frequency of Site Attendance/Meal Delivery.
i

As shown by the data in Table III-11, the vast majority of Service

participants either attended a meal si e or received a'home-delivered meal ,

on a very frequent basis. For exampl , 84 percent of congregate dining.

participants reported attending at least once a week, and nearly one-half

(46%) attended 4-5 times per week.

111-25
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While pre-1975 and post -1975 site attendees howed similar attendande.

frequency Oatterns,redententrant/longer-term rticipanttomparisons are'.Q.

interetting. The fact that recent entrants. were somewhat less likely to

attend 4 -5 times per week .(40%vs.-53% oflonger-termpartiCipants). strongly

suggests hat length of,prograni partitipation is poSitively-Telated:to

attending more,Often. To further explore this:issue,4artitipants who

attended fewer than thrdetimest..per week were asked why this was so.

Recent entrants were more -ikely to say they went when they'"felt_like it"

than did longer-term participants:(22% vs. 12 %). ThUt'i it appears that

length of Service participatlon is positively related to elderly

establishing a stable 'routine of frequent attendance.

Other congregate dining participants reported they went less often

than three times per week becalise they attended on "certain days" (20%).

When asked why they went on certain days, participating elderly cited the

following reasons:

Because of other activities at thsite (e.g. exercise classes,

and other recreation activities-pch as cards, arts and crafts,

birthday parties, bingo, music pi.ograms).

They work or assist with-activities at the site such as serving

meals, helping with finances, or religious service

Some elderly attend when the menu offers appealing food.

Other commitments conflict4lith attending the site.

-Because they go when their friends attend.

They attend whenever'the meal site is open.

Thus, of the one-fifth who attend only on certain days, the availa

bility of specific site activities or their volunteer commitments figure



TABLE III-10

HOW LONG AGO ELDERLY BEGAN, PARTICIPATING1
SIN THE NUTRITION SERVICES

Began Participating
2

Within Past Week 2%

Within. Past Month 6%

Within Past 3 Months 8%

Within Past 6 Months 6% 6%

Participants
(N=1,735T

Home-Delivered
Meal Recipients

(N=41.5)

Within ,Past Year

Longer Than :.1 Year Ago

Did Not Know

9% 17%

68% 53%

Ilk_

1%

TOTAL 100%

1

Source: Qu. A5/HA5: Thinking back, when was the first time you went to
t is place or site for a hot meal/ received a hot meal at home from
( TE)?

2Percentages differ silhificantly`( xi 1. df, =
Participants were more likely to have entered longerthan 1:year ago,.



TABLE III-11

FREQUENCY OF SITE ATTENDANCE/HOME DELIVERY SERVICE'

Frequency
3

70`.

Participants,

Total.
(N=T775)

Recent
Entrants

Longer -

Term
TRVT(N7857)

4-5 Times 46%. .'40% 53%

A Week

1-3 Times 38% 39% 36%

A Week

1-3 Times 8%- 8% 7%,

A Month

Less Often 5% 8% 3%,
Than Monthly

Other 2 %' 3% 1%

Did Not "Know/ 1% 2%
Could Not Say

TOTAL 100L 100% - 100%

Home-Delivered,,
Meal
Recipients

(N=415)

:Former
Participants

(N=249)

85 %' 36%

13% '33%

* 7

1% 15%

1% 5%

* 4%

100% 100%

77?

'Source: -Qu. Al/HAl: HoW often dO/did you usually go this site for a hot
meal/.how often is a hot meal 'delivered to'your home,bY (SITE)?

2A detailed distribution for this item is contained in Appendix D.

Percentages differ signiftpantly:

,Total participants vs:.:Home-delivered meal recipients vs,.
Former particApants (x2, 5 df, * 245.6, p .01).:

.onger-term participants were more likely to attend -4 -5

times ajveek than were recent entrants. O3'1 dfi:= 39.3, <01).

*Denotes lessthan



promintntly in the decision to attend; As will be seen later, only a small t
.

minority of participants reported experiencing transportation-difficulties

getting to.sites.

Table III-11 shows that a large majority of home-delivered meal

recipients received meals 4-5 times per week (85%), indicating that this

component of the Title III Nutrition Services reaches a large proportion of

the Service population as often as possibje. Less than,one-fifth of home-

delivered meal recipients reported they received a meal fewer than five

times per week. When queried as to why this was the case, respondents were

about equally divided between saying,that meals could not be delivered

the local service that frequently (7%) or that they preferred delivery

fewer than five-times per week (W.' The primary reason these elderly

preferred less/frequent home- delivery was that they cooked for themselves

or someone else cooked for them. A small minority (8%) of home-delivered

meal recipients ever currently attended the local congregate dining site

Table III-11 presents data showing how frequently former participants

reported attending meal sites when they were active participants. Although

this sample was not designed to be representative of the population of

former participants, the data, nonetheless, show that this small sample of

former participants had been less frequent attendeeS before leaving the

program.

c. Respondent Characteristics Related to Site Attendance

Multivariate analysesl were, employed to identify elderly chattacteris-, ,

tics significantly.related to'frequency of attendance. The, relationships

between reported frequency of attendance 'and two sets of elderly charac-

teristics were assessed:

Elderly persons' .experi6nces. with and .perceptivhs of the-

Services.

Other characteristics such as mobility, health statusl social

activity level, and other demographic variables.

See Appendix D for a description of the analytic. technique.



Because the. vast majority of home - delivered meal recipients (85%)

'received the hom&-delivery Service"4-5 times each week, multivariate

analyses of'this group'srespOnses were not conducted for this group.

Analyses were ConduCted for currentcongregate..dining participants and

former participants because their attendance was far more variable.

Interpretations of the following results should be made with care.

Because the following analytes reveal' associations (i.e. correlations)

riC

etween variables, results should not necessarily-be interpreted in a

causal, manner. Rather, elderly wAh a specific characteristic can be aides

to be more orless likely to report attending frequently.

c.1. 'Summary and Implications

Analysei revealed several significant associations between reported
, -

attendance frequency and variables measuring participants' experiences with

and perceptions of the Service. Although few reported any degree of diffi-

culty getting to meal sites,.those who had at least 1 little difficulty,

were more likely to attend 1-3 times each week rather than 4-5 times-per

week. Other relationships suggest that for very frequent site wttendees,

site activities and visiting.friends at ,the site are popular,aspects of the

Nutrition Service experience. As might be exPected, very frequent partici-

pants were more aware of site shopping assistance and were more likely to

*utilize site medical assistance_ service. In a later secfion, elderly who

more frequently used site medical assistance service will be described.

Elderly who feit that participation in the Sel;vice had saved them at

1,east "some" money were most likely to attend 4-5 times per week than

elderly who felt their saw6gs were less, Finally, those who had increased

their contribution it some time since they enrolled were more likely to be

very frequent participants.

All in all these. patterns indicate that elderly whCP had positive --

experiences with or perceptions of the Service were more frequent attendees.

The simple act of having increased_one's donation does not appear to be a

substantial impediment.to frequent site attendance.

The relationships between attendance frequency and elderly-441estyle

and demographic variables are perhaps more interesting, because these



findings comment upon the degree to which the Service succeeds in fre-

quently attracting the elderly target population and.sub-populations with

specific priority characteristics.

Although more mobile elderly are more frequent attendees, we speculate

that frequent meal site attendance (i.e. 4-5 times per week) is a major

reason for frequently getting out of the house. More interestingly,

elderly unable to clean and maintain their'homes by-themselyes were more

frequent attendees; suggesting that the Service has successfully attracted

less able elderly indlviduals. The Service's success in frequently

attracting other priority elderly is revealed by three consistent relat n

ships: minority elderly, those with less education, and participants wit

lower perceived income sufficiency are more likely to attend 4-5 times per

week. In addition, those who invite others to their homes for meals less

often are more frequent attendeeS. It is possible that those whothey

would invite are fellow meal site attendees

Finally, elderly males were mere likely to attend 4-5 times per week

than were elderly females. Thus, although the Service primarily enrolls

elderly females (73% of participants werefemale), male-participants find

the Service attractive.

111-31
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c.2. Congregate Dining Participants' Experiences and Perceptions

Transportation Difficulties

Although only 10 percent rePorted any degree of difficulty those

who did, attended less frequently.

Increased Contributions

Elderly who increased their contributions since first joining,

attended more frequently..

Frequency of' Participation in Site Activities.

The more often elderly participated in site activities (e.g.

games, movies, singing), the more frequently they attendid the

site.

,.Time Social-4ring At The Site

Participants who spent.more time visiting with friends at the

site attended more often.

Perceived Savings' From Eating_At The Site

The greater the Terceived savings from eating Service. meals, the

More frequently respondents attended.

Awareness of Site Shopping Assistance,

Those who were aware that this supportive service was available

were more frequent attendees.

Use of Site.Shopping Assistance

Respondents who utilized this supportive service were more

frequent attendees.

Several of these elderly experiences and perceptions were related.

Because perceived savings from eating at the site,wasmost consistently

related to other perceptions,, it is used in Table III-12 'to illustrate

111-32
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TAIIE III-12

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEIVED SAVINGS FROM1'2'3
EATING AT SITE AND ATTENDANCE FREQUENCY

Participants

4
Save. A - Save Save A. Save NoIhfngf

Frequency Lot ,Some Little Costs Money
(N417) (N.1641} (N373). 00346)

4-5 Times 59% 51% 39% 28%
A Week

1-3 Times 29% 37% - 44i 44%
A Week

1-3 Times. 6% 5%--, 8% 15%
A Month ,i.

Less Oftwit %- 4% 6% 10%
Than Montb)y

Other 3% 2% .2% 2%

Did Not Know/ 1% 1% 1%
Could Notja0L,

TOTAL '100% 100% 100% .100%

, ..

Source: Qu.A1: How often476-you 'sually go to this site for'a hot meal?
Qu. 810: Does it 'save yo a lot of money, some money, A. little -

money, or no money, to ea at the site/receive hot meals, or does
it cost you'money?

?A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix D.
.1

3
Those who did not provide a response to Qu. 810 are deleted from this
analysis,

4
attending 4-5 times a week differ -significantly ( xi 3df, =

73.2, p <.01).
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th4se fingings. As can be seen, those wk felt that consuming a site meal

saved "some" or "a lot" of *money were more likely to attend.4-5 times per

week.

c.3. Congregate Dining Participants' Lifestyle and Demographic

Characteristics

Separate analyses were.conducted-to ascertain'Whether elderly demor:

Araph,ic and lifestyle characteristics were Ogoffitantly-,related to atten

dance' frequency..

General Mobility

Thqs6 who were able to leave their homes daily were more frequent

attendees.

Ability To Clean And Maintain Home

Respondents reporting that they could not clean and maintain

their homes by themselves were likely to attend more frequently.

Frequency Of Inviting Others To Eat

The less often participants invited friends or relatives to their

homes forjunch.ordinner) the more frequentlythey participated

in the congregate dlning Service..

Perceived Income Sufficiency

Participants who felt their incomes "poorly" took care of their

needs, were more likely to, attend sits every day of the week.
0

Gender

Although men accounted for less than one-third (27%) of Congre-

gate dining particippts, they were more frequent attendees'.

Detailed tabulations showing ..simple.relationships between other
experiences and perCeptions and attendance ,frequency are contained in

Appendix D.



Frequency
4

4TABLE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDUCATION./

AND ATTENDANCE FREQUENCY

2,3

Participants.

8 Years 9 - 12 More Than

Or. Less ' Years 12 Years

(N=721) (N=699) (N=303)

4-5 Times A Week, - 51% 44% 39%

1-3 Times A Week .34% 40% 42%

1-3 Times A Month 7% 9%

Less Often Than 5% 4%

Monthly

Other 2% 2%,

Did Not Know/ 1% JJ1%(,

Could Not Say

TOTAL
_

100% 100% 100%

'Source
,i,

: Qu. A.1; Qu. 16: Usini this card (Card B) as a guide, please

tell m the amount of your education. Just taad me the number, please.
c 1°,

2A detailed dtstribution for this item is in Appendix D.

3 Those who did not provide a response to Qu. 16 are deleted from this

analysis.

4Pe contages attending 4-5 times a week differ significantly ( .x2, 2 df, =

14.9, p <.Q1).



Minority Status,

While 19 percent.of:participanIsWerd:minority elderly, they were

more likely than non-minority tO'attend every weekday.'
.1.

Education.

Elderly with less than 9 years of education were more likely to

attend frequently. This group accounted for 42 percent of the

total current meal site participant population.

Elderly education was most consistently correlated with other life-

style and demographic variables; therefore, it is presented in Table 111,13

to illustrate these findings in a summary fashion.1 These data reveal that

among all current participants, those with less education were more likely

to attend the congregate site 4-5 times-per week.

c.4. Former Participants

Sfgrilar analyses were conducted-for the former participant sub-

population, but revealed no significant relationships. Neither recall of

pAt service related experiences and perceptions nor current elderly

characteristics were related to reported past attendance frequency.

5

1
Detailed tabulations showing simple relationships between other life-
style and demographic variables and attendance frequency are contained in
Appendix D.



d. Transportation to Sites

Current congregate dining participants and former participants were

asked how they got to sites and these data are summarized in Table 111-14.
'e

Among all partici ants, a majority (69%) were able to get to the site

themselves either by d ving their own cars-(38%), walking (26%), or by

using public transportat'on (5%). Slightly more than' ohe.-third (34%)

relied upon others for transportation, i.e. 20 percent were picked up by a

special car or bus and 14 percent were driveeto the site'bya friend or

relative. The modes of transportation utilized by recent entrants and

longer-term participants closely paralleled those employed by all current

participants.

Differences were noted, however, for elderly attending post-1975 and

pre-1975 meal sites. Post-1975 site attendees were less likely to be

picked up by a special bus or car (14% vs. 27% of pre-1975 site attendees)

and were more likely ,to drive themselves to sites-(411 vs. 34% of pre-1975

site attendees)..

Former participants had been somewhat more likely to walk to-their

sites than current participants (31% vs. 26%), had less,aften driven

themselves (32% vs. 38% of current participants) and had been more likely

to rely upon friends or relative's for transportition to sites (22%.vs. 14%

of current participants). They also had been less likely to rely upon

.sPe_cial_trensportation services than all current sit& participants (10% vs.

20%).

e.., Difficulty Getting to the Site

_Overall, the vast Majority (89%) of current site participants reported

"no difficultyv,getting to the site (see Table 111-15). Elderly who had

recently enrolled or had been longer-term participants did not differ in

this 'regard:

Although the vast majority of post-1975 site attendees reported "no

difficulty" getting to their respective sites, they had a bit more diffi-

culty than pre-1975 site attendees. These differences had little overall

impact, since as noted earlier pre- and post-1975 site attendees attended

sites' comparably often. Former participants reportedly had experienced

slightly more difficulty than current participants.

111-37
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f. Reports:of Service Denial

:A small miljorityeof participants (7%) reported they had:ever gone to

the meal site and been denied -service because the:site was filled'to

capacity. jherefore service denial is an'infrequent problem encountered

": by. the SerVice populatiOn.

III-38 135



TABLE III-14

TRANSPORTATION TO SITES'.

Participants
Attend Attend

Post-1975 Pre-1975 Former
Transportation to Sites Total Site Site Participants

(N77775) (N =903) (N=832) -(N =249)

,Walk 26%

Drive Self in Car 38 ,

Driven by Friend/Relative 14%

Picked up by Special Car/Bus 20%

Use Public Transpoitation 5%

Did

No Response

t Know/Could'Not Recall

1

27% 24% 31%

41% 34% 32%, A

15% 12% 22%

14% 27% 10%

6% 3% 2%

2%

* 1%

103 %.. 100% '100%

Source Q . A7:. How do/did you get to the hot meal site?

.2
MultiPle responsei' were. accepted, thus total may exceed 100%.

3
Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, 38.6, p .01). Post-1975
site attendees were- more likely to be picked up by a special car or bus
than were pre-1975"site attendees.

*Denotes less than
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3. Future Attendance and Participation

a. Participants and Home-Delivered Meal Recipients

More than 9 out of 10 of all current participants (93%) and home-

deliiered meal recipients (94%) interviewed stated that they intended to

'continue to 'participate in the Nutrition Services.

b. Former Participants

Elderly persons who had terminated their participation in the Service

Were asked how likely it was that they would ever attend their meal sites

again. Attitudes varied widely:, 17 percent said "very likely," 27 percent

said "fairly likely," and over one- hal((52 %) reported they were either

"not very likely" or "not at all likely" to attend the congregate dining

Service at their former site in the future.

Elderly persons who were not likely to attend the site in the future

mentioned three basic reasons for their disinclination to participate:

Health problems conflicted with attendance;

Food was not to their liking or they needed a special diet..

They now cook for themselves.

Regression analyses
1
were employed to,i-dentifY characteristics of former

participants significantly relatedoto reported likelihood .of future meal

site attendance. These analyses were similar to those discussed earlier

and assessed two sets of former participant characteristics:

Elderly experiences with and perceptions of the Services..

Other elderly characteristics such as mobility, health s a u

social activity and lifestyle, demographic variables.

See AppendiX E for a description f the analytic technique.
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Degree of Trouble2

A Lot of Trouble

Some Trouble

A Little Trouble

No Trouble

Did_Not Know/
. Could Not Recall'

No Response

'TOTAL

TABLE III 15

TROUBLE GETTING TO THE SITE1

Participants
Attend Attend
Post-1975 Pre-1975 Form r.

Total Site Site Partici Ants
(N =17735) (N=903) (N=832)

2% 3%

4%. 64%

4% 5%

89% 86%

*

1% *

100% 100%

1%

2%

3%

93%

5%

4%

3%

84%

2%,

1% 2%

100% 100%

1

Source: Qu. A8: Do/did you have a lot of trouble getting to the site,
some trouble, a little trouble, or no trouble at all?

2Former participaptsovere lest likely to,report "no trouble" than current
participants ( 1 df, = 4.9, p .05).

Pre-1975 site attendees were more likely to report "no trouble" than
pOst-1975 site. attendees (e, 1 df, = 21.5, p <.01).

*Denotes less than 1%.
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b.l. Former Participants , xperiences and Perceptions

Multivariate analyses revealed that former participantsk recall of

whether they felt the meal ,had saved them money was related to their

likelihood of future attendarice:

Perceived Savings

Those who felt the program had'saved them-money were more likely

to report they would "ever go to ,(the site),for a . . . meal

again."

This relationship is portrayed in Table 111-16. Elderly' Who reported that

they had saved "some" or "a lot" more often reported they were, "very" or

"fairly" likely to attend the site again. However, even among those who

felt that past attendance had saved them "nothing" or "cost money," Marge

minority (35%) were "very" or "fairly" likely to attend the congregate

dining service in the future.

b.2. Former Participants' Lifestyles, Dietary and Affective

Characteristics

Two additional characteristics were'found to significantly predict

former participants' likelihood of future site attendance.-

Ability to Clean and Maintain Home

Those who were able to clean and maintaittheir homes by

themselves were more likely to say they would attend their

sites again.

Marital Status

Elderly who were not currently married (e:sa. s'ingle, widowed,

or divorced) were less likely to report they would attend the

Service again.
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TABLE III 16 -

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEIVED SAVINGS1'2,3
AND LIKELIHOOD OF FUTURE SITE ATTENDANCE

Former Participants.
Likelihood of .'.,1 Saved A . Saved A Saved Nothing/
Future Attendance Lot Some Little' Cost Money

(N=66) (N=59)

Very or Fairly Likely 54% 41% 35%

Not Very Likely/ 44% 53%. 62%
Not At All Likely

No Opinion 2% 5% 3%

No Response MOM 1%

TOTAL 2100% 100% 100%

1
Source: Qu. B10; A4A: How likely isit.,that you would ever go to this
place for a hot meal again -- would you §ay it is very likely, fairly
likely, not very likely, or not likely at all?

2
A detailed distribution for this item is in,Appendix E.

3Elderly who did not respond to Qu. B10 are excluded from this analysis.

4
Percentages differ significantly ( x2, 1 df, = 4.6, p <.05). Those who
htd saved "some" or "a lot" were more likely to say they were "very" or
"fairly" likely to attend the site.
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The relationship between former participants' current marital status and

likelihood of future attendance is displayed in Table 111-171. Whereas

slightly more than one4ialf (52%) of married former participantS were

."very" or "fairly" likely to attend in the future, two- fifths (40%) of

those not currently married felt this way.

b.3. Summary and Implications

Because a large minority (41%) of forme' participants reported they

were at least "fairly likely" to re-enroll at their fprmer sites, percep-

tions of and experiences with the Service that may have made the site less

attractive, do not appear to exert a lasting negative impact. Basically,

there appear to be two barriers to future site. attendance.

If former participants felt that the meal had not saved them money,

they expressed lower interest in attending sites in the future. Since

forme y participants were less affluent on the whole (see Table III-1), and

were (ore likely to feel they were "charged" for their site meals (see

Table 111-18), this finding is understandable. If sites wish to attract

this potential Service population, care should be taken to disabuse former

participants of the idea that the site will charge them for their meals.

The second. major 'barrier to re-enrollment is former participants'

relatively poor and declining health (see Table 111-19). Health problems

were often mentioned as reasons why,elderly in this group said they would

be less likely to participate again in the congregate dining Service.

Further, those who said they were unable to clean and maintain their homes

by themselves were less likely to express an interest in attending the site

in the future. Thus, declining health and lower ability to independently

care for themselves suggest that some, former participant's might benefit

from the home-delivered meal service.

'See Appendix E for a table illustrating the relationship between ability

to clean and maintain home and likelihood of future attendance.
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TABLE I 1-17

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN M RITAL STATUS
1

'

2
'

3

AND LIKELIHOOD OF FUTU E SITE ATTENDANCE

Likelihood of Future.Attendance

.4;

Very or Fairly Likely

Not Very7Likely/
Not `At All Likely:,,

No. Opinion
r

No Response

TOTAL

Former Participants

Married Not Married
(N.,=75) (N=.173).

52% 40%

45% 55%

3% 4%

1%

100%. 100%

1
SOurce: Qu. A4a, First, are you currently married, ivorced,
separated, or widowed, or have you never been married?

2
A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendi

3Elderly who did not respond to Qu. Il are excluded

4
Although analyses of percentage differences did not .\ield a significant

difference ( x2, 1 df, = 2.0, p .05) , multivariate a alyses revealed a

significant univariate F value associated with marital status. See

Appendix E.

E.

rom this analysis.
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Finally, married former participants were more likely to report that

they would re-enroll at their congregate dining sites. This may suggest

that spouSes' interest in the Service has a positive influence on elderly

participatfon. If their'spouses also participate, elderly may find the

Service more enjoyable. Single persons who do not have the encouragement

of a spouse may be more likely to need outreach efforts. These issues are

discussed at length'in Volume II: ANALYTIC REPORT.

(.1
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C. c Perceptions of the Coureq.*te-Dining,,Service

This section Of thf report presents analyses concerning participants'

and.forMer participantst views of .the congregate dining service including:

Perceptions of site contribution policy

*

Whether elderly had increased their donations

,Opinion of meal costs

Whether they felt service attendance saved money'

How pleasant elderly felt congregate dining sites were °

Ratings of the meals themselves

Awareness and utilization,of three basic site supportive

services: nutrition education, shopping assistance,

and medical assistance

Awareness and utilization of site recreational and social

. opportunities. .

Emphasis is placed dpon both describing and comparing the experiences and ;:;=

attitudes of congregate participants and participant sub-populations. Ina.

addition, multivariate analyses. were conducted to identify elderly charac-

''teristics related to specific perceptions of the congregate dining service.

I. -Contributions and Perceptions of Savings

a. Summary and Implications

Although a majority of all sub-populations interviewed (e.g. 70% of cur-.

rent participants) felOt their sites' contributions policies treated elderly

contributions as donations, a large minority of all sub-populations (e.g..20%

( of current participants) reported their sites charged for the meals. These

111-47
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data reflect elderly perceptions of policies.enacted by site staff and

Probably do not correspond completely with how policies are carried out by

site staff. Former-participants and participating elderly who felt they were

chargedwere more likely to have increased their contributions. This issue

Will be fUrther explored in the section dealing with the characteristics of

elderly who increased their contributions.

Among current congregate dining participants, those who had established

A more frequent patterri of attendanCe and site socialization with their

friends also Were less' likely to report they werenharged.

Another interesting finding ambng current participants is that those who

were more able to prepare their mealsat hgme if they needed to, were more,

.likely to perceive they were charged. This finding raises the notion

contributions practices may be sensitive* applied &pending upon older
L.

.

a
persons' abilities to care foi- themselves.

Former participants' perception that they were charged b site was',

coincident with lower perceived savings'as ciated with site attendance.

b. PecceiXions of site Contributions Policx

A majority of current partitipanfs (70%) reObrted that their site asked

them to make a "donation." An 'additional- 10 percent felt that the meal.. was

"free, & and a large minority (20%) reported that the site clarged for the' --

- meal (see Table 111-18).

Table 111-19 presents the perceptions of mere recent entrants. 'arld

longer-term participants. These sub-populations rePorted comparable

perceptions that closely mirrored those for all congregate dining:

participants.

Compailsons-were also made between elderly attending siteiittablished,_

prior to and after 1975 (see Table 111-20). Elderly attending 'Si,testhai had '

been ppArating for the longest period.of time were more likely.to feelthat

the meal was "free" than-Participants:attending post-1975 sites (13%:1..)8%)

As a group, former participants were more likely to,f4! that they had
4;

°been charged for their meals tkan were current particpenti:-(26% vs. 20%, see

fable 111-18). This comparison_ should be interpretedwittilcatition, since
,
former partitipants' attitudes reflect recall of events more remote in time

than theiktitudes of current *ticipants..



-TABLE III-18

PERCEPTIONS OF SITE CONTRIBUTIONS POLICY1

Perception
2

Free

14onati:Oti

Charge

Did Not Know/
Could Not Recall,

No Response

4

Participants
(N=1,735)

10%

70%

20%

former
Participants

(N=249)

.10%

59%

26%

w

5ource-... Q. Al0; Are/Were youlWelitemake a-d0114160,'4te wer0,yoti chargeC.
a fee, or isiwth,the meal frOZ

* .

Denotes less than 1%
,

Percentages differ signific
, pants were more likely to f
they donated a contributio

4,2?. -T

41y (, , 1 df, = 23.2, p<< .01). Former partic -
they were charged and less likely to feel

han were current congregate participants.



Perception
2

Free.

DonatIon.

Charge

.
Did Not Know/

Could Not Re011.

TABLE III-19

PERCEPTIONS OF SITE CONTRIBUTIONS POLICY1

BY CONGER-TERM AND RECENT ENTRANTS

Recent Entrants
(N =857)

12%

67%

21%

TOTAL 100%

'Source: Q. A10

*Denotes less than 1%

2PerCentages reporting donation or charge do not differ signifiCant)Y

= 3.5., p >.05)..

Longer-Term:
(N =878)

9%

73%

18%

100%
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TABLE 111-20

PERCEPTIONS OF SITE CONTRIBUTIONS POLICY
1

BY PRE-1975 AND POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES

Attend.

Post-1975
Perception2 Site

(N=903)

Free 8%

. Donation

Charge

Did Not Know/
Could Not Recall 1%

71%

21%

Attend
.Pre-1975

Site
(N=832)

13%

68%

18%

'Source: Q. A10

Denotes less than 1%

TOTAL 100% 100%

2 Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 19.7, p < .01). Elderly at- At

tending pre-1975 sites were more likely to feel the meal was free, than were
those attending post-1975 sites.

111-61
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c. Respondent Characteristics Related to Perceived Site Contributions

Policy

To further- explore these patterni,/egressionanalyses-were conducted. 1.

The relationship between perceptions of sites''contripUtions.policies and

two sets of. elderly characteristics were assessed:

Elderly experiences and perceptions of the services:

Other elderly characteristics,such as mobility, health ,

status, social activity level; and demographic variables.

Results for current and former participants are presented below. Similar,

analyses for home-delivered meal recipients are reported later.

c.l. Congregate Dining Participants'-Experiences and Perceptions

Attendance Frequency ;

Those who attended at least once a week were less likely

to feel they were charged.

Increased Contributions

Elderly who had increased their contribution to the site

were more likely to perceive the site charged for meals.

Time Spent Visiting Friends at Sites

The more time participants spent visiting friends at the

site, the less likely they were to feel they were charged.

Awareness tf Site Medical Assistance

Partidipants who were aware of site medical assistance,.

were less likely to feel the site charged for meals.

1See Appe dix,Ffor a description of the analytic technique.



TABLE III 21

. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCREASING,
CONTRIBUTIONS AND PERCEPTION
OF SITE CONTRIBUTIONS:POLICY.

Perception of Site Policy
4

Charge

Participants
Increased

Contribution
(N=785)

'25%

Donation 75%

1
Source: Q. Al0;, AlOA: Hay0Ou increased your contribution since you
joined this. program?'

2A detalledistAtion fO.r this item is in Appendix F.

3
Elderly,who felt the meal was free were not asked if they had increased
their contribution and, thus, are excluded from this analysis.

4
Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 7.6, p <:01). Elderly who
hadincreaied their tontributionswere more likely to feel the site charged
for the meal.

111-53
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Several of these characteristics were correlated. Although time spent

.visiting with friends 'is most consistently related to other,important:charac7

teristics, We.have'thoten to illustrate theseresults in a .summary fashion

by presenting the interesting relationship inTable 111-21: the relationship

between whether elderly increased their contributioni and their perception

of site contributions policy.1 As can be seen; thOse who .had increased their

contribution since enrolling_ ere more likely to feel the site Charged for

.
the meal (25%. vs. 19% of elderly who had not increased their' contributions).

c.2. Congregate Dining Participants' Lifestyle and Demographic

Characteristics

Separate multivariate analyses were conducted to assess whether partici-

pant lifestyle and demographic characteristics were related to perceptions of

sites' contributions policies.

2

General Mobility

Those who were able to leave their homes on a daily basis

were more likely to feel their contribution was a donation

.(71% vs. 64% .of less mpbile elderly).2

Ability to-Prepare Meals

Those who could prepare their own meals if they had to,

were more likely to perceive they were charged for the

meal.

Detailed tabulations illustrating simple relationships between other experi-

ences and perceptions, and perceived contributions policy are contained in

Appendix F.

=
Percentages differ significantly 1 df, = 227.5, p < .01).



c.3. Former Participants' Experiences and Perceptions

Regression analyses1 revealed that' a number of fOrMer participants'

experiences with and perceptions of the Services were related to their re-

call of site contributions policy.'

Transportation Difficulties

el-though only a small, percentage (12%) recalled having

any difficulty getting to the site, those who di'd have

some were more likely to report that the site had

charged..

Increased Contribution

Those who recalled increasing their contributions- were

more likely to recall that their sites had charged for

the meal.

Perceived. Savings

The greater the.perceived savings associated with site

attendance, the less likely they Were:to recall that

the site charged.

Awareness of Site Shopping Assistance

Those who were aware of site shopping assistance, were

less likely to recall the site had charged for the meal.

As these variables are themselves correlated, one variable is presented in

Table 111-22 to illustrate these findings in a summary fashion. As can be

seen,' a high. proportion.of former pariicipants who recalled having increased

their contributions reported that,iWhen they were active. Service partici

pants, sites had charged for the meals. Because this relatibriship and the

See Appendix F for a description of the analytic technique.
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TABLE 111-22

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCREASING
CONTRIBUTIONS AND RECALL10F9SITE

CONTRIBUTIONS POLICY'. '

Recall of Site Policy3

Charge.

Donation.

1
Source: Q. A10; A1OA

TOTAL

Former Participants
Increased

Contribution
Did Not Increase
Contribution

(11=50/- (N=148)

44% 27%

56% 73%

100% '100%

2
Those who recalled that the meal was free were not asked if they increased
their contribution and, thus, are excluded from this analysis.

3Percentages differ significantly ( xi 1 df, = 4.2, p < .05). Elderly who

had increased their contribution when they were active Service participants
were more likely to recall their sites had charged for the meal.

III-56
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others' discussed above are based upon recall rather than perceptions of

current events, they should.be interpreted with some caution. However, the

pattern in Table 111-22 is consistent with that observed for current partici-

pants (see Table III -21)..

d. Method of Determining Participant Contribution

To further explore the issue of site contributions policy-, elderly who

either had donated' or felt they were charged were asked how the amourl

donated was decided. .A majority (57%) of current congregate dining partici-

pants reported that donations were "set" by the site. Thirty-seven percer t

said they had decided how much to contribute (see Table 111-23). Former

participants responded comparably, as did recent entrants and longer-term

participants (see Table III-24).

Elderly who attended post-1975 sites, on the other hand, were more

likely than pre-1975 site attendees_to report that the donations they made

were "set" by the site. As shown in Table 111-25, nearly two-thirds (65%) of

p6st-1975 site attendees felt this way,mhereas only about one-half (49%) of

pre-1975 site attendees reported theircontributions, whether donations or

charges, were "set" by their sites. Thus, post-1975 site attendees were less

likely to feel the meal was "free," and when they made a donation, they were

more likely to feel the amount was "set" by the site .These data suggest,

then, that congregate dining sites established after 1975 may be more likely

to effectively communicate to participants that they are encouraged to..

contribute to the Service. These sites also appear more likely to suggept a

f particular contribution level.

e. Increased Participant Contributions

When asked if they had increased their contribution since . . joining

the program," nearly one-half (45%) of current participants responded

Affirmatively. As shown in Table III-26,-longer-term participants were far

more likely to have increased their contribuiions than recent entranti'(58%

Vs.' 33%). Of course; Tenger-term participants have had a longer period of

attendance' during which toexercise this option.. Elderly attending pre-1975

and post-1975 sites were comparably likely to have increased their site

contributions since ". . . joining the prograth."

40!,tp
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TABLE 111-23

METHOD OF DETERMINING PARTICIPANT CONTRIBUTIONS1' 2

Method4' Participants Former Participant's

(N=1,550) (K-212)

Set by Site 57% 60%

Elderly Determined
the Amount 37% 34%

Don't Know/
. Could Not Recall 2% 2%

No Response 4% 3%

TOTAL 100% 99%
3

1
Source: Q. All: Is/Was the amount of the (donation or charge) you pay/paid

set by the site, or do/did you decide for yourself how much you will/would

pay?

derly who either donated oryere.charged by the site were asked this

giestion.

3Total differi from 100% due to rounding. _

4'Percentages reporting amounts cow ributed were set by site or determined

by themselves do not significantly differ (x2, 1 df, = 0.6, p > .05).
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TABLE 111-24

METHOD OF DETERMINING CONTRIBUTIONS
1

LONGER-TERM VS. RECENT ENTRANTS.

Method4

Set by Site

Elderly Determined
the:Amount

Do Not .Know

No Response

-TOTAL

1
Source: Q. Ali

2

Recent Entrants Longer-Term
(N=751) (N=799)

55% 59%

38% 36%

2% 1%

5% 3%

71
100% 99%

3

2
Elderly who either donated or were charged were asked this question.

3

Total differs from 100% due to rounding.

4
Percentages, reporting "set by site" br "elderly determined the amount"
do not differ significantly ( xi 1 df, = 0.9, p>

Id-59
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to

Method4

t by Site

Elderly Determined
the 'Amount

TABLE 111-25

METHOD OF DETERMINING CONTRIBUTIONS
1 2

PRE-1975 VS. POST-1975 ATTENDEES

(

Do Not Know

No Response

'Source: Q. All

2Elderly who either donated or were charged were asked this question.

Attend Attend
Post-1975 Pre-1975

Site Site

(N"829) (N421)

65% 49%

34% 41%

2% 2%

9%

TOTAL 101%
3

101%.3

3
Total differs from 100% due to rounding.

4 2
Percentages differ significantly ( df, = 19.1, p < .01). Elderly

attending pre-1975 site were more likely to feel they had determined
the amount of their contribution and less likely,to feel the donation
was "set" by the,site.

*Denotes less than

111-60
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TABLE 111-26

PERCENT OF THE:PARTICIPANT POPULATI9N THAT
INCREASED SITE CONTRIBUTIONS

Participant Group
Percent That

Increased Contribution.

L.-

All Congregate Participants 45%a (N1,735)

*(Recent Entrants) (33%)b (N857)

(Longer Term) (541) (N*878)

*(Attend Post-1975 Site) (47%) (N;1903)

(Attend Pre-1975 Site) (44%) (N*832)

Former .Participants 20%a r (N=249)

'Source: Q. AlOa

Percentages in parentheses are included in all congregate participants.

a
Percentages with common 'superscripts differ significantly (X29 1 df, =
48.2, p <.01). 0

b
Percentages with common superscripts differ significantly (x2, 1 df, =
109.9; p < .01).



Elderly who had -droppOd out of ttie progratylere' least likely c1.haVe

increased their donation during their period of actiVe particfpatiOn (20% vs

45 % of current congregate dining participan'U).

ReSp'ondent Cliaraoteilstics Relate& to Incr.easint Contributions

Multivariate,an'alYses similar2to those discussed earlier were employed

to identify elderly characteristics*; related to having4crIcreased contrtibutionfj

to the congregare dfnirigNito.' Resultsforcurrent and former participants

are described belowSimilar/arlalyses were coriducted to identify home-

.deliiiered meal reo*Pents charactertisics related to increasing contriU-

dons and these wiWbe' discussed" in Volume II: ANALYTIC REPORT.
.
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. .. .,StAlearY ''aihfd ,;10tidai i oh t
t-fq..0.

n-

Wheeapeai41 bile-61f.(45%) of the current congregate dintng'Servide:.

o0,t;on had,in reased thfr. contributions since enrolling in the. gram
J,

..... 4, ,,,,.-. ..

A

.

10

4 lqn et,
-RO,,l't

1RAnt&weed moi.elike]y to, have done so than more r ept
-

'Seriwite enrcil)e. 513rAiS.(33%). Furthermore; those who at%nded more .than
,;',- ::---

,

,,,a3wetk?W

.
,,,-.:.

,.
,

ort-likely to have *one so. Thus, elderly who have.

Ished- "S. table; tOngpterm pattern of site attendance are likelyfto have.*

eased eir.cOltabuttdA$. --)

Curr i parieipaflqc:mbo fei'(that the site "charged" for .the meal were

'titOrd)ikel,),)'io'haVd:iIci'eased:their-contributions. Elderly views of
° ,f. 4

OP ,P9Otribilt$VIS' POlicle mky not ;completely correspond with policy as
' ,° % ,b. .,/-2. - 4-, ..*. :

:localforTUlatqd.40tnenenactec-at tne. level. Thus one can neither be

.,,,,0 .1,71?.

tain-that',XOW- d' eTt-tfjeY were charged actually were, nor that this

oftioh,decbOspg'' e' attractiveness or the Nutrition. Services:
-,-.. ''
her-, inding.,.dmOlged from the multivariate analyses,. In both

ah fo. erpart_i0paigr4Ups, minority elderly were less likely to

cretied 'their 1ceintObUtions since entering the program. This may be
i .11, .,:, -- '-, ,:..-,%

tdOhe fatt,that'OpOrity participants .tended to lower incomes
0')

tries-ft ihcomeS,less adequately took care of their need.

'.

COngreia

:Atteti'dance Frequency

Mbre frequent site attendees

creased their contribUtions:

Anin9 -Participants' Experiences and Perception

Perceptions of Contributions Policy

Tbose who perceivdd that the/site "charged" fo). the meal

were more likely to have'increased their contribution,
0

more likely to have in-

As these two variables were correlated, the former is use tn Table III-27,t

illustrate these findings in a summary fashion.1 As shOWn, those who attend

the-meal site 4-5 times per week were most likely tq,have increased their

contributions (56%), and those who attend less oftdti.than once per week'were,

least likely to have increased their.contributions (42%).

See Appendix G for other illustrative tabulations:



J.

TABLE III-27 ';

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SITE1:'
ATTENDANCE FREQUENCY, AND
INCREASING CONTRIBUTIONS''

rticipant...:
Attend4.5,' '-,Attend- 1-3 Attend:

Tines Per Times Per "Less
,..,

Increased CWeek :.: Week. :Often

(N=704 14=5n1 : .AN=241)

Yes. 56% , 48% -,f ";: 42%

No 43% ... 56%..''

cy
4,

,,:,:
NO Response 1% 2%

*100% 100%

1Source:. Q..:Al; A1OA: Hveyou-iffcreaSed your contribution since you joined

this prograM?

Elderly who felt the meal was free ia not included in this analysis.

3Percehtages differ significantly ( x2, 2 df, = 14.3,.p < Al). More frequent%

attendees are more likely to have increased their contributions to their

sites.



f.3. Congregate Dining Participants' Lifestyle and Demographic

Characteristics

Two:44oaracteristics were found to be related o whether elderly had

increased their site contributtpns:

Minority Status

Non-minority elderly were more likely to have increased

their contributions.

Encouragement to Attend

Elderly who were encouraged by others attending'the same f.

religious services to attend, were more likely to. increase--
,

their contributions.

The relationship between minority status and increasing contributions As

portrayed in Table to illustrate these findings. Whereas slightly

more than one-third (36%) of minority elderly had increased their donations,

slightly more than one-half (53%) of non-minority elderly reported doing so.

O

f.4. Former Participants' Experiences and Perceptions

Formgr participants' recall of past experiences with and perceptions of

the. Service was not strongly -related to whether they remembered having

encreased their contributions while still actively participating in the,

Service.1
A

f.5. Former Participants Lifestyle and Demographic Characteristics

Three lifestyle/demographic variables were found to be associated with

increased contributions: whether elderly currently ate alone, 1981 family

income, and minority status.' lbeimeaning of the first two associations is

equivocal,.since,eating patterns and income may have changed since the, time

during which former participants were still active at sites.. Thus, no

further analyses are prudent.

Although only a small percent_of former partic9afits were minoritY

elderly (18%, N=36) , these elderly were lesSilikely*have increased their
. d

contributions: Because of the small size of this sub-population, this

relationship is not displayed" a'table.

'See Appendix G.*

#.!`
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TABLE .111-28.

RELATIONSHIPIETWEPrMINORiTY ST014.
AWINCREASING.CONTRIBUTIOW

Increased Contribution4

Minority
Elderl

Non-Minority
Elderly
(N=1,346)

Yes 36% 53%

.

.
No

,
No- Response

62% 45%

2%
,6?

TOTAL 100% ,100%.

"r.

'Source: Q. A101k, L8: Race of respondent:

2Elderly who felt the meal was "free" are pot included-in thi analysis.

3A more detailed\distribution for this item pi's in Appendix G.

4Percentages differ significantlY ( x; 1 df, = 18.9, p < .01). Minority

elderly were less likely to have increased ther contributions to their

sites.

(answered by interviewer)
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All6(r:dons-of Meal. Cost

erly whose contributions were "set" by the site w }re queried. ,

7Iffdingthel opinions of the suggested amount. As shOwn in Table 11I-29,

84 percent of current participants felt the amount was "about right" and 9

percent fet it was "too little:" Only a small percentage (3%).reported

eitherthat the meal cost them "too much"-or- ". . . should be free." Former

particpants were, however, more likely to be of the opinion that the meal

"should (have been) free" or that it had cost them "too much" (10%).

The opinions of recent entrants and longer-term participants as-well as

those elderly attending pre-1975 and post-1975 sites closelyparalleled the

responses of all current participants (see Tables 111-30, 111-31).

In summary, a large majority of elderly who donated or said meal charges

were setby the site did not feel .they were being,asked to contribute more

than they felt was appropriat6

h. Perceived:Savinqs Associated with Service Attendance

The vast-Wdrity (83%) of current, site participants eportect that

attending meal sites saves them at. least' "a little" money. A very small
.

16frloiltY (3%) felt the Service cost.them money (see Table 111-32). As .a

group, former participants were le'ss llkely to feel that Service attendance

otiad saved them money (70% vs.-83% of current Partitipants).

Tables 111-33 and 111-34 present the opinions of current participant

sub-populations. -Receift entrants and longer-term participants were very

likely to report savings!' In t similar fashion, Over 80 percent of

partjcpants ittendineeitner,pre-1975 "oroost-1975 sites felt that the

program had saved them money:

1. Respondent Characteristicsea tech to Rercei ved Savings',
A

Regression analyses were condutted to identify elderly Characteris-

tics associated, with,.perCeived savingS#-These analyses revealed several

interesting findings, for current.particiArs, but did:4.6ityield statisti

cally significant relationships, for foemL4r.participants,, the lack of

reliable Patterns for former participanti is not unusual,given that the

measure of interest, perceived savings, was based upon recall of perceptions

more remote in time Below, we describe the results for current congregate

dining Service participants.

see Appendix H for a description of the analytic technique.
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TABLE III-29

,OPINION OFMEAL COST BY PARTICIPANTS
WHOSE-SITES SET AMOUNTS CONTRIBUTED .

Opinion of Meal Cost

"Meal Should' Be Fie"/
Costs "Too Much"

Costs "About Right"

Costs "Too Little"

No Opinion

_.Not Know/
sciolald,Not Recall

Participants
(N=886)

4%

84%

9%.

2%

Former Participants
(N =128).

Source: Q Al2: Do you think the-amounct o money you are/Were asked to-1)4

-is too much, too little, about right, or should the meal be free?

...2Total differs from 190% due to rounding.

3percentages:differ significantly ( x
2
, .1 df, = 8.8, p 5,01Y.' Former

,

-0OrtiCipants were likely to. feel the "meal shoUld'h0-e'beeb free/

cost too much" and less likely to 'feel the cost was'"about,right,," -',-

In-6a



TABLE 111-30

'OPINION 'OF MEAL COST BY LONGER-TERM'
AND RECENT ENTRANTS WHOSE SITES

SET AMOUNT CONTRIBUTED.

Opinion of. Meal Cost *;1: Recent Entrants Longer-Term.
(14=415) (N=471).

"Meal Should:Bej'ree"
Costs .111'40 Koh" . 4%

Costs "About Right .: 84% 85%

Costs "Too Little" 10%,

3 %

No Opinion

Do Not Know/No Response

TQTAL

Source: Q.

2Percentages reporting "hould be free/too much,about-right, and 7.:ik
.0 e"too little" do not differ significantly x

2,
2 di, :1;,,,,P '4k4k.s7,-

...ri.i-.
*Denotes less than 1%.

rf .



TABLE 111-31

OPINION OF MEAL COST BY PRE-1975
1

AND POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES WHOSE
SITES SET AMOUNTS CONTRIBUTED

Opinion of Meal Costa

7,.:"-Meal Should Be. Free " /'

,Cdsts "Too Much" 3%

85%

Attend Attend
Post -1975 Pre4975
Site Site

(N7535) (R=351)

Costs "About Right"

Costs "Too Little"

No Opinion

Do Not Know/No Response

TOTAL

1Source: Q. Al2

2Total. differs from 100% due to rounding.

98%
2

4Percentages reporting "should be free /.too much," "about Tight," and "too
Tittle" do not differ significantly re,' 2 df,: = 1.6, p', .05).



i.l. Summary and Implications:

Although nearly one-quarter of all'Congregate Service participants felt

the Service saves them "a lot" of money, elderly with lower annual incomes or

with lower perceived income sufficiency- ere not more likely to perceive

(
savings. This is undoubtedly related to the finding that average participant

contributions were modest.

Several variables, however, were found to be rellted to perceived

savingsjhose who attended the most frequently, and, therefore, could

realizet; :greatest savings, were more likely to Fee :;,,the program had saved
, . ,P.

them money.

Those who had positive perceptions o '' r'sites also were more likely

to perceive attendance saved them money.

Finally, less mobile participants'and the small sub-group who exper

enced some doree of difficulty getting to the sites were more likely to feel

the attendance had saved them money. Both of these findings may simply be

due to the common tendency to value more highly those things-obtained with-a

little'difficulty. 44

i.2. Congregate Dining Partictpants' Experiei es and Perceptions

Attendance Frequency

Those who attended at leastonce per,meek were more

likely:to feel .that Service attendahte had saved them

money.

'Transportation Difficulties.

Although very fetiparticipants had trouble getting to the t

those who did experience some difficulty were more likely

to feel the program saved them money. -- ,

Pleasantness of Site .

.

The more ".pleasanta participants rated their site, the greater

the perceived savings.



1:0

Perceived Savings2

Save A Lot

Save Some

Save A Little

Save. Nothing

Costs Money

Do Not Know

No Response

TABLE .III -32

PERCEIVED SAVINGS ASSOCIATED1
WITH SERVICE ATTENDANCE

Participants- Former Participants.
(N=1,735) (N =249)

)

24% 10%7

37%. 83% 33% 70%
P.

22%- 27%

11.% 17%

14% ) 23%

3% 6%

-3% 6%

TOTAL 100%

1%

100%

Source: Q.'810:" Does/Did 'it save you a lot of money; some money, a little

money,. -or. no money to eat'at the 'site, or does/did At cost,ydu money ?_

*
Denotes le'ss, than 1%.

2Percentage,S'differ significantly (x', 1 df, = 17.1, p < .01). Former

partiOpalts were less likely to ,report savings and Morellikely to

rePortithe meal had "saved nothing" or "cost (them) money."
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TABLE III-33,'

ATTENDAN
PERCEIVED SAVINGS ASS0qATED

,

1

WITH :SERVICE
..RECENT:ENTRANT.W.:LON4R-T

'Perceived Savings
2

Save A Lot

Save Some

Save A Little

Save Nothing

Costs Money

Do Not Know/No Response

S urce: Q. B10

.2Percentages.r4lkibg?s
differ sightf,401

TOTAL

Recent Entrants- Longer -Term

(N =878)

23% 25%.

113% 83%

'

36% 82%

22% 21%

11% )
14%

12%
15%

3% 3% )

3% 3%

(N.857)

/ 1

nd:SaV'es nothing /costs money do 'not

4 = 0.3, p

100%

111 -73
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TABLE 111-34

PERCEIVED SAVINGS ASSOCIATED1
WITH SERVICE ATTENDANCE:

PRE-1975 VS. POST -1975 ATTENDEES

Perceived Savings
2

Attend
Post-1975

Site .

(N=103)

Save A Cot ' 26%

Save Some 36%

Save k Little 21%'

Save Nothing 11%

Costs Money 3%

DO Not Know/No ResOonse 3%

TOTAL 100%

1
Source: Q. B10

1

,

Attend
Pre-1975

Site
(N=832)

21%

83% 38%

}
81%

22%

12%
14%. ) 15%

3% _-

t>

4%

100%

2Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1-df, = 5.2, p < .05). Pre-1975

site 'attendees were less likely to report attendance saved them "a lot.",



food4flikbfifty
.

Lf th66pplthe food usUillytagted good, respondents were

More likely to feel that.Setwice:attendante save0"themilloney..

Because these variables were correlated, yde have.chbAsen to illustrate these

data in.a summary fashion in Table This .table Osplayi:thetela-

tionship between attendante frequenty.andlierteived saVtn4s6HWca.6beseen

those who attended at least once per-lveek were .more likelY:tOfeef.attendarice, ,

had saved the money (85% vs. 69% of frequent attendees).
44?,_

i.3. Congregate Dining Pattie fLifestyle and Demographic.

Characteristics

Separate multivariate analmk4emeaied the following associations.

General Mobility '

Those who were able!'tOldav&their home on a frequent

basis were more likgly to perceive savings associated

with site .attendance.

Inviting Others tO Eat

The more often participantsinvited others ito ther,homes
4

to dine, the lower the perceived savings. associated with

meal site attendance.

eecause these variables were related, one yelaiionship (inviting others

to dine) is presented inTable 111-36 to illustrate all findingS in a 'summary

manner. As can be seen, the pertentage_reporting that Service attendance

saved "a lot" varies="as a ftnictipri-,of how often they invited others to their

homes for meals. Those who invited others more often than "rarely" may have

had larger grocery bills, and thut, meals consumed at .the.site are probably

less.'-likely to offget higher food costs associated with entertaining friends

or family,

Detailed tablulations illuttratiq other relationships discussed in the
SP

test.are contained in. Appendix H.
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Perceiv Savings4

Save A Lot
4

Save Some

Save A Little

Save Nothing

Costs Money

Do'Not now

No Response

TABLE 111-35

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ATTENDANCE1' 2'
FREQUENCY AND PERCEIVED SAVINGS-

TOTAL

1Source: BlO A
meal?

2Those who did not report
analysis.

3
A detailed distribution is contained' in Appendix" H.

Participants .

Attend 1-5 Attend
Times A Less

Week Often
(N=1,458) 5776b)

25%.

39% 85%

21% 24%.

1p% .

12%
1'8% -v 26%

2%. 8%

3%

18%

27% 69%

100%

a.
: .How, often do you usual

:5%

0

to this site forLa. hot

attendance frequency are deleted from this

Denotes less than 1%.

4Percentages
-

differ signifiqant3Y (x2',1 df, = p' ..05)/ Elderly
who'attended at least once/per week were more likely to.reporttattendance
saved them money.

III-7:6
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TABLE 111-36
C"

RELATIONSHIP .BETWEEN FREQUENCY l'
OF INVITING OTHERS TO EAT AND

PERCEIVED SAVINGS .

6

Perceived.Savings
4

Sag A LOt

Save Some

Save .A Little

Save Nothing

'Costs Money

Do'Not.Know

qq13 Response

1 417
Source:, Q. B10, E6: How often do,y u invite friends or relatives to haye
lunch or dinner with you -- often, sometimetytiely, or never?,

2Those who did not r6pond to Q. E6 are deleted from this analysis.

3A detailed distribution for this item isfound in Appendix H.

)

,3

ti

Participants
Invite Others Invite Others Invite Others

Often Sometimes rely/Never
(N =293)

24%

(N=586) =849)

27%

36% 38% 37%
<6"

22% 23% 20%

I3% 11%

2% 74%. 2%

3% 3%

TOTAL 100' 100%

4Percehages differ.significantly (x2, 2 df, =9.5k p x.01
reporting tbeP.had saved "a lot" differed significantly. .

Denotes less than 1%.

z
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,

the vast ,majority. of current congregate dining partiCipants (93%)

reported they "always" got .enough to eat frotri thermeal providediby the site. -,

This attitude did not differ appreciably among partiCipant sub - populations

In addition, 94',percent of all current participants felt th0

"usually,tast(ed) good." Former panticipants were less likely to recall that

the site meal usually had tasted good-(9090.1 4

T4se data indicate-that the Vast majority found sermrigs to be adequate

and that the mealso were quite Appealing.
-

1Percentages differ sigilificantly ( x2 df, 3. ,)p .05 .

II
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3. Ratings of Meal *Sites

a. Most Liked Site Attributes

When'directly,asked to identify attributes they4iked most abqut the

meartite, participants mentioned a'w'ide variety of things.

their responses were:

.

Peop)e (i.e. otherpaTticipants

Food .

Staff

Miscellaneous Other Attributes-

In faCt, a large minority.(14intioned all ofthese attr utes as most

liked. These data show that although elderly appreciated s veral site

attributes,. they. -placed most value .upon their fellow partici ants. Thus,

the social aspects of sites figure prominently in the. hierarchy of valued

Service characteristics.

., 54%

2-9%

C14%
6%

In rank-Ord&

a

b. Least Liked Site Attributes
.

Only oneguarter of participants mentioned an attribute they least like

when queried. In, rank-order; their responses were:,

L

Miscellaneous Attributes

' Food
...

olPeople ( . . fellow participants)
=

Staff . p

15%

7%

2%
.

1%

The most commonly mentioned site characteristis in the miscel.la sous group

includ d uch thibgs as:

Complaintg regarding building maintence, iempera-
_

ture regulation during the winter, parking, stairs

`o Feeling rushed during the meal

-Transportation difficulties.



c. Rated Pleasantness of Congregate Sites

These data are contained: in Table 111-37 and show that a very large

majority of current participants (84%) felt that their sites.were "very

pleasant" places to gO. _Former participants recalled that their sites-were

somewhat less, than "very pleasant. ".
11'

#

As shown in Table 111-38, recent entrants and longer-term participants

gave comparably high site ratingt.. In a similar fashion, participants at

pre -1975 and. post -1975 sites rated their sites comparably. pleasant (see

Table 111-39).

d. Respondent Characteristics Associated with Rated Pleasantness'

Although participants gave very positive site ratings, multivariate,

analysesl were utilized tQ identify elderly characteristics predid'ting more

and less positive site ratings.. Results. for current and former congregate

dining participants are presented below.

d.l. Summary and Implications

Current congregate dining participants felt their sites were -more

"pleasant" places to go if the sites provided Other activities, the food

was palatable, and eldely actively socialized with friends at their sites.

The latter relationship also held true for-former participants. Furthermore,

if they felt they saved "'a lot" of money, they felt their sites were more

pleasant. Also; those who felt their Otes were pldasant in the eftreme were,

more likelpiko have increased their contributions.

Active congregate participants Ilso were more likely to rate their sites

'very highly. Thus, the more active the elderly are, the morep)easant sites

are as places to go. -

..Elderly persons who reported experiencing psychological problems (i.e.

depression) were less likely to feel sites were pleasant places to go,,and

sites were somewhat less appealing to the more highly educated current

participants.
r

The relationship between frequency of reported. feelings of depression

and unhappiness is interesting, 'as 28 percent of current participants and 34

percent 0 former participants reported feeling "sometimes" or "often"

depressed-in the few weeks prior to being interviewed.: Although feelings of

See Appendix I for a description of the_aralytic technique.
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TABLE .III-37

RATED PLEASANTNESS .0F1.

CONGREGATE SITES /-

Participants , Former Partici

Very:Pleasant
. .

. Fairly Pleasant

NotToo Pleasant

Very Unpleasant,.

D4 Not Know/Could
Not Rec.all

No 'Response'

o'

.
,

Source:, Q. B5: .
All things s ',considered, is/wasl the meal site. a metY pleasant

place to go, a fairly pleasant place, pot tdb pleasant, or 'a very,,unpleesant
place to go? .

Denotes less than 1 %..

2Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, -I, 36.5, p < .01). Participants,

were more likely, to rate their sites as ".very pleasant."

.198



TABLE 111-38

; 1
RATED PLEASANTNESS OF CONGREGATE SITES:

RECENT ENTRANTS VS. LONGER-TERM .

Raiin Recent tntrantfi, Longer-Term
(N=857) .0: (N=878)

Yery. Pleasant 83% 85%

Pleasant 16% .13%

Not Too Pleasant 1%

Very. Un7p1 easant

Do :Not Know .

No, Resloonse

:TOTAL

1Source:
Q. B5

Denotes less than .1%.

2
'Percentages rating sites very pl.easant" did not significantly, differ

(-)(2, 1 df, 2.4, p >'.05)1 . .



a

TABLE 111-39

''RATED PLEASANTNESS OF"CONGREGATE SITES:1
PRE-1975 VS. POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES

Very Pleasant

.Fairly Pleasant

Not Too Pleasant

Very Unpleasant

Do Not Know

No Response

Attend. "-Attend.
Post-1975 Pre-1975
Site :Site
(N401) ,(U=832)

84% 83%

14% 15%

1% 2%

1%

TOTAL 100% 100%

1
Source:,

*
Denotes1 ss thari;1%.

J'

2
Percentage rating sites "very pleasant" did not significantly differ
(x2, 1 df, = 0.3, p > .05).

111-83
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unhappiness were not related to attendance frequency, the'large minority of

elderly who felt this way found.their sites less enjoyable'places.to go.

This group may' have special need for supportive services offered through the

meal sites.

f

d.2. Congregate Dining Participants' Perceptions and Experiences

Increased Contributions

-Those who had increased their sitd contributions found their

sites more pleasant.'
D

4

Awareness of Site Activities

If respondents were aware of site activities (eg. games,

movies, singing), they felt the site was more pleasant.

Time Spent Visiting Friends at Sites

The more time participants spent visiting friends at

the site, they more pl,easant the site was rated.

Food Palatability

If site food usually tasted good, elderly rated their
o

sites more pleasant.

Perceived Savings

The greater the peeceived savings associated with

attendance, the more' pleasant the site was.

Because these variables were correlated, one relationship is presented

in Table 111-40 to illustrate these datajn a general manner. This analysis

shows that the more time elderly spent socializing with friends,at the 'site

the more pleasant they felt the site was.

9

10ther illustrative tables. related to these findings are contained in

Appendix I.
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2
Those who did not provide a response to Q. B4 are excluded from this
analysis.

3A detailed distribution fin. this item is in Appendix I,

TABLE 111-40.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RATED SITE.PLEASANTNESS1'
2,

3
AND FREQUENCY OF VISITING FRIENDS AT SITE

Participants

A Spend a Lot/ Spend A Bit/
:Rating' Some Time No Time

(01,308) (N=423)

Very Pleasant

Fairly Pleasant

Not Too Pleasant

Very Unpleasant

Do Not Know

*

72%

24%

3%

1%

TOTAL 100% 100%

Source: Q.85; 84: Oo you spend a lot of time, some time, just a little
time, or no time, visiting, with frrds at the site?

Denotes less. than 1%,

4
Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, =. 59.7ep < .01). Those who
spend at least sometime:socializing with friends at the site are more
likely to rate their sites as "very pleasant."

111-85
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'd.3. Congregate Dining Participants' Lifestyle and Demograic

Characteristics

Three lffesty)e and demographic characteristics significantly predicted

how pleasant participants felt their sites we're.

Depression

Elderly per-sons who were frequently depr:essed or.very unhappY

' found their sites less pleasant.

Religious Service Attendance

Those who attended religious services at least once a

week felt more positively about their sites.

Education

Respondents who were more highly educated (i.e. attained

higher than a high school diploma) were somewhat less

likely to rate their sites as "very pleasant". places

to go.

The relationship between attending religious services and site ratings

is displayed in Table 111-41. Although' a majority felt their sites were

"very pleasant" places to go, elderly who attended religious services once

a week or more often give their sites even higher ratings.

d.4. Former Participants' Experiences and Perceptions

Multivariate analysis revealed ,that formee participants who
k

reported spend)ngmore time socializing-with-their friends at sites (when

they were'active participants) currently gave higher overall ratings to their

sites (see Table 111-42).

d.5. Former Participants' Lifestyle and Demographic Characteristics

Ability to Clean and Maintain Home

Former participants currently able to clean and maintain

their homes by themselves were more likely to recall thit

the site was pleasant.

2'



. TABLE III-41'.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RATED SITE LEASANTNESS
1, 2, 3

AND FREQUENCY OF ATTEN' NG RELIGIOUS SERVICES(

Rating,

Very Pleasant

Fairly Pleasant.

Not foo Pleasant

Very Unpleasant

Participants
Attend Once
A Week Or

More Often
(N=1,090)

86%

13%

1%

Attend Less
Often Than Once

A Week
0=644)

TOTAL 100%' 100%

4 4

1
Source: Q. B5; G1: How often do you attend religious services?

2'
Those who did not provide a response to Q. G1 are excluded from this
analysis.

3
A detailed distritution for this item is in Appendix I.

4
Percentages differ significantly (x2, I df, = 6.8, p < .01). Elderly who
attend religious services at least once a week-are mere likely to rate
the site as "very pleasant." .
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SABLE III 42

1.,-

RELATrONS120 BETWEEN RATED SITE PLEASANTNESS1'
AND PAST..FREQUENCTOF:VISITIND FRIENDS:AT SITE

Very. Pleasant

Fairly Pleasant

Notjoo PTeaSant

Very Unpleasant
. .

go KnOW/Cbuld

N9t.Recall

Former Participants
Spent a Lot/ Spent A Bit/

Some Time No Time

(N=140) (N=104)

79%

21%

2Those who did not provide a response to Q. B4 are excluded from this

analysis.

52%

37%.

6%

3%

2%

100%

3At A detailed distribution for this., item is in Appendix I. Iv

4
Percentages differ significantly ( x , 1 df, = 18.0, p. < .01). ^ Those whCis

-reported-having spent at least some time" visiting friends at the site

were more likely to rate the site as,very pleasant."
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,Depression

The more frequently depressed foemer particpants currently

were, the less pleasant 'they recalled that the sites Are.

!

- Religious Service Attendance

Those who more frequently attend religious services, re-

call their sites were less pleasant.

O



,

4.. Awareness of and. Participation in. Site Nutrition E&cation .

f

One of 't1 e" primary supportive serOces that congregate dining sites. may

offer is nutrition eduCation. These educational activities may take a

variety of forms: classes, informaldiscussions,r/Or the provision of

printed materials on nutrition and/or food preparation. This section of the

report discusses awareness and utilization of,site nutrition education-by.,

elderly participants and former prtcipants.

a. Awareness of.Site Nutrition Edueation

Slightly more than one-half (54%)',6f current congregate dining

participants reported they werearare/rof nutrition eduction activitie at

their sites (see Table LII-43). Interestingly nearly one -fifth (17%)( id not

llow whether such educational activities were offered through sites. s

sRoWn in Table 111-43 former part1c4apts were less ltkely 'to recall that

nutrition education had been available when they were active Service

participants.

Longer-term participants (64%) were more aware of site nutrition

educationthanthosewhonave more recently enrolled (42%). These data are

displayed in Table Other data presented in Table 111-45 show that
is

elderly persons attending sites established after 1975 were marginally more

likely to report thefr sites offered site nutrifetim education (56% vs. 50% of

pre-I975 site attendees).

These data reveal elderly respondents awareness of nutrition education

and, may not precisely correspond to the degree to which sites' actually offer

educational programs. The fact that 17 percent did not know whether such

programs were available at their site suggests that increased publicity

concerning/site nutrition education maybe useful. Increased publicity may

help ensre that all potential nutrition education participants will be aware

of the/full range of supportive services available.

b. Respondent Characteristics Related to Awareness of Site Nutrition,

Education

Multivariate analyses
1 were conducted to identify elderly characteris-

tics associ4ted with awareness of site nutrition education. No significant

prddictors were found for the former participant sub- population. Results for

current congregate dining participants are discussed below.

I
See Appendix J for a description of the analytic technique.
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TABLE III -43.

AWARENESOF SITE NUTRITION EDUCATION1

. .
Awai.enes5 2 Participants

(t0,14735)

Education Available 64i

Education Not Available 29%

'Do Not' Xnow/COuld
Not Recall 17%

NO Response *.

TOTAL 100%

"Former Participants
(N=249)

36%

38%

25%

100%,

1
SOui.ce:: Q. E14: Do they ever have classes, discussjOns or brochures on
nutrition or food preparation at the meal site where yoy go?

*
Denotes less than 1 %.

2
Percen'tages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 25.5, p < .01). Former
participants were less likely to 'report education was available And
more likely to report either that it was not available or they did not
know whether it had been available at their sites.



Awareness2

TABLE III -44'

AWARENESS OF SITE NUTRITION.EDUCATION:1
LONGER-TERM VS. RECENT ENTRANTS

Recent Eiltrants.:
(N =857)

42%

35%

23%

* ,

Education Available

Education Not Aliailable

Do Not Know,

No Response

1
Source: Q. E14

2Percentages differ significantly (X
2
, l'df, = 83.5, p < .01). Recent

entrants were less aware of education availability and more. likely to

say either the service was not available or they did not know if it was

available at their site.

*Denotes less than 1%.

TOTAL 100%

Longer-Term
(N=878)

64%

24%

12%
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1' TABLE 111-45

AWARENESS OF SITE NUTRITION EDUCATION:
1

PRE-1975 VS. POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES

Awareness2

Education Available,,.

.Education Not-Available

Do lot KnoW.

No Response,

1
Source: Q. E14

2
Percentages differ significantly ( x 1 df, = 6.1, p < .05). Pre-1975
site attendeeS were less aware of education availability and more likely
to say either the service, was not available or they did not know if it
was available at their site

*Denotes less than 12;.,

'Attend Attend
Post-1975. Pre- 1975

Site
.(N.903). (N=832)

56% . 50%

27% 31%

17% . 19%

*
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b.l. Summary and Implications

Elderly Orions mhoreported thei sites offertngseveral activities

besides,the meal, were themselves-tctt e partitipati, and were aware` of

other supportive services were likely to be aware. of nutrttion,educatiOn,
.

activities.: Although only 11) percent felt the Service was -"free," thpte,
.4

persons were somewhat less'ltkely to beaware of'site nutritioneducttion,

Participants who were moremObile!'felt their health%bad notdediined,..

.felt their incomes were adequate, and were rarely depressed were more aware

of site nutrition education. More able participants and elderly persOns who

had:positive self-perceptions exhibited greater Awareness. TheW.findifigS,',

/ and the fact that minority elderly were less aware of site :nutrition

edUCation sUggest that thissUpportive seryiceisjiot'reaching some important

subpopulations, It may also bel hoWever,'-that the more d advantaged grou0s:

referred to above are less.interested in expioriartrEM /rtnge,of:avail=:

able supportive services

b.2. Congregate Dining' Participants Perceptions and Experiences

Several characteristics were found to prediat awareness of site

-nutrition education.

Perceptions of Contributions Policy

Participants who felt meals were "free" were less aware of

site education thin those who felt they either were charged

or made .a donation.

Awareness and Participation in Site Activities.

Respondentefwho were more aware of site activities (e.g.

singing, games, etc.) and those who took part more often

were more aware of site nutrition education.

Visiting Friends at Sates

Persons who spent at least "some time" socializing with

friends at their sites were more'aware of site nutrition

education.



A warehes of Site Shopping Assistance
.

Those, who reported their sites made shopping assistance,

available were more aware 'of the availability of site

'nutrition education.

Because these variahles were, themselves, assoc ted, or relationship

-presented in'Table 111-46 to illustrate;the abov findings in a ifuilm
,

fashion.'I These data show that -participants who spent some time
,,.

parti-t4pating inother site activities were more likely to report

nutrition education was available,

ate Dining Parti6pants' Lifestyl

cteristics

General Mobility
yy

Respondents who left their homes at leaSt.onCe each/day were

more aware.

Health Relative to Last Year's

If participants felt their health had declined since last

year, they were less aware of site mitriti education.

Depression

Elderly who felt depressed or very unhappy more often were

less aware of nutrition education activities:

Perceived Income Sufficiency

Persons who reported their incomes uphorly took care of

their needs were less aware.

Detailed distribution for other variables discussed in the text are in

Appendix J.
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TABLE III -46

Jk,
-:RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FREQUENCY:AV'

2' 3

PARTICIPATION IN SITE ACTIVITIES AND'
AWARENESS OF SITE NUTRITION VOCATION

Awareness
4

Education Available

Education Not Available

Do Not Know.

TOTAL

Participants
Always/Sometimes RareTy/Niver

Participate Participate
(11-,7,1,009) (N.449)

64% '43%

23 %. 29 %.

13% 28%

100% 100%

1Source: Q. E14; 83:. How often do you participate in any of these acti-
vities -- always, sometimes, rarely, or never?

2Those who did not provide a response to Q. B3 are excluded from this
analysis.

3A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix J.

4 Percentages diffe-significantly (x2, 1 df, = 57.5, p < .01). Those who
rarely or never participate in site activities were less aware of site
nutrition education.
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'Fe ma e participants were to say site nuteitioni

edUCatibn activities: were available.

1,

MinoritPStatus

Minor*tyelderly participants' 'Wleee more likely to !Wort

that, thl$:sUpportive service WO not available at their sites.

.Several of thesepredicfoliables WeWcorrelated. One relationship is
H , , Y 0 1

presented in Table:III-47 :to summarize other findings. As. can be seen,
,

. -Aft l

i

OcCgtonal:Oe frequent feelings of AeprepOonor unhappinessmere'negatively

veld to awareness ofthis,suppoetivelevice. .

:c. . Participation in Site Nutrition Education
, -

Participants who said that site nutrition'education activities were

available at their sites were asked if they had ever part'icipated in.these

activities. Ai shovin Table 111-48, aware participants were more likely

(73%) to have participated than were foemer participants (60%). 'Disregarding

this2difference, it is clear that a majority of participants who are aware

take,advantage of site nutrition educational op or

As a percqntage of the total current congregate Service population;

hOw4er, only 39 percent have ever participated in these activities (see

A Tabl 111-48).. Although the former participant sample was not designed to be

statisically representative of all forMer Service attendees, it is

interesting to,notethat a smaller propOrtion of this sub-sample (21%) had

ever participated in site nutrition activities.

Aware longer-term participants were also more likely to participate than

mor recent entrants (79% vs. 65%). Thus, as seen in Table 111=49, a larger

pro ortionof all longer -term participarts was likely to have participated.

Participation by pre-1975 and Poti1975 site attendees is displayed in

Table 111-50. Among aware participants no differences were observed;

however, a moderately,larger proporticin,0f elderly attendees at post-1975

sit' Is were likely to participate in site nutritidh education (42% vs. 36% of

pre-1975 site attendees).

Det iled distributions for other variables are in Appendix 'J,.
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TABLE 111-47

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FREQUENCY OF1 , 2 3

FEELING DEPRESSED OR VERY UNHAPPY
AND AWARENESS OF SITE NUTRITION EDUCATION

Awareness4

Participants
Feel Depressed
Often/Sometimes

Feel Depressed
Rarely /Never

(K =488) ':(N=1,226)

Education AvailabOe 44% 57%

Education Not Available 35% 27i

Do Not Know 21% 16%

TOTAL 100% 100%

:1

1
Source: Q. E14; F9e: During the past few Weeks, have you felt depreised

or very unhappy often, sometimes, rarely, or never?

2Those who did not provide a response to Q. F9e are excluded from this

analysis.

3
A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix J.

4Percentages differ significantly ( xi 1 df, = 24.2, p < .01).. Elderly

who felt depressed often or sometimes were less aware of'site nutrition

education.
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d. Respondent \Characteristics Related to Participation In Site

Nutrition c ucation

Regression analys s
1
were utilized to identify elderly characteristics

thatwere Telatively as ociated with participation in site nutrition educa-

Only.results for urren congregate dining participants' are discussed

below, because former par icipants' chaticteristiCswere not significantly

*related to utilization of his supportive service.

d.l. Summary and Implications

` Participation in site nu rition education among those aware of its

availability was enhanced by p sitlive perceptions of site contributions

policy and awareness of other s pportive services: site recreational activ-

ities and shopping assistance. erceptions of site contributions policy were

modestly related to participation\ Even among those who felt they were

charged, 70 percent had ever participated in site nutrition education.

Participation was higher among\aware females who were more mobile and

able to attend sites frequently. Those who occasionally or often felt

depressed were not only less aware of\the supportive service, but less likely

to avail themselves of it. Interestingly, more highly educated elderly

apparently found this activity less appealing than did those with lest than 9

completed years of education.

d.2. Congregate Dining Participants' Perceptions and Experiences

Three perceptions of and experiences' witK the Service were found to be

related to participation in site nutrition education.

Perception of Contributions Policy

Those who felt the meal. was "charged" for were least

likely to participate in site nutrition education.

.Awareness of Site Activities

Participants who reported their sites did not offer

activities such as singing, games, or movies were more

likely to participate in site nutrition education.

Only 11 percenereported their sites.did not offer

such activities.

1See Appendix K for a description of the analytic technique.
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TABLE 111-48

PARTICIPATION IN SITE NUTRITION EDUCATION1 ,

,Participation2 Participants Former Participants
(N926) (N89)

Participation by Aware
Respondents 73% 60%

Participation3

Participation by All
Respondents

Participants -
(N=1,735)

Former Participants
(N.249)

39% 21%

1
Source: Q. E15: Have you ever participated in these activjties, in these
.classes, or read these brochures? 4,'

2Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 4.6, p 4 .05). 'Aware
,participants were more likely to use the Service than aware former

participants.

3Percentages differ significantly (
2, 1 df, = 7.2, p 4.01). Regardless

of awareness, a larger proportion of participants participated in site

nutrition education.

III-100
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TABLE 111-49

PARTICIPATION IN SITE NUTRITION EDUCATION:1
LONGER-TERM VS. RECENT ENTRANTS

Pat-ticiPation2

Participation by Aware
Respondents

Partici ation
3

Participation by All
Respondents

Recent Entrants Longer-Term
:(W362). 04/.564)

65% 79%

Recent Entrants Longer-Term
(11857) (N..878)

27% 51%

1Source: Q. E15

2 2
Percentages differ significantly (x, 1 = 22.4, p <.01). Aware
longer-term participants were more likely to use the service.

3
Percentages differ significantly ( xi 1 df, = 97.6, p <.01). Regardless
of awareness, a larger proportion of longer-term participants participated
in site nutrition education.

III-101-
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'TABLE 50

PARTICIPATION IN SITE NUTRITION UCATION:
1

PRE -1975 POST -1975 SITE TENOEES

Participatioh

Attend' Attend
Poit-19 5 Pre-1975
Site Site
(N=508) (N=418)

Participation by. Aware
Respondents 75% 71%

Participati'on3

Participation by All
Respondents

Attend
Post-1915
Site
(N=903)

4, 42%.

Attend
Pre-1975

Site
(N=6"821

36%

+Sourcl Q. E15

2
Percentages do of dlffer signifiOritly (x Cdf = 1.5, p >

3

Percentages differ si§nificantly ( xi 1 df, = 6:9, p < .01).

of'awareness, a larger pewntage of post-1975 site attendees
site nutrition education. .

.05).

Regardless
utilized



Awareness of Site Shopping Assistance

Elderly respondents who knew that shopping assistance was

available throUgh their sites were more likely to participate

in site nutrition education activities.

Since these variables were correlated the relationship in Table 111-51 is

provided to illustrate these findings in a summary fashion.1 These data show

'that as participants who are aware of nutrition education perceive more

pretsure to make .a monetary contribution, their.part cipation in site

nutrition education tends to decline.

Jo

d.3. Congregate Dining Participants' tifestyll¢ and Demographic

Characteristics

Several of these variables were significantly related to participation

in site nutrition education.

General Mobility

Persons able to leave their homes daily were somewhat more

likely to participate in site nutrition programs.

Depression

The less often participants felt depressed r very unhappy,

the more likely their participation.

Encouragement to Attend Site

The more often fellow worshippers "kept encouraging" elderly

to attend the site, the lest. likely they were to participate

in nutrition education.

Gender

Elderly females were more likely to participate.

Education

Attendees with eight or fewer years of schooling w 're somewhat
,4

more likely to participate in site education activities.

Other tables illustrating.relationthiptAisCussed in the text areA-fi

Appendix:K.



TABLE 111-51

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEIVED
CONTRIBUTIONS POLICY AND 9

3
PARTICIPATION IN SITE NUTRITION EDTTION,' "

Participations

Participate in'Site
Education

Do Not Participate i
Site Education

TOTAL

Participant's Perceptions
.Free Donation Char e

(N.75) (N=675)

79% 73% 70%

21% 26%

99%
4

99%4 99%4

Source: Q. E15; AlG: Are'you asked to mals# a donation, are you charged a

fee, or is the meal free?

2Elderly who were aware of site nutrition education and who had a clear

perception of site contributions policy are included in this analysis.'

3A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix K.

4Total differs frod 100% due to rounding.
vuotkftes.

5Although percentages in this table do not differ significantly (x2, 2 df,

1.8:, p > .05), multivariate analyses revealed a signifjcant univariate

F value associated with perceived contributions policy. See Appendix K.
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As these variables-were-correlated, the relationship in Table 111-52 is.

Presented to.illystrate'all findings in a summary. fashion) Although a

majority (68%) of aware males had ever participated, females ,(75%) were more

likely to have ever aVailed themtelves of site nutrition education.

q4.

Tables for other relationships discussd in the text Appendix



TABLE 111-52

RELATIONSHIPAETWEEN. GENDER" 2' 3
ND.PARTICIPATION IN SITE NUTRITION EDUCATION

Participants

Participation' Females Males

(W02) (N =219)

Participate in Site
Education

Do Not Participate in
Site Education

75%

25% 32%

TOTAL

'Source: Q. E15; L7: Sex of respondent: (answered by interviewer).

2ElderlY who were aware of site nutrition education are included in-this

analysis.

3A detailed distribution for this item is,in Appendix K.

4Percentages differ .significantly. (x2, 1 df, = 4.2, p 4.05). Males aware

.of education were less likely to participate.



Awareness of and Utilization of Site Shopping sittance:

All participants were asked whether. they had e er been offered
.

shoppiqg assistance through, their meal sites`. If shopping assistance had

been offered, they were then asked how often it was offered and hOw often

they utilized this, supportive service..-

a. Awareness of Site Shopping Assistance

More than three-quarters (77%) of current congregate dining partici-

pants reported either that site shopping assistance had never been offered

'or that they did not know if it was available (see Table 111-53). Other

data contained in this table show that 16 percent reported this assistance

was offered at least once a week. Thus, although a majority were unaware

of shopping assistance, when it was available, it was offered'on a frequen

basis. Former participants were more likely to recall that shopping

assistance was riot available or less able to recall whether it had been

available (87% vs. 771; of current participants).

Comparisons between longer-term participants and more recent Service

entrants are contained in Table 111-54. A somewhat smaller percentage of

longer-term participants were unaware of the supportive service.

Separate comparisons were made between those attending sites estab-

lished prior to and after 1975 (see Table 111-55). Attendees at pre-197

sites'were likely to report that this supportive service was offered on

more frequent basis, i.e. one-fifth said it was offered at least once a

week (vs. 13% of post-1975 site attendees who reported it was offered th

frequently).

All in all, these data show that large majorities of each current

participant sub-population were unaware of site shopping assistance.

b. Respondent Characteristics Related to Awareness of Site Shop'', ng

Assistance

Regression analysesl were conducted to identify characteristics

significantly related to awareness of site shopping assistance. Resul s

for current meal site participants and former participants, are discuss d

below.

See Appendix L for a description of the analytic technique.
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4 Frequency3

TABLE 111-53.

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH SITE SHOPPING'
ASSISTANCE WAS OFFERED.

Participants - Former Participants

(N.1735) (N=249)

Once A Week or More Often 16%

OncelVery. Two Weeks 2%,

Once A Month/Less Often, 3%

DoAot Know/Could Not Recall 2%

FreqUency

Unaware. of Assistance

No Response

TOTAL

1 Qu. B12: How often is/was this shopping assistance offered?' Is
it/was it more than once a week, once a week, once every two weeks, once a

. month,zOr less.than:once.a month?

2Percentages include those who reported this service was not available

and who did not know if it was available.

3Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 4.9, p< .05). Participants

who said the service was available, reported more often that it was

available at least once-a week than did former participants.

*.Denotes less than 1%.



TABLE 111754

1

FREQUENCY WITH'WHICH.SITE SHOPPING ASSISTANCE.
.WAS OFFERED: LONGER-TERM. VS. RECENT ENTRANTS

Frequency
4

Once A Week or More Often

Once Every Two Weeks

Once A Month/Less Often

Do. Not Know

-Unaware of Assistance

No Response

1

Source: Qu. B12

2
Percentages include those who reported this service was not available
and'who did not know if it was available.

3Total differs, from 100% due to rounding.

4 2
Percentages differ siOificantly k X, 1 df, = 5.0 p <.05). Longer-term
participants aware of the service were more likely to say it was offered
either 'Once every ,two weeks" or "once a month/less often" than were aware
recent entrants.

TOTAL

Recent Entrants W Longer -Term

(NF857)'' (N=878)

15%.

3%

2%

79%2

99%3

16%

2%
6%

4%

3%

74%2



TABLE 111-55

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH SITE SHOPPING ASSISTANCE'
WAS OFFERED: PRE-1975 VS.. POST-1978 SITE ATTENDEES

Frequency4

Attend
Post-1975
Site

-Attend
Pre-1975,

Stte

(N=903) (N=832)

Once AWeek or More Often 13% 20%

Once Zvery TwQ Weeks 1% 2%

Once A.Month/Less' Often 4% 1%

Do Not Know 3% 2%

Unaware of Astistance

No Respon'se'

TOTAL

78 %2.

99%3

75 %2

I
Source: Q. 812

2 Percentages include elderly who reported this service was not available
and who did not know if it was available.

3Total differs from 100% due to rounding.

4Percentages differ significantly ( x , 1 df, = 8.3, p< .01). Elderly
attending pre-1975 sites were more likely to report this service was.
available "once a week" or more often.



TABLE III -56

AELATIONSHWBETWEEN ATTENDANCE FREQUENCYL?'S

AND AWARENESS OF SITE SHOPPING ASSISTANCE

Awarehess4

Participants

Attend Once,/ Attend'
A Week or Less

More Often
. Often

(N=1458) .(N=260)

Assistance AVailableH 26% 11%

. Assistance Not Available '73% . 8T%

1% 2%Do Not Knew

1
Source: Qu. Al; Bll: Have/did the people at the site ever offered to go

.

with you to he p you do your grocery shopping, or not?

TOTAL 100

2
Interviewees wh
thfl analysis.

A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix. L.

4Percentages differ significantly ( xi 1 df, = 25.1, p <.01). Those who
attend their sitel, at least once a week are more aware of site shopping
assistance.

did not provide a response to Qu. Al are excluded from
4



b.l. Summary and Implications

Awareness of site shopping assistance was relatively low. Approximately

three-quareters of current participants reported either that this supportive

service had never been offered or that they did not know whether it was

available through their sites. As expected, those who were.fr ent 'site,

attendees, were active participants.in site activities, and were are of

other supportive services were more aware of site shoppipg assistance.

Former participants who held positive views of their former sites and who

were frequent participants were also more likely to report that shopping

assistance had been offered to them.

Aware current participants also tended to be elderly women who felt

they ate nutritious meals. In addition, aware elderly were generally

mobile, but were somewhat more isolated and depressed than their peers.

These last findings indicate that sites,probably offer shopping help to

those persons whose living circumstances may indicate a greater need for

assistance.

b.2. Congregate Dining Participants' Perceptions and Experiences

Three participant characteristics were related to awareness:

Attendance Frequency

Participants who attended their sites at least once a week were

more aware of shopping assistance.

Participation in Site Activities

Those who always participated in site recreation

activities were more aware.

Awareness of Site Medical Assistance

If reSpondents knew that medical assistance was available through

their sites, they were more aware of site shopping assistance.
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Because these predictor variables are correlated, one relationship is

presented in Table III756,to illustrate these data in a summary fashion)

As can be seen, elderly who attended. their congregate dining sites at'least

once a week (26%) were more than twice as likely to be aware of the service"

as .less frequent site attendees ,(11%).

b.3. Congregate Dining' Participants' Lifestyles and Demographic

Characteristics

Independent of their Service related experiences, several elderly.

lifestyle and demographic characteristics were related to awareness of site

shopping assistance.

General Mobility

The more frequently participants were able to leave their-homes,

the more aware they were..of site..Shopping assistance.

Nutritiousness of Meals

The more nutritious respondents rated their diet,.the more aware

they were of thiS supportive service.

Looking Forward to Something Particular

Respondents who were looking forward to doing something in

particular (next week) were more aware of assistance.

I
Depression

Those who were aware of the service were modestly more often

depressed or very unhappy.

Ggnder

Female elderly were more likely to report shopping

assistance was available.

Other tables presenting the relationships diicussed in the text are in

Appendix L.
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Awareness
3

TABLE

RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN GENDER12

AND AWARENESS OF SITE SHOPPING
ASSISTANCE

enl

s
es

Partici ants
-------2----"lrr,aeg

171;156) opaltJl ,

Assistance Available

assistance Not Available

Do Not Know/No,Response

TOTAL

26%

72%

2%

....ow..."

T00%

4

17%

82%

1%

100%

1
Source: Qu. B11, Li

2
-A detailed distribution

for this item is in Appendix

3
Percentages differ significantly

( xi 1 df, = 15.&,

were less aware of
P 4.01). Males

site sh -emales--oPping assistance
than f



<V

The most isolated were slightly more likely to be aware of

shopping

w:

assistance. "Extremely" isolated person

no confidante,

were those who
lived alone, felt they had too few friends,

and did not have.children who visited them frequently.

Because these variables were themselves correlated, one relationship

was chosen to illustratethese results in summary fashion.

il

Table 111-57

shows the relationship between gender and awareness of whether this suppor-

tive service was available. Females were more likely to be aware of the

service than were males (26% vs. 17%, respectively).

b.4. Former Participants' Experiences and Perce tions

Three experiences /perceptions regarding the Service were found to be

related to their recall of whether site shopping assistance was available

during the time they were actively participating.

Past Attendance Frequency

Those who had attended at least once a week were more

likely to recall that shopping assistance had been.

offered.

z.. Perce ion of Site Contributions Policy

Former participants who recalled the\had been

by their sites were less likely to recall that assistance

had been offered.

Pleasantness of Site

The more pleasant they recalled their sites were, the

more likely it was that they recalled that shopping assistance

had been available.

Other tables presentin g the relationships Aiscussed in the:-.text re i

Appendix L.
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1
As these variables were, theMseleS, inter- correlated, obe,relationship :is

presented in Table 11158 to illustrate these: results)- AS:canbe

former participants who had attended theircongregate ites on a weekly or,

more frequent basis. Were slightly more Likely to r.ecalls.hopping,atsiStanceH.

had been available.: - ; 11,1

,

FOrmer.participants current, lifestyle and'deMographiC,charaCteristics

Were not significantly related:tiCtheir recall- whether site shopping
.

, \

:assistance had been, available at thefrtiteS..-

c. Utilization of Site Shopping Assistance

Participants who were aware Of this supportive service at their sites

were asked how frequently they utiliied shopping assistance:' As can be

seen in. Table .III-59,-approximatlyone-half (53%) of aware participants

had availed themselyes of this assistance. Furthermdre, aware current

participants were more likely to have used the service than were aware

former participants (53% vs. 32%)..

As a percentage of the total current congregate Service,population,,

however, only 12 percent had ever,used site shopping assistance (see Table_

111-59). Although former participant data are based upon recall of events

somewhat remote in time, an even smaller percentage (5%) of this sub-
-

population had ever used shopping assistance.

Table III-60.presents utilization data for longer-term participants

and more recent entrants. Longer-term participants were more likely to

utilize this supportive service.

Separate comparisons were made between elderly who attended,sites

established before and after 1975. Aware, participants were equally likely

to utilize the service regardless of when their sites had been established.e

illoWever, a slightly larger proportionof all respondents attending pre-1975

sites used the service. This is due to the finding that participants

attending pre-1975 sites reported that shopping assistance was'offered more

frequently (see T able III-55).

Other tables illustrating multivariate4results discussed in the text are:,

in APpendfx L.



RELATIONSHIP: BETWEEN PAST ATTENDANCE FREQUENCY13'

AND RECALL,OF WHETHER SITE SHOPPING ASSISTANCE WAS AVAILABLE,:

Former Paisti.Cipants

Attended Once
A 'Week or

Awarene s
4

More Often
(N=171)

Recalled Usistance Was Available 16%

Recalled Assistance Was Not Available 82%

Did Not Know/Could Not Recall

TOTAL

3
Those who could not recall past attendance frequency are exclUded from
thq analysis.

ource: Qu. B11, Al

A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix L.

2%

Attended
Less Often .

(N=68)

10%

87%

3%

100% 100%

4Although percentages in this table do not\diffe014ignificantly ( x,
1 df, = 1.0, p >.Q5), multivariate analyse revealed a significant
univariate F value associated with past, attendance frequency. See
Appendix L.



TABLE III

UTILIZATION OF SITE SHOPPINGASSISTANC04

Utilization-

Utilization by Aware Respondents

Uti1ization4

Utiljzation by All Respondents

Participants
(N=405)

Participants
(N=1735)

1
Source: Qu. B11: Do/Did you usually use this assistance whenever it
is/was offthd, only occasionally, or have you new used it?

2A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix M.

- Percentage differ significantly ( xi 1 df, =4.9, p <:05Ti' Participants

who said t e service was available were more likely than former partici

pants to ha e used the assistance.

4Percentages differ significantly ( xi .1 df, = 12.8, p A larger

percentage ofcUrrent participants reported having used site:-shopping.

atsittanpe.



TABLE 111-60

UTILIZATION OF SITE SHOPPING ASSISTANCE:
1

LONGER-TERM VS. RECENT ENTRANTS

Utilization by Aware Respondents Recent Entrants Loh er-TerM
(N =226)(N =179)

Used Whenever Offered. 26%

Used Only Occasionally 18%

TOTAL UTILIZATION2 44%

Utilization by All Respondents

27%

60%

Recent Entrants Longer-Term
(N=878)

9%

(N=857)

Used WheneVer. Offered 5%.

Used Only Occasionally 4%

TOTAL UTILIZATIONS 9%

1Source: Qu. B13

Percentages differ significantly ( 1 df, = 34.1, p, <.01). Aware
longer-term participants were more. rikely to use the service.,,

Percentages, differ significantly ( x 1 df = 14.0 p <.01). Regardless
of awareness, a larger proportion cif longer-term articipants use the

7%



TABLE 111-61

UTILIZATION OF SITE SHOPPING ASSISTANCE:1
PRE-1975 VS. POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES

Utilization by Aware Respondents

Used.Whenever Offered

Used.Only Occasionally

TOTAL-UTILiZATION.

Utilization by All Respondents

Used-Whenever Offereil

Used Only Occasionally.

TOTAL UTILIZATION. 11% 14%

Attend Attend

Post-1975 Pre-1975

Site Site
(N=903) (N=832)

6% 8%

6%

-dez

Source: Qu. B13..

2Percentages do not significantly. differ (
.2

= 1.2, p >.05

3Percentages differ significantly.( x2, 1 df, = 4.1, p <.05). Regardless

of awareness, a larger percentage of those attending sites established

prior to 1975 utilized this supportive service.
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d. Respondent Characteristics Related to Utilization of Sfte

Shopping Assistance

Multivariate analyses
1
were employed to identify participant an

former participant characteristics:related to reported utilization o this

supprtive service.' These results are discussed below.

d.1. Summary and Implications

Approximately one-half of current participants who were aware f sit

shopping assistance utilized this supportive service. The more fre uent

users were ftmales who frequently socialiied with friends attending their

sites. Although more frequent users tended to be more generally mobile, ,

felt their health was average or better and were only rarely or never

depressed, they were also more likely to have incomes below $6,000 in 1981

and were more isolated than their peers. These "isolated" were defined as

persons who live alone, report they had too few friends, did not'have

someone in whom they could confide, and were rarely visited by their

children. Thus, among current aware participants, utilization is higher

for those whose demographic characteristics indicate a need for this

particular type of assistance.

As expected, former participants who had attended their sites fre-

quently and had positive perceptions of their sites had been more likely to

utilize the service.

4

d.2. Congregate Dining Participants' Perceptions and Experiences

Only one Service - related characteristic was significantly related to

utilization.

Frequency of Visiting Friends at Site

Those who spent more time visiting with friends at theinsites

were more likely to use site shopping assistance.

See Appendix M for a description of the analytic technique.

111-121
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TABLE,III42

--RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FREQUENCY OF SOCIALIZING'

WITH FRIENDS AT SITE AND UTILIZATIONJW
SHOPPING ASSISTANCE

2,3

Mtilizatton of Service:

Used Whenever Offered
or Occasionally,

Never Used

Do Not. Know:

Resonse

Participants
Always/Some
Time Spent

Socializing
(N=272)

39%

TOTAL 100%

1
Source: Qu. B13, B3: +low often .do you participate in any of these

activities -- always, sometimes, rarely, or never?

2Elderly respondents who were unaware of site shopping assistance are
excluded from this analysis.

3A' more detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix M.

4 differ significantly ( x,-1 df, = 7.2, p <.01) .
Participants who rarely or never socialize with friends at the site are

less likely to,utilize site shopping assistance.-

*Denotes less than 1%.
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This relationship is presented in Table 1;1762. Respondents who spent at

least."some" time visiting with friends were far more likely to use the

service than.thOse who rarely or never socialized. with friends. at the site

(61% vs. 35%)..

d.3. Congregate Dining Participants' Lifestyle and Demographic

Characteristics

Several of these characteristics were found to be related to

utilization of site assistance among elderly who were aware of its

availability.-

,General Mobility

Those who left their homes on a daily basis were more

likely to have used the service.

Self-Rated Current Health

Those who felt their hellth was "fair" or "poor" were

less likely to use the service than elderly who reported

"average" or better current health.

Depression,,

Elderly persons who more frequently felt depressed or very

unhappy were less likely to:use'the service.

Membership in Clubt. and Organizations

Members of,clubt and organization§ used the service somewhat

more often.

Gender

Females more frequently utilized site sh4ping assistance.

s' 1981 Annual Family Income

Less affluent participants were more likely touse the service

whenever it was offered.
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TABLE 111-63 .

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 1981 ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME1'2'3
AND UTILIZATION OF SITE SHOPPING ASSISTANCE

Utilization

Used Whenever Offered
or Occasionally

Never Used

..Do Not Know

No ReSponses

ti

TOTAL

Participants
Less Than
$6,000
(N=283)

60%

38%.

1%

99%
4

$6 000
Or More

34%.

64%:

2%

_Source: Qu. B13, 19: For statistical purposes, we need to know your
family income for 1981. Please give me the letter that covers your total
income for 1981, before taxes. Inc-Me your own income.and that of. any
members of your immediate family wo are living with you. Just give me
the letter (FROM CARD C).

2Respondents who were unaware of site shopping assistance are excluded *from
thii analysis.

3A more detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix M.

4Total differs from lop% due to rounding.

5Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 21.0, p<>.0,1). Less

affluent elderly were more likely to utilize this supportive service.

*
Denotes less than 1



Isolation

The most isolated participants were more likely to utilize

site shopping assistance.

Because several of these predictor variables were, themselves, correlated,

one relationshjp is portrayed in Table III-63 to illustrate all multi-

vari'ate results in a summary fashion; As'shown, persons with 1981 family

incomes below $6,000 were far more likely to usg site shopping assistance

than those with higher incomes (60% vs. 34%).

d.3. Former Participants' Experiences and Perceptions

Several Service related variables were related to past utilization of

site shopping assistance.

Attendance Frequency

Very frequent attendees had been more likely to use site

shopping asistance.

Perceived Contributions Policy

Former particjpants who recalled their sites had "charged" -

for the meal were leis likely to have used this supportive

service.

C.
Awareness of Site Activities

Those who recalled sfte recreational activities were available

were less likely to have utilized Site.shopping assistance.

Pleasantness of Site

The more pleasant they recalled the site had been, the more

likely they were to have utilized the service.

Tables illustrating other multivariate findinn are in Appendix M.



Illustrative tables have not been provided, as these analyses are based

upon very small subsamples' (e.g. only 24 former participants were aware.of

site shopping assistance and felt the site,had been a "very plea4nt place

to go").

Former participants' current lifestyle and demographic characteristics

were found to be unrelated to whether they recalled having used site

shopping assistance.)

'See Appendix M.

III-126.
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6. Awareness and Utilization of Site Medical As,sistance

All Service participants were asked whether their sites ft... ever,.

help(ed) people get medical examinations, treatments, or medicines." Those

who were aware of site medical assistance and referral were then'asked if

they had ever utilized .this supportive service.

a. AWareness. of Site Medical Assistance

Approximately one-half (53 %) of current participants were aware of,

this. supportive service at their sites; however,,a large minority (20%) did

not know whether it was available (see Table 111-64). Former participants

were more likely to recall liat referral had not been available at their.

sites (40% vs. 27% of current participants).

Additional comparisons of important current participant sub-populations

in Tables 111-65 and 111-66 reveal that longer-term participants were more

aware of medical assistance thin those who have more recently entered the

programi,(58%,.vs. 47%). Also, attendees at sites established prior to 1975

were slightly more aware of this type of assistance than participants

attending post-1975 sites (55% vs. 50%).

111-127.
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TABLE 11144

,AWARENESS.OF SITE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE1

Awareness
2

Participants
(N=1735)

Former Participants
-. ($1124§)

AssistanceppAvailable 53% 40 %'

Assistance Not Available
,.

27% 40%

Do Not Know/Could Not. Recall 20% 19%

No .Response .k 1%

TOTAt. 100% '100%

1
Source: Qu. B14:. Does the site ever help people get medical examinations,
treatments, or medicines?

2
Percentages differ significantly (-x2, 1 df, = 13.1, p< .01). Former

participants were less ikely to report assistance had been available and
were more likely to report either that it had not been available or that

they did not know if it had been available at their sites.

*Denotes less than 1 %.



\_ TABLE 111-65

AWARENESS OF SITE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE:1
LONGER-TERM VS. RECENT ENTRANTS

Awareness. Recent Entrants Lorm$8TIrm

... .

(N857).

Assistance Available 47% 58%

Assistance Not Available 27% 0 28%

Do Not Know . .26% 14%

No Response
t

-..

5
1

OTAL, 100 %. , 100%

1Source: Qu. B14

2
Percentages differ significantly ( xi 18.5, p <.01). Longer-term
participants were more aware that medical assistance was available and
less likely to report either that assistance was not available or that
they dil not know if it was available at their sites.

*Denotes lest than 1%.

c
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Awareness
2

,..

AWARENESS OF SITE. MEDICAL ASSISTAKE:
1

PRE-1975 VS. POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES

Attend 'Attend

Post-1975 Pre-1975

Site Site

(N=903) (N=832).

Assistance Available 50% 55%

Assistance. Not Available 31% 24%,

.

-A.Do Not Know. 19% 21%

No.RespOnSe

1
Source: Qu. B-14

TOTAL. 100%

2 2
Percent ges differ.significantly ( x, 1 df, = 4.9, p <.05). Elderly

atter/di g sites establiihed before 1975 were more likely to be aware of

4,e: dical assistance and less likely to report either that it was

unavailable or that they did not know if it was available at their sites.

*Denotes less than 1%.
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b. Elderly Characteristics Related tdAwareness of Site Medical

Assistance
4

Regression analysed were'utllize(Lto identify elderly characteristics

related to awareness.of this supportive service. Results for current coff-

gregate dining Service partWOahtt are presented below.:

.b.l.Summary and Implications

Current congregate meal site participants were more aware of this

supportive service if they attended active sites, and were socially'active

at their sites. If they gither donated or were "charged" by their sitesi,

they were'more aware _of°Medical assistance.

The more mobfle, the married, and those-who had a positive view of the

near future were also more aware. Since those who felt their health was

better were more aware of the service, care shol4d-be taken to publicize

availability of medical referral to those elderly whose health is perceived

to be below average.

b.2.. Congregate Dining Participants' Perceptions and Experiences

Four characteristics were foul to predict awareness of\this

sUpportive service.

Perceived Contributions Policy

Those who felt meals-were."free'! were less-aware of-this

assistance.

Awareness of Site Activities

Attendees aware of site recreational activities at their sites

were more' likely to report that their sites also offered medical

referral services.

1
See Appendix N for-a description of the analytic technique.



TABLE 111-67

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FREQUENCY OF1'24
SOCIALIZING WITH FRIENDS AT SITE

AND AWARENESS OF SITE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Awareness
4

Participants
A lot/Some A Bit/

Time Spent No Time Spent
Socializing Socializing

(N.14,308) (N=423)

Site Assistance Available 55%

Site Assistance Not Available 26%

Do NotKnow 19%

,-,

No Response

44%

1
Source: Qu. B14, B4

2A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix N.

3Those who did not provide a response to Qu. B4 are excluded from this

analysis.

4Percentages differ significantly,( xi 1 d 14.8, p4:01). Participants

who spend at least some time socializing ith their friends at the site

are more aware of site medical assistanc

iic.,*Denotes less than



Visiting friends at Sites

The more time participants spent socializing with their:friends

at the site the.more aware. they were.

Awareness of Site Shopping Assistance

Persons who knew their sites offered shopping assistance were

aware of site medical assistance.

Because these variables were correlated, one relationship is presented in-

Table 111-67 to illustrate the multivariate results.1 ThOse who rarely or

never spent time visiting with friends at their sites were less aware.of

site medical assistance than more socially activeparticipants (44% vs.

55%).

b.3. Congregate Dining Participants' Lifestyle and Demographic

Characteristics

Separate analyses were performed to identify lifestyle and demographic

characteristics significantly related to awareness.

General Mobility

Elderly persons who were able to leave their homes daily were

more aware of medical referral-service!.

Self -Rated Current Health.

Those who rated their health "excellent," "good," or "average

were more aware than participants rating their health as "fair"

or "poor."

Tables illustrating other multivariate findings discussed in the text

are in Appendix N.
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TABLE 111-68

IkELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOOKING FORWARDY'3
TO DOING SOMETHING NEXT WEEK

AND AWARENESS OF SITE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Awareness'

Looking
Forward To
Something

(N=863)

Site Assistance Available 59%'

Site Assistance Not Available 23%

Do Not Know,

TOTAL.

18%

100%

Participants
Not Looking
Forward To
Something
(N =870)

47%

32%

21%

Source: Qu.-B14, F2: Is there something in particular that you are
looking forward to doing next week?

2A det'ailed distribution for this item is in Appendix N.

3Those who did not provide a response to Qu. F2 are excluded from this

analysis.

4Percentages differ significantly ( x
2
, 1 df, = 25.2, p.01). ,Elderly

persons who were looking forward to doing something P4rtiOr were more

_.aware_ Of_Site_mdicAlassistance.



Looking Forward to Something

People who were looking forward to doing something . n particular

(next week) were more aware.

Marital Status

Married persons were more aware of this supportive service.

Table 111-68 illustrates one of these relationships.1 As can be seen,

elderly participants who were looking forward to something particular were

more aware of the availability of site medical referral.

c. Utilization of Site Medical Assistance

Elderly persons who reported that medical referral. servicet were

available through their sites were asked if they had ever used this

supportive service. Data contained in Table 111-69. show that 52 percent of

aware current participants had utilized site medical referral services. A

comparable percentage 'of aware former participants had done so (54%).

As a fraction o1 40 total current congregate Service population,

slightly more than one-quarter (27%) had used this supportive service. A

-7----sma-fler-propprttom-of-fgrmer participants interviewed had utilizedvthe`J
service (21%).

Table 111-70 presentt 4tiliiation data for longer..term congregate site

participants' and those whO had more recently enrolled As can be seen,

longer-term participants, were more likely to have used the service,

calculated either as ea perdentage of, aware or total participant

sub - populations.

Regardless of awareness, comparable proportions of pre-1475 and

post-1975 site attendees utilized this supportive service_(see Table

111-71).

Tables illustr'ating other multivariate findings discussed in

are in Appendi)i- N.

111-139
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TABLE 111-69

UTILIZATION OF SITE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Utilization
2 Participants Former Participants

(N=911) (N=99)

Utilization by Aware RespOndents 52% 54%

Utilization3

Utilization by All Respondents

Participants
(N=1735)

27%

Former Participants
(N=249)

1
Source: Qu. B15: Have you ever used this. service?

2Percentages -do -not--differ-significantly-(c-x---1-dfi--=-0:0,--p-> .05)

3Per entages differ significantly ( x,
2

1 df,. = 3.9, p <.05). A larger

percentage of current participants used the service.



TABLE 111-70

UTILIZATION OF SITE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE:
LONGER-TERM VS. RECENT ENTRANTS

Utili-zation2 Recent Entrants 'Longer-Tenn
(N=404) (N=507)

48% 56%Utilization by Awa're Respondents

/.L

Utilization3 Recent Entrants Longer-Term
(N=857) (N=878)

Utilization by All-Respondents 22% 32%-

1
Source: Qu. B15

2
Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 6.4, p< .01). Aware
longer-term participants-are more likely to utilize site medical
assistance.

3

Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 21.8, p <.01). A larger
percentage of longer-term participants use this supportive service.



TABLE 111-71

UTILIZATION OF SITE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE:1
PRE-1975 VS. POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES

Utilization
2

Utilization by Aware Respondents

Attend
Post-1975
Site

.(N =451)

S4%

Attend
Pre -1975.

Site
(N=460)

Attend
Post-1975

Utilization3 Site
(N=903)

-Utilization by All Respondents 27%

1
Source: Qu. B15

2
2

'Percentages do not significantly differ (X; 1 df, = 0.5, p >.05).

3Percentages do not significantly differ (x2, 1 df, = 0.3, p .05).

Attend
Pre-1975

Site
(N=832)

28%



d. Elderly Characteristics Related to Utilization of Site Medical

Assistance

Multivariate analyses
I
were conducted to identify elderly character-

istics related to utilization of site medical referral services. Demographic

and lifestyle characteristics were found to significantly' predict utilization

by current and.former participants. Neither group's Service related

experiences and perceptions were reliably related to Utilization.

d.l. Summary and Implications

What is interesting regarding the results. for current congregate

dining payticipants is that self-reported health and-number of doctor

visits did not predict utilization of site medical assistance. Rather,

those who led a more "isolated" lifestyle were more likely to take

advantage of the supportive service. Encouragement from peers to attend

the Service also was positively related to utilization. Participants who

live in a l,rger social "world" may be able to obtain medical assistance

from other resources.

An interesting data point emerged from analyses of former partici-

,..,..,,,,,-p

if
ants.This-su,pportPAgriYoase had been more often utilized by those with

dower education.

All in all, among current participants, a less socially active life-

style appears to predict utilization. It is not unreasonable to infer that

current users are, thus, better able to find this type of support through

the congregate dining Service than through independently exploring other

services available in their community.

d.2. Congregate. Dining Participants Lifestyle and Demographic

Characteristics

Inviting Others to Dine

Those who rarely or never invited others to dine in their homes

were more likely to have utilized this supportive service.

See Appendix 0 for a description of the analytic technique.
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Looking Forward toDoinq Something

Those who reported'ihere was nothing in particular they were

looking forWard to doing (next week) were more likely to utilize

the service.

Encouragement to Attend Site

Persons who were continually encouraged by peers attending their

religious services to attend the site were more likely to use

site medical assistance.

Membership in Clubs and Organizations

Participants who did'not belong to clubs or other social

g,N\organizations were more likely to use this supportive servi e.

Marital Status

Married persons were less likely to have used site,medical

assistance.

As these predictor variables were correlatbd;-one-retationship-is-presented--

in Table 111-72 as a way of illustrating these multivariate Icindinwin a

summary fashion. 1. Married elderly were lets likely to have utilized site

medical assistance thin single participants.

d.2. Former Participants' Lifestyle and Demographic Characteristics

Looking Forward to Doing Something

Former participants who were anticipating doing something

particular were more likely to recall they, had used this

supportive service. *.wenair

Tables illustrating. other multivariate resultt discussed in the text are

in Appendix.p.
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TABLE 111-72

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MARITAL STATUS
1

'
2

'

3

AND UTILIZATION OF SITE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

Utiqiition5

Participants

Married Not Married
(N=343) (N=568)

Have Utilized 48%. 55%

Have Not Utilized 51%' 44%

No Response 1%

TOTAL 100% 99%
4

1

Source: QU. B15, Il

2
Elderly persons who were unaware of site medical assistance are excluded
from this analysis.

3A detailed distribution for this item is in. Appendix 0.

4
Total differs from 100% due to rounding.

5
Percentages differ significantly ( xi 1 df, = 4.1, p<.05). Marrie
participants' are less likely to have used site, medical assistance.

*Denotes less than 1%.,

111-141,
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Education

The more highly educated-they were,Itheiless likely they were to

have ,,used the, sery e.

4 '
Because these relationships re based upon quitelsmall sample sizes (e.g,

only 19 who were aware of th s assistance, had mere than 12 years of

schooling), no illustrativ Ables are provided:

ti

41.
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7. Awareness of and Participation in Site Recreational Activities.

A major goal of the National Nutrition Sftvices for the Elderly As to

ameliorate the social isolation and loneliness that may characterize some

older persons. Congregate meal sites..are 'authorized to offer a variety of.

recreational tivities and provide setttps in which participants may

.socialize with their peers. This section of,the report discusses this

important component of the Service.

a... Awareness of Recreational Act vities

When directly asked whether thei congregate dining sites offered

. . activities such as games, m es, or singing," a majority of current

participants (86%) responded irmatively (see'Table 111-73). A majority of

former participant&4%) also recalled that such activities were available

during the time they were active Service participants.

Whereas longer-term participants were slightly more aware of

recreational activities- than more recent entrants (89% vs. 82%), persons

attending pre-1975 and post-1975 sites were comparably aware of site

recreational opportunities (86% vs. 85%). These data are contained in Tables

111-74 and 111-75. Clearly, a majority of sites offer various forms of

re-creation-irraddttion.to-provislon-of-a-meal--.-

r

b. Frequency of Participation in Site Recreational Activities
,

Respondents who reported that these activities were available were also

. asked how frequentlY they participated -in them, Data presented in TJle

111-76 show that 68% of aware current participants "sometimes" or "always

.took-part in these activities::- A smaller percentage of former participan s
,

recalled having participated as frequently (55%).

As a fraction of the total current congregate Service population, nearly

three - fifths (58%) partitipated at least occa.Sionally. Less than one-half.

(44%) of the former participants interviewed recalled having participated as

frequently (see Table 111-76). Thus, on the whole, former particfpantt were

less active particiOants in site recreational activities.

Table 111-77 displays participation frequency data for longer-term

participants and those who had more recently enrolled in the congregate

Service. Regardless 'of awareness, longer=term partei pants more frequently:

111-143
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TABLE 111-73

:AWARENESS OF SITE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES'.

Awareness
2

Activities Offered

Activities'Not Offered

Participants Former Partici
(N=1,7351 (N=249)

79%

12%

Do Not Know/Could
Not Retell.'

k,

No Respon$.

3%

100%

1
Source: 0. 82:'. Does the hot meal. site offerkotiVi'

movies-, or singing ?. 4;

Denotes less than.1%.

?Percentages do not significantly .differ (
:4



TABLE III-74
L.

AWARENESS OF SITE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES:1
LONGER-TERM VS.RECENT ENTRANTS

c)

Awareness2 Recent Entrants Longer -Term.
.(N =857) (N=8787

,ActiVities Offered 82%

Activities Not. Offered 12%

Do Not Know 5%

No Response 1%

a

-.89%.

10%

Source: Q. B2

2
Percentages-signifig
participants were ,m

wDenotes less than:

ly d r x , 1 df, = j2.6, p .01). Lceger-term( 2 <
aware'of site recreational activities. /
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TABLE 111-75

AWARENESS OF SITE'RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES:1
..!PRE-1975 VS. POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES

Activities Offered

Activities Not Offered

Do Not Know

No Response

1
Source: Q. B2

Deribtes.less than 1%.

TOTAL

Attend
Post-1975

Site '

Attend
Pre-1975

Site

(N=903) (N =832).

85% 86 %.

12% 10%

3% 3%

1%

100% ApO% -

2Percentages do not significantly differ (' 1,df,.= 0.4,
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TABLE III 76

FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION IN SITE1
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Frequency of Participation participants Former Participants.
(N=1,485) (N=197)

Participation by Aware
Respondents

Always/Sometimes

Frequency of Participation
3

Participation by All
Respondents

Always/Sometimes

1

68%, 55%

Particia nts Former Participants
-(N=1,73 ) (N=249)

58%. 44%

Source: Q. B3: How often do you participate in any of these activities --
always, sometimes, rarely, or never?

2
Percentages differ significantly (x 1 df, = 11.9, p < .05). Aware
former participants were less likely to participate in site recreational
activities

3
. Percentages differ significantly (x2, I?df, = 17.7, p < .01). A smaller
Proportion of former participants participated in site recreational
activities.



TABLE 111-77

FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION IN SITE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES:1
LONGER-TERM VS. RECENT ENTRANTS

Frequency of Pirticipation2

Participation by Aware
Respondents

Always/Sometimes

Frequency of Participation3

Recent Enteants Longer-Term
(N.779)

63% 72%

Recent Entrants Longer-Term.

(N=857) .(N=87B)

Participation by All
Respondents

Always/Sometimes 52%

1

64%

Source: Q. 83: How often do you participate in any of these activities

always, sometimes, rarely, or never?

2 Percentages differ significantly ( x 1 df, = 13.7, p <.01). Aware2 -
longer -term participants were more likely to participate in site

recreational activities.

3Percentages differ 'significantly ( x 1 df, 25.5, p < .01). A larger

proportion of longer-term participants participate in site recreational,'

activities.
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took part in recreational activities provided by their meal sites. No

differences were observed for elderly attending pre-1975 and post-1975 sites

(see Table 111-78).

c. Respondent Characteristics Related to Participation in Site

Recreational Activities

Regression analyses 1
were used to identify characteristics related to

frequency of participation in site, recreational activities. Results for

current participants and former participants are discussed below.

c.

c.l. Summary and Implications

Current partiCif3ants likely to frequently participate in site recrear

tional activities were minority elderly who attended frequently, were

.socially active at their sites, and who utilized site shopping assistance.

.Former participants who had been frequent SerVice attendees and had been

socially active with their friends at the site had also been frequent

participants in site recreational activities.

The findingthat former participants' perceived savings were negatively,

associated with participation should beinterpreted with caution as their

--perceptions Of-aMounts spent are basedlOon recall of events remote in time.

Former participants, as a group, werejless. likely to recall that attending

the Service had saved them.money (see Table 111-33) and were more likely to

feel sites had "charged them (seejabTe. 111-18). They may have.felt that
, .

their contributions were payment for recreational activities.

c.2. Congregate. Dining Participants Experiences and Perceptions

Analyses revealed that four Service related experiences and perceptions

significantly predictedifrequency of ,participation in site recreational

activities.

See Appendix P for a description of the analytic. technique.
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TABLE 111-78

FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION IN SITE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES:'

PRE-1975 VS. POST-1975 SITE ATTENDEES

Frequency of Participation2

Participation by Aware
Respondents

Always/Sometimes

Frequency of Participation3

Participation by All

Respondents

Always/Sometimest

1Source: Q. B3

2Percentiges do not significantly differ ( x2, 1 df, = 0.0.

3Percentages do not significantly differ (x2, 1 df, = 0.1,

Attend Attend

Post-1975 Pre-1975

Site Site

(N=770) (N=715)

68% 68%

Attend Attend
Post -]975 Pre-1975

Site Site

(N=9P3) (N=832)

58% 59%

2' 7



Attendance. Frequency

Persons who attended their sites at least once a week

were more likely to participate than lessifrequent.

attendees.

Time Spent Visiting Friends at Site

Those who Spent more time socializing with their friends

at their sites were more frequent participants.

Awareness of Site Shopping Assistance

Elderly attendees aware of the availability of site shopping

assistance participated more frequently.

Utilization of Site Shopping Assistance

Participants who utilized this supportive service were

more frequent participants.

Because these predictor variables were correlated, one relationship 4s

displayed in Table 111-79 as a way of illustrating these findings in a

summary fashion.
1

As can be seen, elderly who reported spending at least

some time visiting 'with friends at these sites were more likely to

participate in site recreation activities (75% vs. 41% of less frequent

socializers).

c.3. Congregate Dining Participants' Lifestyle and Demographic

Characteristics

One demographic variable was found to be significantly related to

frequency of participation.in site recreational activities.

Minority Status

Minority. .persons were more .frequent participants in site

recreational activities.

1Other tables illustrating multivariate findings discussed in the text .

are in Appendix P.
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TABLE' 111-79

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TIME SPENT VISITING FRIENDS AT SITE1'
2 3

AND FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATING IN SITE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES,

A

Frequency of Participation'

Participants
Spend-A Lot/ Spend A Bitf

Some°Time No Time

Socializing Socializing
(N=1,168) (N=314)

Always 38% `I 11%,

Sometimes 37% ,t 75% 30%
) 41%

Rarely/Never .23% 58%

No Response 2% 1%

TOTAL 100% 100%

1
Source: Q. B3, B4

2 Interviewees who did not provide a response to Q..B4 are excluded from thi

analysis.

3A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix P.

4Percentages differ significantly (x2, 1 df, = 143.6, p < .01). Aware

elderly who spent less time visiting with friends were more likely to

"rarely" or "never" participate 'in site recreational activities.



This finding is presented in Table 111-80. Whereas three-quarters (75%) of

minority elderly participated at least "sometimes," two-thirds (67%) of non-

minority elderly participated as frequently:

c.4. Former Participants' Experiences and Perceptions

Similar multivariate analyses for this group of elderly individuals

showed that three Service related experiences and/or perceptionstere

significantly ;:elated to past frequency of participation in site 4creational

activities.

Past AttendanceFrequency

Those who had attended a site at least once a week were

more likely to have participated.

Time Spent Visiting Friends at Site

The more time spent socializing, the more frequently former

participants took part in site recreational activities.

Perceived Savings

The lower the perceived savings, the more likely former

participants were to take part in site recreational

activities.

Because these predictor variables were,themselves, related, we have rchosen

to provide one relationship in Table 111-81 as a way of illustrating th se

resufts.1 As can be seen, former participants who had spent at least ome--'

time" visiting, with friends were far more likely to have taken part in ite

recreational activities than elderly who had been less socially activ

their sites (73% vs. 26%).

Other tables illustrating multivariate results discussed in the text'are

in Appendix P.
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TABLE 111-80

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MINORITY STATUS AND1' 2' 3
FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION IN SITE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Frequency of Participation

Always

Sometimes

Rarely/Never

Do Not Know

No Response

TOTAL

1
Source: Q. B3, L8

Participants

Minorit

39%

36%

'21%

2%.

2%

75%

Non-Minority
(N.1,228)

31%

36%

32%

*

1%

67%

100%. 100%

2Elderly respondents who were unaware of site recreational activities are

excluded from this analysis.

3A detailed distribution for this item is contained in'Appendix P.

*
Denotes less than 1%.

4
Percentages differ significantly ( 1 df, = 6.3, p < .05). Aware

minority elderly were more likely to participate "sometimes" or "always."



LLI-p;

'RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAST TIME SPENT1'
2, 3

VISITING FRIENDS'AT SITE AND .

PAST PARTICIPATION IN SITE RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Frequency of Participation
4

Former Participants
Spent a Lot/
Some Time

Socializing

Spent A Bit/
No Time

Socializing
(N=123) (N=74)

Always 28% 4%

SoMetimes 45%
73%

22%
26%

Rarely/Never 27% '72%

Do Not Know/Could Not.
Recall -- 1%

:Response 1%

TOTAL 160% . -100%

1Source: Q. B3, B4

2Elderly who did not provide a response to Q. B4 are e4cluded from this
analysis.

3A detaiTed distribution for this item is in Appendix`P.

4
Percentages differ significantiy ( xi 1 df, = p < .01). Aware former
participants who spent less time visiting friends at their sites, were less
likely to participate in site recreational activities.
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d, Time Spent Socializing with Friends at Sites

One basic indicator of how well the congregate dining Service provides

social opportunities for participants is the time they spend visiting with

friends at their sites.__As shown inqTable 111-82, three-quarters (76%)

of current participants reported that they spent "some" or "a lot" of time

visiting with friends. These data also show that former participants

were less socially active during their tenure as site participants.

Separate comparisons be ween longer-term participants and more recent

program entrants are displayed in Table 111-83. As might.be expected, the

longer they had been participating, the more time they spent visiting with

friends.

No differences were observed for participants attending sites estab-

lished prior to and after 1975 (see Table 111-84).

e. Respondent Characteristics Related to Socializing with Friends

at Site

Multivariate analysesl were conducted to identify participant

charatteristics significantly related to socializing with friends. Results

for At-rent participants and former-participants are discussed below.

e.l. Summary and Implications

Among current particPants, those who more frequently socialized with

friends were females who enjoyed eating and who were able to get out of their

homes nearly every day. TheSe socially active participants also participated

in site recreational. activities. Clearly, site recreational activities

provide 'substantial opportunities...for social tneraction.

Former participants who had been active participants in site recrea-

-tional activities and WhoYelt-their sites had been pleasant were also

more socially active. Interestingly, more socially active former partici-

pants had also been more likely to have increased 'their site contributions.

One final result of interest is.Oat former partitipants who are currentty

encouraged to attend thesite by peers had been less socially active during

their tenure at sites. Time will tell whether this peer pressure will be

successful in ,inducing re-enrollment of former participants who had availed:

themselves less of the companionship at their sites.

See Appendix Q for a description of the analytic technique.



TABLE 111,82

..TIME SPENT VISITING FRIENDS AT SITE1

Time Spent2 Participants Former Participants
(1,735) (N249)

A Lot of Time 43% *) 23%

Some Time 33%
2 1*76%

33%
56%

11

Just A Little Time. 19% ',..t.../ 29%

No Time 5% 13%

Do Not Know/Could Not
Recall 1%

4o Response 1%

TOTAL 100% 100%

Source: Q. B4.

2
Percentages diluter significantly &2, 1 df, = 32.6,.p 'FP,"61er

.particionts-wdre less likely to spend "a lot" oftime visiting friends
at their sites. 0
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,TABLE.

T1$1E SPENT VISITING' PRIENDS;AT SITE 1;
'RECENT ENTRANTS VS. LOtNER-TERM

Ttme Spent

Lot cofJimef.,,

Some

A tle time,

;DOn' t: KnOw,

No ,Response
-

TOTAL:

1
Source: Q. B4

2
,z-,

, Percentages differ significantly (*", 1 df;). 24.1, p< .01). Longer-.

term particikants were,.more likely to ,sperid "a lot" of time soializtng

with friends at their,svItes.-



TABLE 111.7.84

1' M5 SPENT VISITING FRIENDS AT'SITE:
1

PRt-19751 VS. POST -1975. SITE ATTENDEES

A,1.0t,of

soeTitti
Y.

(t?

Attend Attend
Post-1975 Pre-1975

Site Site ,,

(N=903) (N=832)"

42%

:No `Response

,

irce: Q. B4

-centages do not significantly diff6'



e.2. Congregate-Dining PirtiCipants'',Experieptesci Perceptions

Several Service related experiences and perceptions Were significantly

related to frequency of visiting with friends atisites.

Attendance Frequency

Moi-e frequent attendees spent more' me social izing.,

Perceived Site Contributions' Poii:Zy

Those who felt the meal'was ",frei' spent less time

Awareness of Site Activities
.14 '4

If respondents were aware.of site aetiviti

movies, singing) they spent more tiff :ViS

t7tgpipation4in Site ActivitieS

ct4y9wartitippts`.flient more time socializing.

friends.

at

Awareness,` of Site Medical AssVtance

Attendees who were aware that their site offered medical

referral services,- socialized more.

As several of these predictor variables.Were relked,, one relationship is

provided in Table' 111-85 to illustrate these findings in a summary fashion

As.can be seen, elderly participants who were aware of site medical
.

assista8ce were more likely to spend "a lot"! of time visiting friends than

...those who welit not tare. of the of this supportive service (4

vs. 37%).

1Other tables Illustrating multivariate findings are in Appendix Q..



TABLE 111-85

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AWARENESS OF SITE EDICAL ASSISTANCE" 2 3

AND TIM SPENT VISITING FRI NDS AT SITE

Time Spent4

A Lot, of Time

Some Time

Just A Little Time

No Time

0

Partic ants
Aware of Unawarg of

Site Medical Site Medical
Assistance Assistance
(N=911) (N=476)c

1

48% 37%

31% :13°d

17% 21%

4% 9%

TOTAL 100% 100%

1Source: Q. B4, B14: Does,the site ever help people, get medical
examinations, treatmentor medicines?

.Elderly who did not provide ,a response to Q. B14 are deleted from this
analysis.

4.

3A detailed distribution for this item is in Appendix Q.

4
;<,

2
Percentages differ significantly ( 1 df, =15.2, p .01). Unaware
elderly were less likely to spent "a lot" of titie visiting friends at
their sites.



e.3. CongreilaWDining Participants'' Lifestyle and. Demographic ,

Characteristics

.
General Mobil itsr

Participants who'viere able to leave their-homes on a_

dAly basis-, spent more time visiting with friends- at .

ill1L;r sites.

Edting Enjoyment.

The more respondents enjoyed eating, the more time they

spent visiting with friends.

.Encouragement to Attend Site.

Those who "kept" being encouraged ~ by fellow worshippers'"

to attend the tite .spent- less time socializing.

Gender'

Elderly females spent more time socializing.

The rdlAtionship between gender and time visiting friends'at is

partrayed by data in Table 111-86. Females were more likely to spend "a 1

of time visiting with their friends (45% vs. 36% of males).

e.4. Former Participants' Experiences and Perceptions

Four Service related perception's and/or experiences were significantl

related to pait socializing at the site

Increased Contribution

Those who had increased theitssite contribution .had

spent more time socializinb..-
L,

1-

c.



TABLE III 86

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENDER AND TIME SPENT
1

'

. VISITING FRIENDS-AT SITE

3
Time Spent

A Lot of Time

Some Time

Just A Little Time

No Time

Participants
Males

(N=1,256)

45%

34%

17%

1N=473).

36%.

31%

25%

8% 4%

TOTAL lop% ri00%

9nA detailed distribution for this iteivis Appendix.
1 it

'iPercenta es differ si f .1 df, = .01). Females
were more likely to spend "a lot" of time socializing with friends at
their sites.

4
Those-who did not reply to Q.B4 are omitted from this analysis.



"Awareness of Site Activities

Elderly respondspts who recalled that heir sites 40 offered

recreational-activities had beenrmore,socially active at their

sites".

Participation in,Site Activities

More frequent-participants had spent more time visiting

their frieWs at the sites. ,

Pleasantness of. Site

'The more pleasant the site, the more socially active

.
:former participants had. been. .

ecAuse of the correlations between,Oese predictor variables, one relatic

f;Ship-As-prcvided in the text to illustrate these findings in a summary-

data in Table 111-87 show that jormerticipants WhO,nad in-,

irate contributions were more likely to have spent at least

socializing with their friends"(66% vs. 52% of less socially

r:participants)._

e.5. Former hrtIcipants' LifestVe.andDemographic Chat'4 Leristics

Several ,current diaracteristics were significantly related to=former

participants' recall,-of how socially active they had been at their congre5.

sites.

Eat Alone

.ThOSe 64-rentl sually dining alone, had been less .

frequent socia.liiers.

1,Tables illustrating other multivariate findings discussed in the text'ar(

in Appendix Q.
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TABLE 111187

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCREASED CONTRIBUTIONS AND-1 '
2

TIME SPENT VISITING FRIENDS AT SITE

Time SOent4

A CotmofTime

Some Time

Just A Little Tithe

Former 'Participants
Increased Did Not Increase....

Contribution .Contribution
(N =148)(N=50)

24%

42%

''28%

No Time 6i

Do'Not Know/Could
"' Not Recall

4

66%

20%

5
32%

2%

1
Source:
joined thiS,'Pi7Ogp4i7"

2
Eldei-1y who did not proVide' d
this analysing

Thls table is also contained in Appendix Q.

Although percentages did not differ significantly(x2',. 1
p > .05), multivariate analysis revealed a ,si nifioant univOlIfg F
value associated with increased contributioliV. HSee" Appdndik Q.

4

UinoreaSed yout^ contribution since you

excluded from

ry
Vd



Inviting Others to Eat

The more frequently respondents currently invited friends

or relatives to dine with them at their homes, the more

socially active they had been.

DeO4-Sion

Those who felt depressed or very unhappy more often

during the past few weeks had spent more time visiting

with friends at their sites.

_

Encouragement to Attend.

Those who reported that someone who attends their

religious services "keeps" encouraging them to attend,

had less frequently Visited friends at their sites.

The last relationship is'displayed in Table 111-88 as a way of illustrating'
.

these findings in a summary fashion.1 As can be seen, more encourage-

ment to attend the site was received by elderly who had:b,een los socially;:

-active with-friends at the site

r))

4

10ther illustrative tables are contained in Appendix Q.
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TABLE 111-88

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENCOURAGEMENT TO ATTEND''
2

AND TIME SPENT VISITING FRIENDS AT SITE,

Time Spen
4

V- 'A

A Lot of Time

SoMe Time

Just A Little Time

No Time

'06 Not KnoW/Could
Not Recall

Former Participants

Encouraged
(N.,25)

28%
.

52%

40%

8%
48%

Not
Encouraged

(N=77)

27%

)10%

1
Source: Q. B4, G5c:, Does someone from,yOur church or synagogue kep
encouraging you to go to the hot meal site?

2
Rersons who' attended religious-services,and iiiew fellow worshippers
who attended the meal site are inclvded in ihitanalysis.

3
This table is.also contained in.Appendix Q.

4
Although percentages did n

P >.05), multivariate Anal
value associated with- entou

,tly differ ( x 1 df, = 2.7,
a 'significant univariate F.
.Appendix- Q.


